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OVERSIGHT HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZA-
TION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF
1965

TUESDAY, JULY 2, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Kahului, Maui, HI.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:30 a.m., in the
Student Lounge, Building 232, Maui Community College, 310 Kaa-
humanu Avenue, Kahului, Maui, 11awaii, Hon. Patsy T. Mink pre-
siding.

Members present: Representatives Mink, Washington, and Jeffer-
son.

Staff present: Thomas R. Wolanin, staff director; Maureen Long,
legislative associate; Bob Chun, administrative assistant; Laura
Efurd, legislative director; and Joan Manke, executive assistant.

Mrs. MINK. Good morning everybody. I hope I can reach all of
you in the audience. If you would come forward, maybe we will
have an easier time. I am not sure exactly where the loud speakers
are placed. We are okay? Oh, great.

The meeting of the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education,
U.S. House of Representatives, will come to order.

This is a continuation of hearings that began yesterday in Hilo
at the University of Hawaii, Hilo Campus. We are very, very de-
lighted to have this opportunity to continue our hearings and the
taking of public testimony on the subject of the Higher Education
Act, which needs to be reauthorized.

I am very grateful te the committee for making it possible for me
to have these hearings and be able to take back to Washington, DC
and to the members of the committee the ideas and criticisms and
contributions of the people, not only in the higher education field,
but also from students and parents and members of the public at
large.

We have today our special honor to welcome as people of Maui,
two of my colleagues from Washington, from the Congress, who
serve on the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, of the
House Education and Labor Committee, and I am very, very happy
that they could be with me at these hearings.

On my right is Congressman Craig Washington from the great
State of Texas, City of Houston. He, prior to coming to Congress,
was a practicing attorney, and has been now in the Congress serv-

(1)
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ing his second term. He serves on the Judiciary Committee as well
as on the Education and Labor Committee.

At the end of the table is my colleague, William Jefferson, from
New Orleans, Louisiana, and this is his first term on the commit-
tee.

Both gentlemen have long distinguished careers in public service
in their respective communities, and I am really very, very happy
that they could come and hear your testimony and to carry back to
Washington your message.

We have two members of the committee staff with us. On my im-
mediate left is Tom Wolanin, who is the chief counsel for the sub-
committee and has been with the Committee on Education and
Labor for 16 years. He is extremely knowledgeable, and if I get
stuck on anything you ask me, I will rely on Tom to respond.

And accompanying him is Maureen Long, who is a member of
the staff also. Maureen over there, with the glasses, at the end of
the table.

We welcome both of the staff people who are helping us to con-
duct these hearings and to make it possible for its to have an accu-
rate transcript.

Everything that is said here at the hearings wili be noted down
by our stenographer, who has also joined us from Washington, to
make a verbatim record of the hearings, so at the end when our
transcript is printed, we will have a complete record of everybody's
thoughts and contributions regarding higher education.

I have several members of my own congressional staff here. In
the middle there with the gorgeous pink-peach outfit is Laura
Efurd, who is my legisiative director, and she works on education
matters for me in Washington, DC.

And in the blue outfit is Joan Manke, who works in my Honolu-
lu office as my executive assistant there. And somewhere, way in
the back, is Bob Chun, who is my chief of staff in the Washington,
DC office.

If you have any problems not related to higher education, you
can talk to Bob or to Joan nie and we will certainly attend to those
things later.

But now on with the committee hearing.
We have two panels and then an additional one or two witnesses

who have asked to testify.

STATEMENTS OF CLYDE SAKAMOTO, PROVOST, MAUI COMMUNI-
TY COLLEGE; DAVID IHA, PROVOST, KAUAI COMMUNITY COL-
LEGE; AND CLARA FOO, FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATOR,
MAUI COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Mrs. MINK. The first speaker on this panel is Dr. Clyde Saka-

moto, Provost of the Maui Community College. The second witness
is Dr. David Iha, Provost, Kauai Community College. And third is
Clara Foo, Financial Aid Administrator, Maui Community College,
at Kahului, Maui.

Before we begin the panel, I wonder if my colleagues would like
to make a comment before we open, or wait until after the panel?
Congressman Washington.
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Mr. WASHINGTON. I would like to say I am happy to be here and
I thank you for inviting me. As you know, my predecessor, Con-
gressman Mickey !Aland had visited this island before, and on
behalf of the pecplo of Houston, I am happy to be here. I am happy
to be here since this is the birthplace of my colleague and dear
friend who chairs this committee.

Mrs. MINK. Okay, Dr. Sakamoto.
Mr. SAKAMOTO. Madam Chairwoman, members of the committee,

Aloha.
Mrs. MINK. The record will reflect some gorgeous leis are being

presented to our visitors, with the customary kissshould I put
that in the record?

Mr. SAKAMOTO. I am Clyde Sakamoto of Maui Community Col-
lege. On behalf of the rural community college in Hawaii and espe-
cially faculty, staff and community of Maui Community College, we
are deeply grateful for the opportunity to testify on the reauthor-
ization of the Higher Education Act. And we are especially thank-
ful you appear at Maui Community College.

In mar v respects, Maui Community College is typical of rural
community colleges on the mainland. Our comprehensive curricula
inducting general and technical education, relatively smaller size
having served 2,337 students in fall, 1990, and comparatively low
tuition to encourage access to higher education within the County
of Maui represent characteristics of most rural community colleges
in America. The college also enjoys strong working relationships
with the private and public sectors through 14 education and train-
ing degree programs.

Maui Community College, however, is unusual in that it is the
only community college in the Sta':e and probably one of the very
few in the country that serves three separate islands, Maui, Molo-
ka'i and Lana'i. As a community college on the periphery of west-
ern, eastern and polynesian civilizations, our college has a complex
role in preparing our community and students to participate ac-
tively and effectively in the Pacific century.

To provide the committee with a sense of our tri-isle communi-
ty's postsecondary education challenges, some of the following data
might be helpful. With a 13 percent enrollment increase from Fall
1989, 2,074 students, to fall 1990, 2,337 students, Maui Community
College is the fastest growing institution in the UHCC system.

At 63.8 percent women, Maui Community College has the high-
est proportion of females on any UHCC campus. At 30 years mean
age, Maui Community College students are comparatively older
than elsewhere in the system (26.7 years UHCC systemwide).

Of 700 applicants, or about one of three students, who attended
Maui Community College, 514 received assistance: Pell, 125; SEOG,
62; Perkins Loan, 37; State Higher Ed Loan, 65; Hawaii State In-
centive Grant-tuition iver, 25; and University of Hawaii Tuition
Waivers, 200; total fed arally supported financial aid amounted to
over $272,000 last yea' .

Additionally, Maui Cbunty has grown approximately 42 percent
over the last decade from 71,000 to about 100,000.

To continue to address these higher education needs, Maui Com-
munity College has had an extremely aggressive track record with
regard to accessing Federal resources to address our community's
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postsecondary education requirements. As a result of our communi-
ty's growing needs, our college has sought and received support for
financial aid programs, Upward Bound and Educational Opportuni-
ty Center projects, and Title HI strengthening developing institu-
tions resources.

We have also recently applied for other programs related to im-
proving our library technology and to expanding our Cooperative
Education program. Let me just say, without these resources, we
would not have been able to make the strides that we have within
the county of Maui in terms of providing access to higher education
at Maui Community College.

Without our Educational Opportunity Center that serves ap-
proximately a thousand students each year, without our Upward
Bound project that is going on now, focusing on the high school stu-
dents who are economically or academically disadvantaged, we
would not have been able to make the kind of progress we have in
expanding access to students, to families that are first generation
college bound within the county of Maui.

There are a number of different areas and concerns which will
be the focus of other testimonies including the need to preserve the
Title III set-aside for community colleges, develop more equitable
and broader criteria for establishing student eligibility, strengthen
the college workplace education and connections through Coopera-
tive Education programs, and creating special support services for
students with special needs.

I strongly support all of these points. Without diminishing the
needs of the urban institutions, I would particularly like to encour-
age the continuing inclusion of language that accompanies an ap-
preciation for the unique requirements "rural" and "minority" in-
stitutions.

On Maui, we are a small campus. We don't have the administra-
tive infrastructure to compete with some of the large institutions
for Federal grants on a competitive basis with ail of the support
infrastructure that would be available to large college; and univer-
sities.

Our administrative staff is very modest by comparison, and as a
result, we pull our staff members, our faculty members in to gener-
ate these Federal grant applications. So some consideration, we
feel, must be made to give the small rural minority institutions an
opportunity to compete effectively albeit within a somewhat differ-
ent context over consideration.

The geographic challenges of serving a tri-isle community in a
rural Pacific setting are probably quite similar to those community
colleges providing higher education programs to other parts of
rural America. The mikjor obstacles of serving first generation col-
lege bound students among Par: :c Island families in particular,
however, require expanding our TRI3 programs. The Upward
Bound Project and Educational Opportunity Center on Maui have
provided invaluable support to encourage access among those stu-
dents who are academically and economically disadvantaged or
who have simply not been exposed to higher education prior to that
work to integrate minorities and those who have not been enfran-
chised must be one of our Nation's first priorities.

8
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Your leadership and Congress' leadership in supporting educa-
tion and, in partIcular, 2-year community college programs, has
never been more important. To bridge the realities between pure
statistics and empowered and productive student and resident lives,
strengthenin; public and higher education through the reauthor-
ization of the Higher Education Act will be absolutely crucial.

Thank you, again, for the opportunity to testify.
[The prepared statement of Clyde Sakamoto follows:]

f)
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CONGRESSIONAL HEARING ON TH8 REAUTHORIZATION
OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

JULY 2, 1991
MAUI COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENT LOUNGE

HEARING CONDUCTED BY: Sub-committee on Post-Secondary Education,
House Committee on Education and Labor

Madam Chair and members of the Subcommittee, Aloha.

On behalf of the rural community colleges in Hawaii and especially

faculty, staff and community of Maui Community College, we are
deeply grateful for the opportunity to testify on the

reauthorizaticn of the Higher Education Act.

In many respects, Maui Community College is typical of rural

community colleges on the mainland. Our comprehensive curricula
including general and technical education, relatively smaller size
having served 2,337 students in Fall, 1990, and comparatively low

tuition to encourage access to higher education within the County

of Maui represent characteristics of most rural community colleges

in America. The College also enjoys strong working relationships

with the private and public sectors through 14 education and

training degree programs.

MCC, however, is unusual in that it is the only community college
is the State and probably one of the very few in the country that

seres throe separate islands, Maui, Molokei, and Lana'i. As a

community college on the periphery of western, eastern and
polynesian civilizations, our College has a complex role in

preparing our community and students to participate actively and

effectively in the Pacific century. To provide the committee with

a sense of our tri-isle community's post-secondary education
challenges, some of the following data might be helpful:

o With a 13 percent enrollment increase from Fall 1989, 2,074

students, to Fall 1990, 2,337 students, MCC is the fastest
growing institution in the UHCC System

o At 63.8 percent women, MCC has the highest proportion of

females on any UHCC campus

o At 30.0 years mean age, MCc students are comparatively older

than elsewhere in the system (26.7 Years UHCC systemwide)

o Of 700 applicants (or about one of three students) who

requested financial assistance, 514 received assistance: Pell

(125), SEOG (62), Perkins Loan (37), State Higher Ed Loan

(65), Hawaii State Incentive Grant - tuition waiver (25), and

University of Hawaii Tuition Waivers (200); total federally
supported financial aid amounted to over $272,000 last year.

o Additionally, Maui County has grown approximately 42% over

the last decade, from 71,000 to about 100,000.
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To continue to address these needs, MCC has had an xtremely
aggressive track record with regard to accessing federal resources
to address our community's post-secondary education requirements.
As a result of our community's growing need., the College has
received Sought and received support for financial aid programs,
Upward Bound and Educational Opportunity Cnter projects, and
Title III strengthening developing institutions resources. We

have also recently applied for other programs related to improving

our library technology and to expanding our Cooperative Education

program.

There are a number of different areas and concerns which will be
the focus of other testimonies including the need to preserve the

Title III set aside for community colleges, develop more equitable
and broader criteria for establishing student eligibility,
strengthen the College-workplace education and connections through
Cooperative Education programs, and creating special support
services for students with special needs. I strongly support of

all these points. Without diminishing the needs of the urban
institutions, I would particularly like to encourage the
continuing inclusion of language that includes an appreciation for
the unique requirements "rural" and "minority" institutions.

The geographic challenges of serving a tri-isle community in a

rural Pacific setting are probably quite similar to those
community colleges providing higher education programs to other
parts of rural America. The major obstacles of serving first
generation college bound students among Pacific Island families in
particular, however, require expanding our TRIO programs. The
Upward Bound Project and Educatiznal Opportunity Center on Maui
have provided invaluable support to encourage access among those

students who have are academically and economically disadvantage
or who have simply not been exposed to higher education prior to

contact with these programs. Continuing and expanding programs
that work to integrate minorities and those who have not been
enfranchised must be one of our nation's first priorities.

Congress' leadership in supporting education and in particular
2-yesr community college programs has never been more important.

To bridge the realities between pure statistics and empowered and

productive student and resident lives, strengthening public and
higher education through the reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act will be rOsolutely crucial.

Clyde M. Sakamoto
Provost
Maui Community College
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Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much, Dr. Sakamoto.
We will next hear from Dr. David Iha from Kauai Community

College.
May I note that all of your prepared testimony will be inserted

in the record as though delivered, and you might consider summa-
rizing your comments,

Mr. IHA. I prepared a summary of my testi= y, so I am not too
sure if you have it.

Mrs. MINK. All right.
Mr. JEFFERSON. Madam Chairwoman, may I move the summary

be included in the record as well?
Mrs. MINK. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. INA. Madam Chairwoman, I am pleased to appear before this

committee to bring to the attention of the committee our efforts in
addressing the needs of our Native Hawaiian students and to rec-
ommend that Title III funds be set aside to meet the needs of our
Native Hawaiian student population.

In my written testimony, I have described Kauai Community Col-
lege's commitment to create a new momentum for our Native Ha-
waiian students through the creation and establishment of a Ha-
waiian Studies program at the college. I have attached a chart out-
lining the various program offerings which would be included in
such a center which would integrate and build connections among
several constituencies: the college, the community and the Depart-
ment of Education.

My written testimony also shares some examples of our success-
ful work with a very special group of Native Hawaiians, students
from the Island of Niihau. Our students from the Island of Niihau
use the Hawaiian language as their primary spoken and written
language.

I am proud to have on the college staff the first native Niihauan
to receive a bachelor's degree. Her education included attending
the elementary school on Niihau, Kamehameha Schools on Oahu,
Leeward Community College, and then successfully completing her
baccalaureate degree in Hawaiian Studies from the University of
Hawaii at Hilo.

Today, she is the first person from Niihau employed by the Uni-
versity of Hawaii serving as a counselor at Kauai Community Col-
lege. She is an excellent role model for many of our Native Hawai-
ian students who may have lost their vision that i,hey too can suc-
ceed in higher education.

Mrs. MINK. David, you may have to explain for the record what
Niihau means.

Mr. IHA. An island up the coast of Hawaii, which is privately
owned, and where all the inhabitants are native Hawaiians. We
have a special elementary school where they try to maintain their
Hawaiian culture by speaking Native Hawaiian. We have made
special efforts to have those students not only maintain their own
culture, but also their own native language.

I have included as part of the written testimony, an article from
the Scientific American which describes a remarkable and signifi-
cant longitudinal study called The Children of Kauai. In 1955, 698
infants on Kauai became participants in a 30 year study that has
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shown how individuals triumph over physical disadvantages and
deprived childhoods.

The life stories of the resilient individuals on the Garden Island
taught researchers that competence, confidence, and caring can
flourish even under Averse circumthances if ?saung people encoun-
ter adults in their lives who provide them with a secure basis for
the development of trust, autonomy and initiative.

One of the specific ways through which this can be accomplished
is by providing a set-aside under Title III, part A of the Higher
Education Act for institutions that serve a certain required mini-
mum percentage of Native Hawaiian and Asian Pacific students.
There is a set-aside under the current authorization, if amended,
which can be used to assist our institutions :n responding to the
needs of Native Hawaiians, Asian Americans, or Pacific Islanders.

The current provision in Se -tion 360(cX2) states that the Secre-
tary shall, for such fiscal year, A, allocate 25 percent of the excess,
about the amount appropriated for part A for fiscul year 1986,

among eligible institutions with the highest percentages of students
who are Black Americans, Hispanic Americans, Native Americans,
Asian Americans, Native Hawaiians, or Pacific Islanders, or any
combination thereof.

It is requested that the language regarding this 25 percent set-
aside be revised to allow institutions that serve the minority
groups to compete for funds under this set-aside on the basis of
competitive proposals judged by their peers rather than as current-
ly awarded to institutions on the basis of the highest percentages of
minority students enrolled in their institutions.

It would be ideal if the committee deems appropriate to provide a
specific percentage set-aside for Native Hawaiian students as cur-
rently is the case under the Carl Perkins Vocational Education
Act.

In addition, it is requested that the current set-aside for commu-
nity and junior colleges under Part A of Title III be retained. This
provision has enabled Kauai Community College and community
colleges across the country to respond to new and emerging prob-
lems. In the case of Kauai Community College, we are fortunate to
be the recipient of a 5 year dollars grant amounting to approxi-
mately $2 million.

The college is using these grant funds to respond to emerging
needs in telecommunications, computer applications, performing
arts, foreign languages, culinary arts, and small business programs.
Previous grants have enabled the college to develop and implement
new programs in music, facilities engineering and electronics.

The college has been successful in responding to these emerging
needs because we were able to successfully compete for a grant
under the current Title III authorization without the "wait out"
period. When the college's proposal was funded in 1989, there were
571 applications of which only 86 new awards were made.

It is requested that the current provision for a "wait out" period
be eliminated to permit colleges to respond to new emergi.4 prob-
lems on an ongoing basis rather than "wait out" for a number of

years. Title III funds should be directed to those institutions who
are positioned to deliver on the key issues facing our Nation and
that have already demonstrated a record of performance. My un-

1 Ii
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derstanding is that Part B institutions do not have a "wait out"
period.

I have also submitted written testimony regarding Title VI of the
Higher Education Act. I was pleased to serve on the Interassocia-
tion Task Force on HEA Title VI as one of the representatives
from the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges.
The task force representing six associations developed a consensus
agreement on a detailed set of legislative amendments for both
Title VI and Fulbright-Hayes.

In particular, I support the recommendations for the need for
greater diversity in the undergraduate centers and programs. It is
requested that the authorization level be increased for the under-
graduate programs so that we can compete for funding to develop
our efforts in international education.

At Kauai Community College, we are seeking to internationalize
our curricula, student body, and faculty. We are seeking to create
an international education program appropriate to the needs of our
local community college. We are also constantly seeking ways in
which we can cooperate and collaborate with other 2-year and 4-
year institutions.

I was pleased to learn during the task force deliberations that
the University of Hawaii at Manoa as the recipient of four major
awards is one of the major beneficiaries of Title VI. Your continued
support, especially for undergraduate programs, will enable the col-
lege and community colleges across the country to develop pro-
grams in international education.

would be pleased to respond to any questions you may have re-
garding my testimony.

[The prepared statement of David Iha follows:]
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TESTIMONY PRESENTED BEFORE THE
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

July 2, 1991

on

Title III of the Higher Education Act

by

David lha
Provost, Kauai Community College

University of Hawaii

Mr. Chairman:

I am pleased to appear before this comm4tee to share with you our efforts at Kauai

Community College to meet the post secondary needs of our Native Hawaiian students from

the islands of Kauai and Niihau. I am here to suggest that we initiate a new momentum for

our Native Hawaiian students. A crucial first step in this ncw momentum is take a careful

look at what we have done, what has worked, and, most importantly, what obstacles still

remain in our paths.

Kauai Community College, ptirt of the public higher education system yoverned by

thc University Board of Regents, provides a two-year Associate in Arts undergraduate

degree in general education and liberal arts and the Associate in Science degree and

Certificates of Achievement and Completion in numerous vocational and technical fields.

Kauai Community College is the only public higher education institution on the

island, The College provides the only access to educational opportunities for many of our
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residents living in small/rural communities outside of the main metropolitan center of

Honolulu.

Kauai Community College serves a substantial cross section of the population as a

result of an "open admission" policy that permits any high school graduate or adult age 18

or older to enroll. This policy provides maximum educational opportunities to the residents

of Kauai. The College enrolls 1,400 regular credit students and nearly 2,500 special students

during a typical semester. The average student age is 30 years, two thirds of the students

attend college parttime, with many working fulltime while attending classes. Women

account for sixty percent of the total enrollment, and the ethnic diversity of the College

generally reflects that of the community they serve except for the under-represented Native

Hawaiians and Filipinos. The attached chart shows the under-represented

Hawaiian/Filipino as a percentage of total enrollment in Hawaii's community colleges.

For these under-represented groups, we need a new momentum that provides more

than access. Beyond the need for sustained and coherent support services, we must look

at the teaching and learning process, the curriculum, and the campus climate. We must

extend the traditional curriculum beyond western civilization to expose our students to the

richness of our own multicultural heritage. We must look at the climate of our campuses

to ensure that the atmosphere is one where we enhance and cherish our diversity. We must

insure that the campus climate is one where ma cultural events are routine and our students

are welcomed with our version of Hawaiian hospitality.

2
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We need a new momentum that focuses on "Building Communities". The American

Association of Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC) recently issued a report prepared

by the Commission on the Future of Community Colleges which proposes that the theme

"Building Communities" become the new rallying point for the community college in

America. The Commission, chaired by Dr. Ernest Boyer of the Carnegie Foundation,

defines the term "community" not only as a region to be served, but also as a climate to be

created. Community Colleges can inspire partnerships based upon shared values and

common goals.

Strengthening our connections beyond the college--with schools, industry, business,

social agencies and policy groups--will become a key strategy in the building of community.

Through collaboration, we can reaffirm out mandate to respond to the needs of our under-

represented groups. Kauai Community College, geographically separated by the Pacific

Ocean, yet close to the people, can offer a convenient forum for thoughtful discourse; we

can serve as a gathering place where persons of various constituencies can meet to explore

common problems.

At Kauai Community College, we shai it institutional commitment to strengthen

our connections beyond the college. The attached chart shows the vision we have of

enhancing our cultural heritage through the establithment of a Hawaiian Studies Center

where we can provide activities focusing on building an educational community for our

Native Hawaiian population. The creation and establishment of a Hawaiian Studies

3
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program will enable the College to integrate the efforts of the community and many of our

social agencies into a coherent program which enhances our Native Hawaiian culture.

Through the establishment of this center, we can begin to offer a wide variety of activities

unique to our island setting. Such offerings will include credit and non-credit offerings

ranging from Hawaiian music to language and archeology. Workshops such as Interpret

Hawaii and customized training focusing on our Hawaiian values will seek to tell the story

of our islands. Our services provided thvough the program will reach out to our community

with a host of cultural events. Our faculty and staff will reach out and serve as valuable

resources to Punana Leo, a Hawaiian early education program, to the public schools in their

Hawaiian Language immersion program, and most importantly to the families they serve

in Hawaiian communities scattered throughout the islands.

Let me share with you how the connections established through Kauai Community

College enabled the College to make a significant contribution in the lives of a very special

group of Native Hawaiiins, the people of Niihau. Niihau. sometimes called the Forbidden

Island, is located off the coast of Kauai. The people of Niihau are all Native Ilawaiians

who use the Hawaiian language as their spoken and written language. Let me tell you the

story of three of our recent graduates.

Our first graduate is James, the first male from Niihau who graduated from Kauai

Community College. James was rec..-uited into our auto-body repair program by a counselor

funded through a grant made possible by the Mu Like Voc Ed Project under the Carl

4
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Perkins Act. While in our auto-body program he also enrolled in an Adult Basic Skills

program being offered by the Kamehameha Schools through a grant under the Carl Perkins

Act. He later transferred into our welding program and graduated with a degree in welding.

He came to the College as a welfare recipient and left with basic skills, a marketable

vocational skill, and enhanced self estcem. lie is currently employed as a welder with one

of our sugar plantations. Many agencies provided support throughout his semesters at the

College but the most crucial support was giv:n through a caring faculty mcmbcr who served

as a mentor both in and out of the shop.

We are proud of our two women graduates from Niihau who graduated from our

early education program. One woman is a single parent with five children. She is currently

a bi-lingual tcachcr working in a public elementary school to implement thc Kamehameha

Elementary Education Program (KEEP), a model curriculum developed by the

Kamehameha Elementary Demonstration School. The other woman is the director of a

Hawaiian pre-school called Punana Leo, a family-based education center which icceives

support from the Education for Native llawaiians programs.

Kauai Community College bears a special responsibility to assure that our institutions

effectively address thc needs of our minority students, in particular, our Native Hawaiian

students. We need to actively advocate institutional behavior that will enhance the quality

of services provided to Native Hawaiian students and other minorities. Today we arc in

danger of failing to meet our goals of provkiing a way out of economic and social

5
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disadvantage for our Native Hawaiian students. We need a new momentum. The situation

facing our Native Hawaiian students is not unlike the situation described by Dr. Frank

Newman, Executive Director of the Education Commission of the States.

In the May 19tI8 report of the Commission on Minority Participation in Education

and American Life, Dr. Newman wr:

"We have underestimated the un and complexity of the situation as well as

the need for sustained institutional and governmental commitment. We also

have found that some of the more difficult barriers to full participation by
minority young people are not so obvious. An unacceptably large number
conclude at an early age that education is not for them. Even among those
who make it into four year colleges and universities, attrition rates are
unacceptably high.

This calls for a new understanding and a more creative approach to the
barriers to success faced by minority youth from kindergarten to graduate

school."

How will the Native Hawaiian compete in this world? How will they be able to

penetrate technological barriers? How will they be able to develop into productive citizens

of our World? How will they be able to do any of these things if we fail to bring our Native

Hawaiian students into the economic mainstream?

Some of the answers to the above questions can be found in a significant longitudinal

study called the Kauai Longitudinal Study or Ttie Children of the Garden Island. In 1955.

098 infants on Kauai became participants in a 30 year study that has shown how individuals

triumph over physical disadvantages and deprived childhoods. The study reinforces the need
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for early-intervention programs such as the parent-education project. The researchers found

that all children can be helped to become more resilient if adults in their lives encourage

their independence, teach them appropriate communication and self help skills and model

as well as reward acts of helpfulness and caring. The life storcs of the resilient individuals

on the Garden Island taught researchers that competence, confidence and caring can

flourish even under adverse circumstances if young people encounter adults in their lives

who provide them with a secure basis for the development of trust, autonomy, and initiative.

Attached is an article from the Scientific American which summarizes their remarkable

study.

Kauai Community College, at its best, can be a center for problem-solving in adult

illiteracy. It can be a center for leadership training. It can bring together agencies to

strengthen services to our Native Hawaiians. It can coordinate efforts to provide child care,

transportation and financial aid. It can serve as a focal point to improving the quality of life

for our Native Hawaiian students. It can be a center where we can raise thc expectations

of our young people for higher education.

The establishment of Native Hawaiian programs at Kauai Community College and

at each of thc seven community colleges who serve us the front line institutions serving our

Native Hawaiian population will demonstrate the institutional and governmental

commitment to improving the numbers of Native Hawaiians pursuing higher education.

Kauai Community College has a pivotal role in getting Native I lawaiians into the pipeline.

7
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On our campus, it will require the process of revising the campus agenda, changing

individual priorities and habits, and willfully disrupting the status quo. With your help, we

hope that we can take the leadership role in turning the tide of minority participation in

higher education.

One of the specific ways through which this can be accomplished is through providing

a set aside under Title III (Institutional Aid), Part A (Strengthening Institutions) of the

Higher Education Act for institutions who serve a large percentage of Native Hawaiian and

Pacific Island population. There is a provision under the current authorization in

Section 360, (c),(2) in which "the Secretary shaH, for such fiscal year---(A) allocated 25

percent of the excess (above the amount appropriated for part A for fiscal year 1986) among

eligible institutions with the highest percentages of students who are Black Americans,

Hispanic Americans, Native Americans, Asian Americans, Native Hawaiians, or Pacific

Islanders, or any combination therefor; and (B) allocated 75 percent of such excess among

other eligible institutions."

It is requested that the language regarding this 25 percent setaside be revised to

allow institution who serve the minority groups cited in the paragraph above be permitted

to compete for funds wider this setaside on the basis of competitive proposals rather than

as currently awarded to ins itutions on the basis of highest percentages of ir;nority students.

current practice.

8
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In addition, it is requested that the current setaside for community and junior

colleges under Part A of Title III in Section 360, (c), (1) be retained. This provision of Title

III enabled Kauai Community College and community colleges across the country to respond

to new and emerging problems. In the case of Kauai Community College, through our fivt

year Title III grant, the College is responding to emerging needs in telecommunications and

computer applications, performing arts, foreign languages, culinary arts and business

education. Past grants has enable the college to respond to the needs for a music program,

facilities engineering, and electronics program.

It is also requested that the current provision for a "wait our period under Section

313, Duration of Grant be eliminated to permit r.olleges who are doing the developmental

work under Title III to continue to respond to new and emerging problems on an ongoing

basis rather than waiting out for a number of years. Title III funds should be directed to

those institutions who arc positioned to deliver on the key issues i'azng our nation and that

have already demonstrated a record of performance.

We are pleased to be recipient of an award under Title III. I want to express my

thanks to the committee for continuing this program which has resulted in significant

institutional improvements at Kauai Community College.

9



UNDER-REPRESENTED HAWAIIAN & FILIPINO IN THE
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII SYSTEM

1983 1985 1987 1989

Hawaiian Filipino Hawaiian Filipino Hawaiian Fili.ino Hawaiian Filipino

CC SYSTEM 10.6 15.4 10.5 16.6 10.9 16.4 11.4 17.0

HONOLULU 10.1 15.1 10.7 17.0 10.4 18.2 13.4 19.4

KAPIOLANT 8.1 13.3 8.0 13.9 8.4 12.6 8.7 12.6

KAUAI 10.9 25.5 12.0 27.1 11.6 27.7 13.6 31.7.

LEEWARD 10.1 11.6 9.5 19.1 9.5 18.9 9.9 18.9

MAUI 14.5 17.6 14.1 19.0 17.8 19.8 16.2 20.3

WINDWARI) 16.7 3.3 16.4 1.2

----

17.5 2.6 12.5 2.9

----
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Children of the Garden Island
In 1955, 698 infants on the Hawaiian island of Kauai became

participants in a 30-year study that has shown how some individuals

triumph over physical disadvantages and deprivedchildhoods

Kt
ual, the Garden Island, lies at
he northwest end of the Hawai-
an chain. 100 miles and a half.

hour flight from Honolulu. Its 551
square miles encompass mountains,
tiffs, canyons, rain forests and sandy

beaches washed by pounding sun.
I he hrst Polynestans who crossed the
Pantie to settle there in the eighth
4 entury were charmed by its beauty,
as were the generations of sojourners
who visited there after Captain James
Cook "discovered" the island in 1778.

The 45.000 Inhabitants of Kauai are
for the Mgt descendants of
immigrants from Southeast Asia and
Turope who came to the island to
work on the sugar plantations wtth
the hope of finding a better life for
their children. Thanks to the islanders'
unique spint of cooperation, my col-
leagues Jessie M. Bierman and fern E.
Trench of the University of California
at Berkeley, Ruth S. Smith, a clinical
psychologist on Kauai, and I have been
able to cany out a longitudinal study
on Kauai that has lasted for more than
three decades. The study has had two
pnncipal goals: to assess the long-
term consequences of prenatal and
pennatal stress and to document the
effects of adverse early rearing condi-
te:os on children's physical, cognitive
and psychosocial development.

Tt e Kauai Longitudinal Study began
at a time when the systematic exami-

EMMY E. WERNER Is professor of hu.
man development and research child
psychologist at the University of Califor-
nia, Davis. She received her Ph.D. tram
the university of Nebraska In 1951 and
then joined the Institute ot Clu1d De.

; selopment at the UnlversitY of Mbyte-
' sota. she served as visiting scientist at

i he pennatal research branch of the Na.
! Ilona/ InstinneS of Health I, +ni 1919 In
' 1.102 and as an associate research child

psschologist in the School .1 Public I

Itealth at the I'mversity ,0 California.
nerkeles. between 1001 and PHA wer
net has taught at Davis since

by Entity E. Werner

nation cif the development ot children
exposed to biological and psychosce
col risk !actors was still a bit al a
ranty. Investigators attempted to re.
t (instruct the events that led to phys-
« al sir psychological problems be
-.radians the historY of Individuals in
is horn such problems had already sin,
laced. This retrospectwe approach
can create the impression that the
outcome is inevitable, since it takes
into account only the "casualties." not
the "survivors." We hoped to avoid
that impression by monitonng the de-
velopment of all the children born in a
given penod in an entire cGmmunitY.

We began our study in 1914 with an
assessment of the reproductive histo-
nes of all the women in the communi-
ty. Altogether 2.203 pregnancies were
reported by the women of Kauai in
1954, 1955 and 1956. there %sere 2-UI
fetal deaths and 1,963 live births. We
hose to study the cohort at 1,1114

!ants born on Kauai in 1911. and we
followed the development of these in
dwiduals at one. two, ID. 18 and 31 or
1;2 years af age. rhe maionw at the
individuals in the birth cohort-422 in
allwere born without complications,
following uneventful pregnancies, and
grew up in supportive environments.

But as our study progressed we be-
gan to take a special interest in certain
"high risk" children who, in spite of
exposure to reproductive stress, dis-
cordant and impoverished home lives
and uneducated, alcoholic or ohm tally
disturbed parents, went on to develop
healthy personalities. stable Careers
and strong interpersonal relations. We
decided to try to identity the protec-
tive factors that contnbuted to the
resilience of these children.

St:IFS/TUX .1.E.11 RICAN 1pri/ Him

Incline a community that is will.
Om or able to rot., ;ate in such
an effort Is not an easy task. We

hose Kauai for a number id reasons,
not the last at which was the recep.
tivity of the island population to our
endeavors. Coverage by medical. pub.

lie-health, educational and social serv-
ices on the island was comparable to
what one would find in commrnities
of similar sae on the U.S. mainland
at that time. furthermore, our study
aould take into account a variety of
ultural influences an childbearing

and child reanng, since the population
of Kauai includes individuals of Jap-
anese, Pillpino, Portuguese, Chinese,
Korean and northern European as well
as of Hawaiian descent.

We also thought the population's
low mobility woulo make it easier to
keep track of the study's participants
and 'their families. The promise of a
stable sample proved to be Justified.
At the time of the two-year follow-up.
96 percent of the living children were
still on Kauat and available for study.
We were able to find 90 percent of the
children who were Still alive fo.- the
10-year follow-up, and for the 18-year
lollaw-up We found HO percent of the
( ohort.

In order to elicit the cooperation of
the island's residents, we needed to
get to know them and to introduce our
study as well. In doing so we relied on
the skills of a number of dedicated
professionals from the University of
California's Berkeley and Davis cam .
oases. from the University of Hawaii
and from the island of Kauai itself. At
the beginning of the study five nurses
and one social worker, all residents
of Kauai, took a census of all house.
holds on the island, listing the occu-
pants of each dwelling and recording
demographic information, including a
reprodut live history of all women 12
years old or older. The interviewers
asked the women if they were preg-
nant; ir a woman was not, a card with
a Postage-free envelope was left with
the request that she mail It to the
Kauai Department ot Health as soon as
she thought she was pregnant.

local physicians were asked to sub-
mit a monthly list ot the woman who
were coming to them Ion prenatal care.
ommunitv °reamers spoke to wont-



rch oatherings, the
communi..

Is lte-0,/ the census
:ed up with letters,
were delivered with

:e urging mothers to
Iverused In newspa.
adio talks, gave slide
buted posters.
nurses interviewed

Imen who Joined our
:mester of pregnancY,
osure to physical or
-na. Physicians moni .
plications during the
L labor, delivery and
erlod. Nurses and so-
ervlewed the mothers

nim period and when
ere one and 10 years
nons between parents
in the home were also
atrIcians and psychol .

intently examined the
o and 10 years of age.
.r physical, Intellectual
velopment and noting
; or behavior probletna
uated the children's ac.
.ss and their behavior in

Air of the study we
sri dt about the me-
Mir and emotional as-
latnily environment, in-
sful life events that re-

cord or disniption of the
with the parents' peanis .
were given access to the

eiblic.health. educational
ervice agencies and to the
neel police and the family
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court. My collaborators and I also ad .
ministered a wide range of aptitude,
achievement and Personality tests in
the elementary grades and in high
schooL list but not least, we gained
the perspectives of the young people
themselves by interviewing them at
the age of 18 and then again when
they were in their earlY 30's.

Of the 698 children in the 1955
cohort, 69 were exposed to
moderate prenatal or perinatal

stress, that is, complications d zing
pregnancy, labor or delivery. 0 AXIS 3
percent of the cohort-23 idivIdu.
als In allsuffered severe (motel or
perinatal stress: only 4 , .lants In this
group lived to the i A.' A two. Indeed-
nine of the 12 chits 'en in our sway
who died before reaching two years
of age had suffered severe pennatal
complications.

Some of the surviving children be.
came "casualties" of a kind in the next
two decades of life. One out of every
six children (116 children In all) had
physical or intellectual handicaps of
perinatal or neonatal origin that were
diagnosed between birth and the age
of two and that required long.term
specialized medical, educational or
custodial care. About one out of every
five children 1142 in all) developed
serious learning or behavior problems
In the Out decade of life that required
more than six months of remedial
work. BY the time the children were
10 years old, twice as many children
needed some form of mental.health
service or remedial education (usual-
ly for problems associated with read

KAUA
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mg? AS were in need ot medical care.
By the age of 18, 15 percent of the

young people had delinquenry re-
cords and 10 percent had mental .
health problems requinng either in or
outpatient care. there was some over .
lap among these groups. By the time
they were 10, all 25 of the children
with lonkterm mental.health prob-
lems had learning problems as well.
Of the 70 children who had mental
health problems at iff. IS also had a
record of revated delinquencies.

As we followed these child:en from
birth to the age of 18 we aimed two
trends: the impact of reproductive
stress diminished with time, and the
developmental outcome of virtually
every biological risk condition was de-
pendent on the quality of the rearing
environment. We did find some cor-
relation between moderate to severe
degrees of pennatal trauma and ma .
jot physical handicaps nt the central
nervous system and of the musculo-
skeletal and sensory systems; Penna
tal trauma was also correlated with
mental retardation, serious learning
disabilities and chronic mental.health
problems such as schizophrenia that
arose In late adolescence and young
adulthood.

But overall rearing conditions were
more powerful determinants of out.
come than pennatal trauma. The bet-
ter the quality of the home environ.
ment was, the more competence the
children displayed. This could already
he seen when the children were Just
two years old: toddlers who had ex
pertenced severe perinatal stress but
lived in mIddle-class homes or in sta.

ne Garden island, lies at the northwest end of the Laughable.' Study are shown in the inset. Hisao is the county
I archipelago, The towns that participated In the Kauai seah it Is about 100 miles from Honolulu. the capital of Hawaii.
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on an inlormal network ol neighbors,
peers and elders for counsel and sup-
port in times ol cnsis and transition.
fhev seem to have made school a
home away from home, a refuge from
a disordered household. When we in-
terviewed them at 18, many resilient
yttiths mentioned a favonte teacher
who had become a role model, friend
and conhdant and was particularly
supporttve at times when their own
family was beset by discord or threat.
ened with dissolution.

rot others, emotional support came
from a church group, a 1outh leader in
the YmcA or YWCA or a favonte min.
,ster. Participation in extracurneular
activitiessuch as 441, the school
hand or a cheerleading team, which
allowed them to be part ot a coopera-
its e nterpnsewas also an impor.
'ant soon(' of emotional support tor
'luxe children who succeeded against
'he odds.

With the help ol these support
networks, the res,lient chil-
dren developed a <ense id

meaning in their lives and a belief that
they could control their fate. Their
rspenence in effectively coping with
and mastenng stressful life events
built an attitude of hopefulness that
contrasted starkly voth the feelings 01

;

I
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helplessness and futility that were ex
pressed by their troubled peers.

In 1985. 12 years alter the 195i
birth cohort had linished high school,
we embarked on a search for the mem.
hers ol our study group. We managed
to hnd 54; individuals-80 percent of
the cohortthrough parents or other
relatives. friends. Weiner classmates.
local telephone books, city directories
and eircutheourt. soter.registration
and motor-vehicle remstration rec.
ords and mamage certificates bled
with the Stair Depanment of Health In
Honolulu. Most ol the young men and
women still lived on Kauai, but 10 per.
ent had moved to oh,"r islands and

10 percent lived on the mainland: 2
percent had gone abroad.

We found Il ol the 72 young people
%VP had charactenzed as "resilient" at
the age 01 18. They had finished high

nool at the height of the energy
rIsis and wined the work lorce dur.

mg tile worst U.S recession since the
(reat Depression. Yet these 30.year .
old men and women seemed to be
handling the demands 01 adulthood
well. Three out ol four 146 individuals)
had received some college education
and were satisfied with their perform.
;ince in school.All but tour worked full
lime, and three out ol four said they
were satisfied with their Jobs.

Indeed, compared mill their low.
risk peers Prom the same cohort, a sig-
nificantly higher proportion of high.
risk resilient Individuals descnbed
themselves as being happy with their
t unvnt life circumstances 144 percent
sersus 10 percent). The resilient men
and women did, however, report a sig.
nificantly higher number of health
problems than their peers in low.nsk
companson groups 146 percent ver.
sus IS percent). The meres problems
seemed to be brought on by stress.
back problems. dizziness and fainting
spells, weight gain and ulcers. Wom-
en's health Problems were largely re .
lated to pregnancy and childbirth. Arid
although 82 percent of the women
were married, only 48 percent of the
men were. !hose who were mamed
had strong commitments to intimacy
and shanng with their partners and
hildren. Personal competence and de.

termination, support trom a spouse
or mate and a strong religious faith
were the shared quahties that we
found charactenzed resilient children
as adults.

We were also pleasantly surpnsed to
find that many high.risk children who
had problems In their teens were able
to rebound In their twenties and early
thirties. We were able to contact 2619(1
percent) of the teen.age mothers, 56
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unstable households who had not experienced such stress.



180 percents of the individuals with
mentalhealth problems and 74 (75
percent) of the lormer delinquents
who were still alive at the age of 30.

AIMS( all the teervage mothers we
intermewed were better off in their
early thirties than they had been at 18.
About 60 percent 06 individuals) had
gone on lo additional schooling and
about 90 percent 124 Individuals) were
employed. Of the delinquent youths.
three.founhs 156 individuals) man
aged to avoid arrest on reaching adult.
hood. Only a mInonty (12 individuals)
of the troubled youths were still in
need of mental.health services In their
early thirties. Among the mutat turn.
Ing points in the lives of these indi.
siduals were entry Into military serv-
ice. marriage, parenthood and active
panic-nation in a church group. In
adulthood, as in their youth, most of
these Individuals relied on informal
rather than formal sources of sup.
port. kith and kln rather than mental.
health professionals and social.serv
ice agencies.

ur findings appear to provide a
more hopeful perspective than
can be had from reading the

extensive literature on "problem" chi!.
dren that come to the attention of
therapists, special educators and so .
clal.servIce agencies. Risk factors and
stressful environments do not inevita .
bly lead to poor adaptation. It seems
clear that, at each stage in an individu.
al's development from birth to maturt .
ty, there is a shifting balance between
stressful events that heighten vulnera
Hilly and protective factors that en .
hance resilience.

As long as the balance between
stressful life events and protective
factors is favorable, successful ad.
aptation is possibie. When stressful
events outweigh the protective fac
tors, however, even the most resilient
child can have problems. It may be
possible to shift the balance from vul.
nerability to resilience through inter.
s cotton, either by decreasing exposure
to risk factors or stressful events or by
increasing the number of protective
factors and sources of support that
arc available.

It seems clear from our identifIca.
tion of risk and protective factors that
some of the most cntIcal determl
nants of outcome are present when a
child is very young. And it is obvious
that there arc large individual dif.
ferences among highrisk children in
their responses to both negative and
positive circumstances in their care.
diving environment. The very tact of
individual vanatton among children
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who live in adverse conditions sug
gents the need for greater assistance
to some than to others.

If early intervention cannot be ex-
tended to every child at rtsk. prionties
must be established for choosing who
should receive help. Urly.interiention
programs need to focus on infants
and young children who appear most
vulnerable because they lackperma-
nently or temporarilysome of the
essential social bonds that appear to
buffer stress. Such children may be
survivors of neonatal intensive care,
hospitalized children who are separat-
ed from their families for extended
penods of time, the young offspring
of addicted or mentally ill Parents,
infants and toddlers whose mothers
work full time and do not have access
to stable child tire, the babies of sin-
gle or teen.age parents who have no
other adult in the household and mi.
strant and retugee children without
permanent roots in a community.

Assessment and diagnosis, the inf
Hal steps in any early intervention.
need to focus not only on the nsk
factors In the lives of the children but
also on the protectIve factors. These
include competencies and informal
SODICes of support that already exist
and that can be utilized to enlarge
a young child's communication and
problem.solving skills and to enhance
his or her self.esteem. Cur research
on resilient children has shown that
other people in a child's lifegrand.
parents, older siblings, day-care pro-
viders or teacherscan play a sup.
portive role If a parent is incapacitat.
ed or unavailable. In many situations
it might make better sense and be
less costly as well to strengthen such
available informal ties to kin and
community than It would to intro.
duce additional layers of bureaucracy
into delivery of services.

Finally, in order for any Intervention
program to be effective, a young child
needs enough consistent nurturing to
trust in its availability, The resilient
children in our study had at least
one person in their lives who accent .
ed them unconditionally, regardless
of temperamental idlosyncracies or
physical or mental handicaps. All chil.
dren can be helped to become more
resilient if adults In their lives encour.
age their independence, teach them
aPPrOpfiate communication and self-
help skIlls and model as well es re.
ward acts of helpfulness and caring.

Thanks to the efforts of many peo.
ple. several comrnurdly.action and ed.
cleational programs for high-fink chit.
dren have been established on Kauai
since our study began. Partly as a re-

GRAMWARDM fie other adults eau pro-
vide a supportive, minutia role for a
clind If a parent la absent or becomes ill.

sult ol our findings, the legislature of
the State of Hawaii has iunded special
mental.health teams to provide serv-
ices for troubled chl/dren and youths.
In addition the State Health Depart.
ment established the Kauai Children's
Services, a coordinated effort to pro-
vide services related to child develop.
mem, disabilities, mental retardation
and rehabilitation in a single facility.

The evaluation of such intervention
programs can In turn illumsnate the
process by which a chain of protective
factors is forged that affords vulnera.
ble children an escape f rom adversity.
The life stories of the resilient individ.
uals on the Garden Island have tau, ht
us that competence. confidence and
caring can Ilounsh even under adverse
circumstances if young children en.
counter people in their lives who pro-
vide them with a secure basis for the
development of trust, autonomy and
initiative.

FURTHER RIADB4G
KAUAI'S CHILDREN COME 01 Act. Unmy
L. Werner and Ruth S. Smith. The Uni-
versity of Hawaii Press 1977.

vinnumatz stn INVINCIBLE. A Loncrtu.
DINAL slimy or kUILIEHT CHILDRIN
AND YOU111. Emmy L. Werner and Ruth
S. Smith. Stecraw4iiii Book Company.
1987.

LONGMMINAL SHAMES IN C111113 PSY.
cumaicy ANO PSYCHIATRY PRALTICAL
LESSONS ISOM RESIARcl I LISPIRIENCE.

Cdned by A. R. Nichol. John wiley
Sons. ins., 1955.

HIGH RISK CIIILDIUN IN YOUNG ADULT-
HOOD: A LONGITUDINAL SIM,' 'RCM
BIRTH TO J2 WALL Loony C. Werner in
Amencan Journal of OrtholoYdnairv.
%Id. Si. No. I. pages 72.51. January,
1910.
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE REAUTHORIZATIONOF THE HIGHER

EDUCATION ACT FOR TITLE VI, INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION AND

EULBRIGHT-HAYS (102(b)(6))

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Overview

In January 1991 the Interassociation TaskForce on HEA-Title VI/Fulbright-Hays
(1020)X6)) was formed to follow-up on a process begun last year by the National

Assodation of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC) to review Title

VI for its reauthorization by the 102nd US. Congress. The Task Force consisted of

campus representatives from sixhigher education assodations, and was supplemented

by the participation of the assodations' governmental relations and international
education staff. A detailed set of legislative amendmews were developed for both

HEA-Title VI and Fulbright-Hays (102(b)(6)).

The Task Force reaffirms support for these programs as vital to the national interest,
and underscores the important Federal role in international education. This role stems

from the direct relevance of international competenceto the conduct of U.S. foreign

policy, and the health and vitality of the US. economy in a global marketplace. The
amendments recommended address from a higher education perspective the growing

call for international capadty building in the U.S. in response to overseas challenges.

The Task Force deplores the stagnating funding levels for these programs since the
early 1970s, but is optimistic that the small inaeases for FY 1990 and FY 1991 began an

upward trencL It is hoped that the challenges the US. faces in an inaeasingly complex

international scene will move the US. Congresr A the Administration to place a

higher priority on strengthening the nation's interna4onal expertise.

HEA-Title VI/Fulbright-Hays 402(b)(6)) Programs and History

The international education programs of HEA-Title VI/Fulbright-Hays (10204(6)) have

been the primary response of the federal government to meeting the nation's need for

international expertise. Thie Viprograms wereoriginally introduced as part of the

National Defense Education Act of 1958, enacted at the high point of the Cold War.
Federal investment in this program readied a peak in the late 1960s, resulting in a
successful partnership between the government and United States higher education.

Title VI funds played a key systemicrole, inducing universities to create and support
high-quality graduate training and research programs that produced well-trained

specialists whoa* expertise spanned the globe. These foreign area experts who
graduated from Title VI centers staffed government agendes, international
organizations, and university centers; produced research that set new standards of

quality and coverage; and trained a second generation of international experts to
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continue the effort The strategic use of Title VI fundsestablished a foundation of
knowledge and expertise that was the primary source of the United States' international
competence during the Cold War period.

In order to expand and enhance the nation's capacity in international studies and
foreign languages, Title VI also was authorized over time to support cost effective
programs at the undergraduate level; a foreign periodicals program; summer language
institutes; and business and international education programs and centers. Other
activities were added over the years through regulations or the U.S. Department of

Education's grant proposal priorities.

Several closely related overseas programs are supported under Fulbright-Hays
(102(b)(6)), such as group projects abroad, research seminars abroad, faculty research
abroad, and doctoral dissertation research abroad. This program was first authorized
in 1964 under the Mutual Educational and Cultural Lxchanges Act (Fulbright-Hays),

and unlike the other Fulbright-Hays programs, is administered under an Executive
Order by the U.S. Department of Education as an overseas program complementary to

Title VI.

During the 1970s and 1980s, the federal investment in Title VI and Fulbright-Hays
(102(b)(6)) programs steadily eroded through inflation, the devaluation of the dollar,
and inadequate funding. Compared to the purchasing poweravailable to these
programs in the late 1960s, current funding levels are down 37% for Title VI and 51%
for Fulbright-Hays (102(b)(6)). Indeed, in FY 1991, funding for HEA-Title VI and
Fulbright-Hays (10200(6)) combined represented a mere .0017 of the total available
funds for the US. Department of Education.

Major Legislative Proposals For HEA-Title VI

The national resource center program should be enhanced with a set of optional
funding packages the Secretary can make available to encourage outreach and
dissemination activities in addition to the centers' coremission.

The undergraduate area and language centers section should be amended to
emphasize the need for greater diversity in programs.

The national language resource center section should be amended to ensure that
the centers are national in scope and few in number, with a more concentrated

focus of limited resources.

The unfunded second-tier fellowship (FLAS) program for advanced doctoral
students should be amended to shiV the administration to the national resource
centers which administer the first-tier.

The undergraduate section 604 should be revised to better address growing
undergraduate demand!: ior internationalization: subsection (a) should be turned

46-414 91 - 2
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into a "seed" funding program, and the unfunded subsection (b) should be
replaced with a well-defined program to help stabilize programs of demonstrated
excellence.

A new subsection should be added to the summer language institutes program,
authorizing summer institutes for foreign area and other international studies, or
combinations of fields.

The research and studies section should be updated and revised to reflect
emerging challenges in international education.

The periodicals programs should be amended to allow the collection of research
materials that may exist only in manuscript or other form.

The equitable distribution of funds section should be amended to enhance
funding for undergraduate programs.

The national resource center, undergraduate, and two business programs should
be amended to authorize linkages with overseas institutions of high3r education
and other organizations.

Language should be added to the general provisions to ensure that new activities
or programs are funded with only new appropriations above the FY 1992 leveL

The authorization levels for Title VI programs should be increased to total
$130 million for FY 1992 and such sums as may be necessary thereafter.

Legislative Proposals for Fulbright-Hays (102(b)(6))

As a parallel activity to the Title VI reauthorization, it is recommended that
Fulbright-Hays (102(b)(6)) be transferred from the Mutual Educational and
Cultural Exchange Act to a new Part C of Title VL

Fligibility should be extended to persons whose careers will have an international
dimension.

New language should be added to promote advanced research overseas by
consortia of institutions of higher education.

Other Recommendations

The Congress is asked to request a study of the Center for international
Education's staffing needs, and if deemed necessary, to provide the appropriate
increases in administrative funds for hiring additional staff.

3
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PREFACE

The original programs that now form part of Title VI of the Higher Education Ad were
mated in 1958 out of a sense of national crisis about our ignorance of other countries and
cultures. Over the years, this sense of urgency diminished. The United States failed
repeatedly to read dear signs about the internationalization of the economic order and the
shifting balances of power w.ildwide. As a result, the federal investment in the aeation
and maintenance of vital international competence has dwindled to levels that seriously
weaken our national ability to understand and adjust to the emerging international order.

Over the history of the reauthorizations of Title V1, many different groups involved in the
destion and maintenance of international competence have come to the federal government
to make their case. This usually has taken the form of small coalitions or separate voices

arguing for their particular programs.

The following document is the result of a very different kind of process. It began when the

new Division of International Affairs of the National Assodation of State Colleges and
Land-Grant Universities sponsored a workshop on the reauthorization of Title VI in early

1990. From this effort and nine months of deliberations, emerged a NASULGC policy paper.

At that point, the American Council on Education coordinated the aeation of an
interassodation task force to build on and broaden the effort. The task force involved
campus-based representatives of six higher education asaociations in anattempt to develop

a common set of positions on the reauthorization of Title VI, and on Section 102(b)(6) of the
Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act (Fulbright-Hays).

The process involved finding a common ground among the foreign language and area
studies community, the land-grant universities, the state colleges and universities, the
independent colleges and universities, the community and junior colleges, and the
historically Black institutions of higher education. Through openand frank discussions, a

set of quite substantive recommendations were developed and agreed upon.

In the following document, both detailed positions andgeneral rationales are presented.
The funding authorization proposals are realistic and modest, if we consider the scope of the
challenges the United States faces. The proposed redesigns of the legislation are based on
the accumulated knowledge the partidpants have from decades of experience with Title VI

and Fulbright-Hays (102(b)(6)).

With a renewed sense of urgency about the United States' international competence, we
offer this document in hopes that the U.S. Congress and the Administro tion will show their
readiness to reverse the dangerous decline in our ability to operate with knowledge and
understanding in the international arena.

Davydd J. Greenwood
Chair, Interessodation Task Force on HEA-Title VI/Fulbright-Hays (102(bX6))

Director, Mario Einaudi Center for International Studies, Cornell University

3 7
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INTRODUCTION

As the United States approaches the end of the 20th century, it finds itself part of an
increasingly complex international scene. The nation faces new challenges and new
opportunities: the restructuring of Europe following the collapse of communism and
Soviet dominance; the need to enhance US. competitiveness in world markets; the rise
of new regional trading blocks, such as a unified European economic community in
1992; threats to peace from mid-level military powers, resulting in regional aggressions
such as the Falldands War and the Iraqi invasions of Iran and Kuwait; the marmots
political and economic transformations occurring in our awn Southern Hemisphere,
Asia, and Africa; environmental problems of global scope that require international
solutions; the approach of major transforniations in world sources and supplies of
energy; increasing contrasts between the wealth of industrial and newly industrializing
countries, and increasing famine and poverty in other societies.

In less than two decades, such international challenges have taken on extraordinary
salience for the United States. Twenty years ago mostof the world's largest banks were
American; today only two US. banks rank among the top twenty. In the same period
the share of the US. gross national product result 1g from international trade has
tripled. In less than a decade foreign capital flows and a negative trade balance have
trazuformed the U.S. from the largest creditor nation in the world to the largest debtor
nation in history.

Most of the international security responsibilities of the United States remain in place at
great cost. Even -1 the military threat posed by the Cold War recedes, regional
instabilities underscore the need for international peace-keeping mechanisms. The
relatively predictable world order that emerged following U.S. and Soviet victories in
World War II has become uncertain. New approaches to economic and environmental
cooperation, conflict resolution, and national security are required in a world marked
by the increasing dispersion of economic and military power.

A healthy new element in the national equation is the rise of demand to internationalize
U.S. institutions as a means of adding to the capabilities of both the private and the
public sectors. The growing call for international capacity-building in response to
overseas challenges will increase the demand for specialists in foreign language, area
studies and other international fields, and further exacerbate the predicted shortfall in
their production. Many in the public and private sectors have called for measures to
internationalize undergraduate education across all levels of postsecondary institutions
as a means to create a more informed citizenry; to add international dimensions to
graduate training in professional fields with overseas applications, such as business,
law, medicine, and engineering; and to utilize well-trained foreign area specialists in
government, academia, and business.

The international education programs of HEA-Title VI have been the primary response
of the federal government to meeting the nation's need for international expertise. Title
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VI programs were originally introduced as part of the National Defense Education Act
of 1958, enacted at the high point of the Cold War. Federal investment in this program
reached a high point in the late 1960s, resulting in a highly successful partnership
between the government and United States higher education. Title VI funds played a
key systemic role, inducing universities to create and support high-quality graduate
training and research programs that produced well-trained specialists whose expertise
spanned the globe. These foreign area experts who graduated from Title VI centers
staffed government agencies, international organizations, and university centers;
produced research that set new standards of quality and coverage; and tTained a

second generation of international experts tocontinue the effort. The strategic use of

Title VI funds established a foundation of knowledge and expertise that was the
primary source of the United States' international competence during the Cold War

period.

In order to expand and enhance the nation's capacity in international studies and
foreign languages, Title VI also was authorized over time to support cost effective

programs at the undergraduate level; a foreign periodicals program; summer language

institutes; and business and international education programs and centers. Several
closely related overseas programs are supported under Fulbright-Hays (102(b)(6)), such

as group projects abroad, research seminars abroad, faculty research abroad, and

doctoral dissertation research abroad.

During the 1970s and 1980s, however, the federal investment in Title VI and
Fulbright-Hays (102(b)(6)) programs steadily eroded through inflation. This decline

was paralleled by a drop in foundation support. The inadequate national investment

was underscored as a problem even earlier than the 1979 report of the President's

Commission on Fonign Language and International Studies, which stated:

We are profoundly alarmed by what we have found: a serious deterioration in
this country's language and research capacity, at a time when an increasingly
hazardous internadonal military, political, and economic environment is making
unprecedented demands on America's resources, intellectual capacity, and public sensitiv1ty.111

Given this diminished national investment, the general shortfall in the national
production of Ph.D.s that is predicted to emerge during the decade will be even more

intense for international education fields, which require extra foreign language and area

preparation.121 The number of foreign language and area specialists in training has

declined to the point that the nation will be unable to replace all the experts retiring in

the 1990s.

The recommendations of the ACE Task Force that follow are designed to encourage a
Congressional reauthorization of HEA-Title VI that will better focus the federal role in
postsecondary international education. The outcomes of these recommendations are

programs, knowledge, and people with international competence. Title VI is a program

targeted to strengthen the Unites States' base of knowledge about foreign languages

and areas, and other aspects of international studies, while providing cost-effective

incentives to disseminate such knowledge across a broad spectrum of institutions.

2
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HEA-TITLE VI AND
FULBRIGHT-HAYS (102(b)(6))

The following summary outlines the recommendations of the Task Force on
amendments to Title VI of the Higher Education Act and Section 102(b)(6) of the Mutual
Educational and Cultural Exchange et, and other related issues. The detailed
legislative language recommended is outlined in the following section of this report.

Strengthening of Purpose Statement

The purpose statement to Title VI, Part A is amended in Section 601(b) to reinforce the
key mission of Part A to develop a pool of international experts to meet national needs.

Emphasis on Diversity in Undergraduate Area and Language Centers

The need for greater diversity is emphasized in the undergraduate centers and
programs of Section 602(a)(1XB). As an increasing number of institutions seek to
internationalize their curricula, student bodies and faculties, excellence in international
programs will come in greater variety. This is to be welcomed and encouraged. The
U.S. needs a national network of diverse programs at two year, four-year, private, state,
historically-black, and other institutions of higher learnirg tt, 7nrve as models and
resources for our more than 3,000 higher education institutions. It is also recommended
that committee report language be included to express these views.

National Resource Centers Linkages with Institutions Abroad

The list of national resource center activities in Section 602(a)(2) is amended to indude
the establishment of linkages with overseas institutions which tie into the educational
scope and ob}ectives of Title VI. Formalized linkage agreementsfacilitate long-term
opportunities for research and experience-based learning in another country, such as
internships, study abroad, and curriculum and faculty development all essential
ingredients for developing foreign language, area, and other international competence.

It should be noted that while resources are provided for university linkages with
overseas universities under certain USIA sad USA1D programs,these resources are
limited in amount and scope, with objectives that relate to the federal agency'smission.
The intention here is not to duplicate such programs, but to enable the Department of
Education and the Title VI recipients to establish linkages which specifically tie into the
educational scope and objectives of the Title VI mission. iltis is consistent with the
purposes of Part A, as stated in Section 601(b).

3
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Dissemination and Outreach Grants for the National Resource Centers

With only modest funding levels Title VI has created,. small but competent system of
centers producing specialized faculty, international research, and a corps of
international experts. An additional grant program is authorized by adding a new
paragraph (4) to Section 602(a) to encourage and enable the centers to engage in
interactive linkage and outreach activities with a broad spectrum of professional
schools, public and private agencies and institutions in the U.S. seeking to
internationalize, or in need of international expertise.

For example, international competence in many professional fields L becoming more
and more interdisciplinary in nature. The Task Force believes the time is at hand to
infuse this expertise into professional and technical fields in which it has often been
absent in the past; in a parallel fashion, an understanding of the international dimension
evolving in the professional fields should be infused into foreign language, area and
international studies. The new language is intended to enable the Secretary to
encourage this interactive linkage through grants to the national resource centers for the
development of cooperative programs with professional schools and colleges.

The need for public outreach is also increasing as the international scene becomes more
complex and unpredictable. The recent crisis in the Persian Gulf this year stimulated a
surge in outreach activity by the Middle East Centers. A US. Department of Education
survey revealed the large extent to which tLese centers were called upon to provide
background information, language assistance, and other expertise to federal, state, and
local government agencies, private organizations, and all sectors of the media.

The Task Force views these linkage and outreach functions as an increasingly important
role for the centers; it is a role which is in the national interest, and for which additional
funding will be needed to carry out effectively.

Revision of Requirement for Fellowship Recipients

The requirement that Foreign Language and Area Studies (FLAS) fellowship recipients
be engaged in a program of "competency-based language training" in Section
602(b)(l)(B) is revised to "an instructional program with stated performance goals for
functional foreign language use." While the Task Force is in agreement with
Congressional intent of current law to ensure that FLAS recipients are engaged in a
language program aimed at developing competency, the Secretarys reference in
regulations to "established national standards" is problematic for the less commonly
taught languages (LCTLs). "Established national standards" limits the LCTLs to
evaluation measures which exist for a handful of languages; these measures are still
undergoing revision and are as yet inadequate for many LCTLs. Some of the difficulties

include:

4
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1) Many of the guidelines and instnmmits yet do not take into account certain cultural and
linguistic rapabilities an WM Welker mnsi have, attributes that are very different from
Western values and the commonly taught knguages (e.g., French. Spanish, German);

2) instructional materials (basic tints, a target refeence grammar, and dictionary) to the advanced
level cto not exist for many o( the LCTLs;

3) The minima of students involved in many of the LOU are too small to render anational test

statistically valid; and

4) Since the time it takes to master these languages is nsually much longer than the commonly
taught la:guars, this difference must be taken into account in any nationally applied metric.

Developed in concert with several national language associations, this technical
amendment is designed to allow more flexibility for the LCIts to develop innovative
approaches to their curriculum, based on performance goals appropriate to the
demands of each language and culture, and unrestricted by a set of national standards
as yet inappropriate to the language. It I. also recommended that committee report
language be included to express these views.

Revision of Second-Tier FLAS Program

The unfunded second-tier FLAS program in Section 602(b)(2) is replaced with one less
administratively complex. There has been much controversy over spending scarce
FLAS funding on an administrative mechanism for a national competition that would
be costly and potentially problematic. Since the need for fellowship assistance for
advanced doctoral students is widely accepted, the concept of a second-tier FLAS is
continued, but the administration is shifted to the the national resource centers which
currently administer the first-tier FLAS and are more knowledgeable about their
students and their needs.

Focus of Language Resource Centers

Section 603(a), Language Resource Centers, is amended to provide that the centers be
national in scope and limited in number, with a broad array of activities required for

each one. In light of the national language teaching crisis, this section and the modest
funds available should be better focused. Langueze pedagogy is one of the few
international studies fields where a selected few center, in create and disseminate
materials of use throughout the nation and the world. National centers should serve as
the locaesns where advanced research on language pedagogy, the development of
desperately needed materials, and the training of scholars fromthroughout the country
take place. It is also recommended that committee report language be included to

express these views.

5
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Technical Amendment to the Language Resource Centers

Throughout the language resource center Section 603(a)1 the term "Prefidencr is
replaced with "performance." The use of the term "proficiency' in the statute has
become problematic because of its common assodation with a particular national
proficiency testing strategy. As noted in the above amendment to FLAS, the application
of current national standards to many less commonly taught languages is as yet
inappropriate. While the proposed substitution does not change Congressional intent,
it does open up opportunities for the development of innovative approaches to the
training of teaches and the testing of students appropriate to the unique cultural and
linguistic attributes of many less commonly taught languages.

Redirection of Section 604(a) Undergraduate Programs

Section 604(a) undergraduate programs is redirected to provide "seed" funding for the
creadon of new programs or curricula in area studies, foreign languages, and other
international fields. A 50% matching is required to encourage undergraduate
institutions to demonstrate a commitment to internationalization. These revisions to
Sec. 604(a) are proposed to conform to a new subsection (b) recommended below.

Linkages Among Different Postsecondary Institutions/Degree Programs

Paragraph (6) of the list of activities for undergraduate programs in Sec. 604(a) is
modified to provide more fledbility for linking international programs among different
types of postsecondary institutions and/or different levels of degree programs. The

current language of paragraph (6) limits the integration of undergraduate education
with only terminal Masters Degree programs. The new language would broaden this
authority. For example, in linking acdvities between institutions, two-year colleges
could tap the faculty expertise or library resources of four-year institutions. Linking
different degree programs could involve better articulation between courses and
requirements in the associate and baccalaureate degrees, or between baccalaureate and

masters degrees.

Undergraduate Programs of Demonstrated Excellence

The unfunded See 604(b) undergraduate programs is replaced with a new program
which addresses the immediate challenges of internationalization at the undergraduate
level. Congress designed the current subsection (b) to encourage an inavase in
language enrollments; this is no longer necessary as recent surveys completed by the
Modern Language Assodation show an 8.5% increase in undergraduate language
enrollments between 1980-1986. The 1986 survey revealed that for the first time in
fourteen years, the total number of undergraduate enrollments exceeded one million.131
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This amendment addresses three strategic objectives:

1) Prepsring students for whom the undergraduate degree is the terminal degree to meet the
thalienges of operating within an increasingly globalized system;

2) Expending the pool of competent undergraduates (rom which to develop pose-graduate foreign
!ohmage, area studies, and other inteniational expertise; and

3) Strengthening undergraduate institutional cepadty for developing quality undergraduate and
eventually graduate level international programs where appropriate.

While the modest funding levels of Title VI cannot possibly address the needs of all U.S.
undergraduate institutions, a strengthened Sec 604 can provide start-up incentives
through subsection (a) programs, and capacity-building grants to stabilize programs of
demonstrated excellence, through subsection (b) programs. The proposal includes a list
of activities believed to be essential for effective international programs. Since
institutions throughout the nation vary in their level of progress and sophistication in
these activities, this package should be offered as a menu of options from which an
institution can choose to further strengthen and stabilize a program which has
otherwise demonstrated excellence.

Included in the list of activities is study abroad. Educational experiences abroad are a
significant factor in developing international expertise, but they have been limitedfor
the most part to Wesurn Europe and to the humanities. They have notattracted
students in the sdences or pm-professional programs, and there has beenminimal
participation by low-income and minorities. It is intended that this newauthority
encourao the development of study and internship programs in the developing world
and in new disciplines, and for a broader range of students.

Definition of Non-Federal Cost Sharing

A new subsection (d) is added to Section 604, defining the non-federal share of the cost
of programs required in subsections (a) and (b) as proposed for revision. The non-fed-
eral share may be either in cash or in-kind assistance, and may consist of institutional
and non-institutional funds, including state and private sector contributions.

Summer Institutes for Foreign Area and Other International Studies

A new subsection is added to the Section 605 intensive summer language institutes
program to authorize summer institutes for foreign area and other internationalstudies.
Section 605 was enacted by Congress in the last reauthorization, but regrettably has
never been funded. There are several underlying reasons summer insfitutes can play a
pivotal role in international training:

7
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1) Summer is a good time to orpnize a mug of students studying less commonly taught
languages. Such students still tend to be few in numbers, so that a summer institute can enable

a pthering from institutions throupout the nation;

2) Sumner institutes provide large blocks of time for language immersion training, an effective
language training technique ddficult for a student to undertake when involved in a full-time

degree program;

3) Summer u a break between aademic years is a good opportunity for overseas institutes, thus
facilitating language immersion programs; and

4) Extending the authority for institutes to area and international studies, or combinations thereof

(including languages) is a good way to disseminate the research and knowledge developed at

centers supported by Title VI to people ofother institutions without such centres. In addition,
these institutes will enable an intensive focus on interdisciplinary faculty training and the
development of state of the art interdisdplinary and othercurriculum materials that improve

the production of intunational expertise.

Revision and Update of Research and Studies

Section 606, Research; Studies; Annual Report, is rewritten to reflect emerging
challenges in foreign language, area studies, and other international fields. Growth and
evolution in international education has occurred in recent years, but much needs to be
accomplished, including an expansion in research and dissemination. This shoultibe a

higher priority for the U.S. Department of Education, in keeping with the federal role to

promote education research and dissemination. The list of possible research studies is

revised to include activities viewed as critical to the further development of foreign
language, area studies, and other international fields. In addition, because this function

is so important, the word "announce" is inserted in subsection (b) to encourage the

Secretary to be fully proactive in making the results of research projects known and
available to the education community. /t is also recommended that committee report
language be included to eapress these views.

Technical Amendment to Periodicals Program

Section 607 authorizing the collection of periodicals published outside the US. is
amended to allow the collection of timely research materials that may exist only in
manuscript or other form, and which would be vital to a world area collection. This is

especially important in relation to developing nations, and less commonly taught areas

of the world.

Authorization of Appropriations for Periodicals and Other Research Materials
Published Outside the United States

The separate authorization of appropriations cap for the periodicals and other research
materials programs in Section 607(a) is increased from $1 million to $8.5 million for FY
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1992, and such sums as may be necessary thereafter. This section addresses a aitical
component of the Title VI mission to secure access to foreign research and information
at a time of unrecedented chanfze in the international order. Rising inflation and dollar
devaluation has resulted in rapidly increasing publications costs. Concomitantly, many
libraries are facing local budget crisea. If funded, this program can play a pivotal role in
ensuring both the survival of our national resource collections from around the world,
and the ability to keep these collections current.

Distribution of Funds to Undergraduate Programs

Paragraph (a) of Section 609, the equitable distribution of funds, is amended to
encourage the Secretary to enhance funding for the undergraduate programs in Section
604. While current Title VI funding is much too low to address the needs of over 3,000
U.S. undergraduate institution', a greater proportion of new funds should be
committed gradually to Section 604 in order to eventually reach a proportion of 20% of
total funding for Part A. Section 604 is currently at about 10% of total Part A funds.
This is important from the standpoint of building a base upon which graduate and
post-graduate foreign language, area, and other international expertise may develop. It
is also critical for those students whose careers will have an international dimension,
such as in the technical and professional fields. ,.

tthorization of Appropriations for Part A, International and Foreign Language
Studies

The authorization of appropriations cap for Part A programs (other than Section 607,
Periodicals) in Section 610 is increased from $49 million to $102 million for FY 1992, and
such sums as may be necessary thereafter.

During the last two decades, the federal in restment in Title VI has steadily eroded
through inflation and inadequate funding. Appendices A, B and C illustrate the
inflationary toll on both appropriation and authorization levels for Title VI since its first
funding in FY 1959. Appendix A shows that the high point in funding as expressed in
constant 1991 dollars occurred in FY 1967: $63.5 million. By comparison, the FY 1991
level of $40 million represents a 37% decrease in purchasing power. Indeed, this FY

1991 level for Title VI, combined with the appropriation for Fulbiight-Hays (102(b)(6)),
represents a mere .0017 of the total available funds for the U.S. Department of
Education.

However, when analyzing the Title VI funding history, it is important to keep in mind
that up until the early 1970s, Title VI programs included only the graduate and
undergraduate language and area centers, RAS, research and studies, and language
institutes. As Appendix B illustrates, a comparison of FY 1991 funding for only these
comparable programs with the FY 1967 funding level as expressed in constant 1991
dollars, reveals a 55% reduction in purchasing power.
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Since its original enactment in 1958 under the National Defense Education Act (NDEA),
several valuable new programs and activities have been added through statutory
language and the US. Department of Education's grant proposal priorities. However,
concomitant addition of funding did not follow, thus compounding the inflationary
attrition of resources.

Appendix D illustates that Title VI's highest statutory authorization cap, as expressed
in constant 1991 dollars, was $204 million in FY 1974. By comparison, the last statutory
authorization cap was in FY 1987, at $55 million. The time is at hand to reverse the
inadequate level of support for Title VI, and to provide authorization levels which, if
funded, would restore the purchasing power of the original programs' early years, mid
provide the amounts needed to meet the requirements of valuable additional programs

and activities.

A $102 million authorization level for Part A would allow:

1) An increase in the average grant award for the existing 105 national resource centers, so as to

restore the purchasing power and capacity of the late 1960s and to enable the centers to
adequately meet the additional demand in services outlined in these amendments for
dissemination, outreach, and linkages overseas. The FY 1991 average grant of $135,000 is 41%

below the program's peak FY 1967 average grant of approximately$230,000 to 106 centers, as

expressed in constant 1991 dollars.

2) A restoration of FLAS grants from their FY 1991 estimated number of 994 to their FY 1967 peak

level ot 2300, plus an increase in stipends to the Title DC stipend level of $10,000;

3) Funding of the second-tier FLAS program as proposed for amendment by this report;

4) A greater federal investment in enhancing the international capacity of two- and four-year
undergraduate institutions through an increase in funding for Section 604, as proposed for

amendment by this report; and

5) Funding of an expanded intensive summer institute program, andincreased funding for the

national language resource centers and an improved research program.

Technical Amendment to Centers for International Business Education

The list of programs and activities required of the renters for international business
education in Section 612(c)(1)(C) is amended to ensure that intensive language
programs are viewed as only one of a number of effective methods these centers can use

to meet the foreign language needs of business.

Linkages with Overseas Institutions Authorized Under Part B, Business and
International Education Programs

Section 612(0(2) of the Centers for International Business Education, and Section 613(9)

of the business and International Education Programs are amended to allow the
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establishment of linkages with overseas institutions which tie into the educational scope
and obJectives of Title VI. This authority is consistent with the purposes of Part B, as
stated in Section 611(b). Formalized linkage agreements facilitate long-term
opportunities for research and experience-based learning in another country, such as
internships, study abroad, and curriculum and faculty development These are
essential ingredients for developing foreign language, area, and other international
competence.

Authorization of Appropriations for the Centers for International Business Education

The authorization of appropriations cap for the business centers is increased from $7.5
million to $12 million for FY 1992, and such sums as may be necessary thereafter. The
program is underfunded relative to the wide variety of activities the statute requires the
existing sixteen centers to undertake. A $12 million authorization level envisions
adequate funding of existing centers to effectively fulfill this mandate, and an
additional five to seven centers which would truly provide a network of national and
regional resources for improving the competitive economic position of the U.S.

Authorization of Appropriations for the International Business Education and
Training Programs

The authorization of appropriations cap for the international business edumtion
programs in Section 614(b) is increased from $5 million to $7.5 million for FY 1992, and
such sums as may be necessary thereafter. Open to two- and four-year institutions as
well as university business programs, this section offers an important mechanism by
which business schools can develop new initiatives in response to the increasingly
competitive global business environment. Given the rising demand on campuses for
active participation of business schools in new international ventures, such as
interdisciplinary programs, and the increasing needs of business for innovative
program and course offerings, a higher authorization level would allow an increase in
the average size of the grants and in the number of institutions which could be funded.

Preservation of Pre-1992 Programs

A new Section 623 is added to Part C, General Provisions, intended to ensure that the
Secretary does not fund new activities or programs at the expense of existing activities
or programs. The modest funding history of Title VI and the inadequate support now
provided to existing programs have been noted ove. At the same time, we have
re ommended numerous additional activities and programs which we believe are

ssary components to meeting the nation's growing need for international expertise,
I to promoting the internationalization of the wide spectrum of US. institutions of

higher education. It is our intention that these new activities and programs be funded
through new appropriations above the FY 1992 level.
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Transfer of Fulbright-Hays (102(b)(6)) to Title VI

The current Part C, General Provisions, is redesignat ' t D, and a new Part C is
added to include Section 102(b)(6) of the Mutual Edth.... al and Cultural Exchange
Act (Fulbright-Hays). This program is administered by the US. Department of
Education under an Executive Order as the overseas program complementary to Title
VI. Activities include doctoral dissertation research abroad, faculty research abroad,
group projects abroad, and special bilateral projects.

Appendix D illustrates that funding for this program as expressed in constant 1991
dollars has dedined by over 50% since its high point in FY 1967. The program
continues to diminish, and many well-qualified projects are turned down for lack of
funds. Approximately 85 doctoral researchers are sent abroad today, whereas in the
program's early years, 125-150 were sent. The FY 1991 appropriation enabled funding
of only 40-50% of the program's total fundable applicant pool.(41

Although this program is administered by the US. Department of Education and
funded by the House and Senate Subcommittees on Labor, Health and Human Services
and Education Appropriations, it falls under the oversight jurisdiction of the House
Foreign Affairs and Senate Foreign Relations Committees. Though Title VI is
reauthorized every five years, Section 102(b)(6) has a permanent authorization and
therefore is rarely, if ever, reviewed. The Task Force believes the time has come for this
program to be transferred out of the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act
and included as a new part of Title VI of the Higher Education Act. This will enable the
same authorizing committees which have oversight of Title VI to have review over its
complementary overseas programs. It is especially important at a time of growth and
evolution in international education that the two programs not only be administered
together, but reviewed together as well.

In the transfer, the Task Force urges that provision be made to ensure a continued and
improved coordination between the U.S. Department of Education and the J. William
Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board, the Fulbright Commissions abroad, and the U.S.
Embassies. In addition, we intend that this transfer not be viewed by the Congressional
Budget and Appropriations Committees and/or the Office of Management and Budget
as a consolidation inviting a reduction in funding. It is our intention as well that
Section 102(b)(6) should continue to have a permanent authorization and be treated as a
separate but col 'ementary overseas program, with a continued separate line in the
budget and ar,p,.. miations process.

Amendments to Fulbright-Hays (102(b)(6))

In addition to the transfer of this section to Title VI, two amendments are made to the
existing statutory language:

12
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1) The current language is unduly restricted to "teachers and prospective teachers."
Adding the language "or other persons who have dematr Table need for an
international dimension in their education" would open up funding opportunities
for faculty and students who are not necessarily planning a career in education, but
whose careers necessarily include an international dimension. This will enable the
overseas program to conform to the current international needs of disciplines other
than education, and to the changes proposed for Title VI.

2) New language is added to promote advanced research overseas by consortia of
higher education institutions. Rising inflation in the less commonly taught areas of
the world and the constant erosion of the dollar have resulted in escalating costs for
conducting these programs overseas. The new language is intended to enable
consortia of institutions of higher education to maximize the resources that a
combined undertaking in this regard would generate, in ways which could also be
utilized by other U.S. institutions of higher education.

Eligibility of American Postsecondary Education Institutions Abroad

The Task Force believes that the existing Title VI and Fulbright-Hays (102(b)(6)) statutes
do not exclude from eligibility for funding overseas postsecondary education
institutions chartered and accredited by recognized U.S. agencies and organizations.
However, it is also believed that the main objective of these programs is to train U.S.
students and faculty in the languages and cultures of other nations. Given the modest
funding levels currently available for Title VI and Fulbright-Hays (102(b)(6)) programs,
coupled with the growing demand for support from postsecondary education
institutions based in the U.S., it is recommended that any participation of American
postsecondary institutions abroad contribute directly to the main objective of the
international training of U.S. students and faculty. For example, these institutions can
contribute to this objective by providing programs, seminars, and summer institutes
that immerse U.S. students in the nation's culture and languages. Their participation
should occur in the form of a consortium arrangement with postsecondary institutions
based in the US. The Task Force recommends that committee report language express
these views as the intent of Congress on this matter.

Center for International Education Staffing

Implementation of the recommendations of this Task Force will require additional staff
time at the U.S. Department of Education's Center for International Education (CIE),
which is already understaffed. The Task Force recommends that the House and Senate
Appropriations Committees direct that a review and study be undertaken of the CM's
staffing requirements, and that if deemed necessary, the appropriate increases in
administrative funds for hiring additional staff be allocated.
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Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much, David.
And now Clara Foo, our third witness on this panel.
Ms. Foo. Good morning, Congressman Jefferson, Congressman

Washington and Congresswoman Mink, staff members, parents,
students, and honored guests.

My name is Clara Foo and I am the Financial Aid Administrator
for Maui Community College.

Thank you very much for holding your hearings in Hawaii and
particularly for presenting the neighbor islands with the opportuni-
ty to voice our concerns regarding the reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act of 1965.

As a professional in the field of financial aid, I am caught up in
a maze of forms and deadlines. In addition, there is the time con-
suming task of constantly being on top of any technical changes
and keeping up with the frequently changing Federal legislation.

This is a good opportunity for all of us to reflect and remember
that the goal of financial aid is to provide educational opportunity
through access to postsecondary education, and give educations
choice based on the most appropriate educational program and not
based on its costs.

Two issues I would like to address today are, number one, the
Ability to Benefit testing requirement and two, the treatment of
home equit., in the need analysis formula in determining a family's
ability to contribute to a student's education.

The first issue which is of major concern that threatens educa-
tional access are the changes in the Ability to Benefit testing re-
quirement as a result of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1990. Schools now must require any student without a high school
diploma or GED to pass a Department of Education approved test
in order to be admitted as a regular student.

Prior to this change, a student without a high school diploma or
GED in addition to passing a test, also had the alternative to enroll
in a remedial prop am that did not exceed one academic year. Stu-
dents who did not meet the ability to benefit criteria had the
option to meet with an academic counselor and have a remedial
course work program developed for them. This legislative provision
truly addressed the educational needs of the student.

Many non-traditional students choose to pursue their educational
goals at a community college. We have many older returning adult
learners and minority students. A student with no high school di-
ploma oe GED previously may not have had the most successful ex-
periences with school but have core back because they realize the
value of an education.

The new Ability to Benefit requirement will discourage access to
education. We are telling these students that their educational
goals depend on whether they pass a test. There are many facets to
what determines a person's ability to benefit from an education:
motivation, learning style, potential for learning and many more.

The previous legislation for Ability to Benefit, which includes a
remedial program component, was much more flexibk and more
beneficial to the student's educational needs. Please reinstate the
option to use a remedial program developed for the student which
can be used to satisfy the ability to benefit requirement.
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The second issue I would like to address is in regard to the treat-
ment of home equity in the need analysis formula in determination
of the family contribution toward the student's education.

I strongly support the College Scholarship Service's proposal that
the ceiling cap on the Home Equity be put at three times the fami-
ly's income that that be adopted.

At the present time, there is no such ceiling limit on home
equity. It is not fair that a family who owns a home in Hawaii
have their children's financial aid penalized because the average
Hawaii home sales prices are the highest in the Nation.

This issue is also being supported by PACFAA, which is a profes-
sional organization of financial aid administrators in the Pacific
Region. Please support the College Scholarship Service proposal
and give Hawaiian students a fair chance at qualifying for finan-
cial aid.

In closing, once again, thank you very much for allowing our
voices to be heard. An education fulfills the goals and dreams of
our people. It is what makes our Nation technologically and eco-
nomically strong. You have been entrusted with a difficult task
and I wish you much success in choosing the best future for our
students.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Clara Foo follows:]

(J 6
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TEBTIMONY B1 CLARA 100
FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATOR

MAUI COMMUNITY COLLEGE
REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
MAIAL_Ittl

Good morning Representative Mink, Representative Hayes,
RepresentativeWashington, Representative Jefferson, staffmembers,
parents, students, and honored guests.

My name is Clara Foo and I am the Financial Aid Administrator for
Maui Community College.

Thank you very much for holding your hearings in Hawaii and
particularly for presenting the neighbor islands with the
opportunity to voice our concerns regarding the Reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act of 1965.

As a professional in the field of financial aid I am caught up in
a maze of forms and deadlines. In addition, there is the time
consuming task of constantly being on top ot any technical changes
and keeping up with the frequently changing Federal Legislation.

This is a good opportunity for all of us to reflect and remember
that the goal of financial aid is to provide educational
opportunity through access to post-secondary education, and give
educational choice based on the most appropriate educational
program and not based n its costs.

Two issues I would like to address today is:

1. The Ability to Benefit Testing Revirement

2. The Treatment of Home Equ:ty in the Needs Analysis Formula in
Determining a Family's Ability to Contribute to a student's
education

The first issue which is of major concern that threatens
educational access are the changes in the Ability to Benefit
Testing requirement as result of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act of 1990. Schools now must require any student without a high
school diploma or G.E.D. to pass a Department of Education approved
test in order to be admitted as a regular student. Prior to this
change a student without a high school diploma or G.E.D. in
addition to passing a test, also had the alternative to enroll in
a remedial program that did not exceed one academic year. Students
who did not meet the ability to benefit criteria had the option to
meet with '17-academic counselor and have a remedial coursework
program developed for them. This legislative provision truly
addressed the educational needs of the student.

-1 of 2-
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Many non-traditional students choose to pursue their educational
goals at a community college. We have many older returning adult
learners and minority students. A student with no high
school diploma or G.E.D. previously may not have the most
successful experiences with school but have come back because
they realize the va:me of an education.

The net: Ability to Banefit requirement will discourage access to
education. We are tailing these students that their educational
goals depend on whe,ilt: pass a test. There are many facets to
what determine's a ability to benefit from an education:
motivation, learning etyle, potential for learning and many more.
The previous legislation for Ability to Benefit which includes a
remedial program component was much more flexible and more
beneficial to the student's educational needs. Please re-instate
the option to use a remedial program developed for the student
which can be used to satisfy the ability to benefit requirement.

The Second Issue I would like to address is in regard to the
treatment of home equity in the need analysis formula in
determination of the family contribution toward the student's
education.

I strongly support the College Scholarship Service's proposal that
the ceiling cap on the Home Equity at three times the family's
income be adopted.

At the present time there is no such ceiling limit on home equity.
It is not fair that a family who owns a home in Hawaii have their
children's financial aid penalized because the average Hawaii
home sales prices are the highest in the nation.

rioase support the College Scholarship Service Proposal and give
Hawaii.students a fair chance at qualifying for financial Pid.

In closing, once again thank you very much for allowing our voices
to be heard. An education fulfills the goals and dreams of our
people. It is what makes our nation technologically and
economically strong. You have been entrusted with a difficult
task and I wish you much success in choosing the best future for
our students. Thank you.

.1 9 S
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Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much. My colleague, Congressman
Washington, do you have any questions?

Mr. WASHINGTeN. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, I have no
questions.

Mrs. MINK. Congressman Jefferson.
Mr. JEFFERSON. Yes. I wanted to ask Ms. Foo, when you taik

about reinstating the remedial program, were you completely satis-
fied with the way the opportunity exists before to use a remedial
program, or would you have some prescriptions what the remedial
program should involve?

Ms. Foo. The student would meet with a counselor, and it would
be on an individual basis. The counselor would take an assessment
of what the students' needs were and they would develop a special
remedial program for them, instead of just passing the test.

Now, the new legislation has it if they don't pass the test, they
can't be admitted as a regular student. Before we had the alterna-
tive of getting that student up to speed. I find the new ruling very
restrictive and I am afraid that a lot of our students that would
otherwise come to school will be held back because of this testing
barrier.

Mr. JEFFERSON. This can be for you or Dr. Sakamoto, or for
anyone.

If there could be some estimate of the number of students who
would qualify for financial aid, but for the Home Equity require-
ment, how many people are being left out, if you could estimate,
who want to go to school and who would otherwise qualify to
attend, but have the Home Equity present a barrier for them?

Ms. Foo. I would say probably about a quarter of the students.
Mr. JEFFERSON. Twenty-five percent?
Ms. Foo. Yes. Anyone who owns a home in Hawaii, because the

real estate values are so inflated, they get kicked out of the eligibil-
ity process, because theyit turns out they have no need becal
of this asset, which is overinflated. If there was a ceiling cap
posed, then people in Hawaii would have a fair chance, comparea
to people across the Nation where homes are not quite as inflated.

Mr. JEFFERSON. Dr. Sakamoto, you talked about some proposal
which I didn't quite see explained in detailabout how you would
want tc see administrative costs handled for small and rural com-
munity colleges. You say you don't have the wherewithal to apply
for grants and, therefore, you don't have have access as other
schools with more sources.

How would you like to see the Congress address that issue?
Mr. SAKAMOTO. I think the current language encourages applica-

tions from rural colleges. I note that in our initi9l Educational Op-
portunity Center application back in 1978 that part of the criteria
and language in the application procedure contained an encourage-
ment for rural colleges around the country to apply, as well as
urban areas.

So when we first evaluated what the prospects of succeeding in
our applications would be, different people told us that we would
be wasting our time in applying for the Educational Opportunity
Center Grant, primarily because the focus would be on urban
areas.
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But indeed the language did include reference to rural, remote
areas of the country. What could be more remote than the county
of Maui. So it was a long shot for us initially, but it was precisely
that kind of language included in the procedures and legislation
that assisted and encouraged a small college like our own to apply,
and to ultimately succeed.

I think it is that sensitivity that gets integrated systematically
into congressional thinking, and direction of rural settings around
the country that would be very helpful.

Mr. JEFFERSON. Dr. Iha, you make a proposal here for how to
deal with set-aside for Native Hawaiians under Title III. And it is
quite a dramatic proposal because you do not have emphasis on the
high percentage of minority students, you would cast that aside,
and essentially open it up to competition.

There are reasons, of course, why it is like it is, and I question
how can we accommodate what you have in mind without changing
the system completely. I would like to do what you say you would
like to have done here, but not perhaps in the way you would like
to have it done.

Are they mutually exclusive? Can we not do what we need to do
here to focus on the issue of schools where you have Native Hawai-
ians who make up a minority of the college, but who need the kind
of support that Title III provides. We need to have a way to address
that. I don't know if the way to do it is by disregarding the formula
that is now for certain schools.

Mr. IHA. The 25 percent set-aside kicks in after a certain level of
appropriation. But the amount of money in the 25 percent pool, is
that allocated to institutions that apply for the set-aside strictly on
the basis of percentages of minority institutions, rather than have
a group of institutions that serve minorities compete for that par-
ticular pool on a competitive basis, based on proposals judged by
their peers.

Mr. JEFFERSON. Maybe we could create something, because a lot
of students are benefiting, as you can imagine, from this particular
provision. It may not be necessary to reach the objective of what
you have L. mind. I am all for what you want to do. I think maybe
we can carve out something that say is for rural, remote or under-
served.

I want to find a way to do it. I don't have anything else.
Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much. Qmnsel just told me that

with respect to the 25 percent set-aside provision that since the
awards are based upon the highest percentage of minority students
most of the money now goes to Puerto Rico, because the way the
language reads.

He advises me that it is quite likely that it will be changed, so
that the broad spectrum slf minority groups can compete for the 25
percent, whereas the current language required the money to go to
the highest percentage, and a hundred percem, of the students in
Puerto Rican institutions are minority.

So you have made a good point and I certainly appreciate it.
Another part of your testimony, I don't understand at all

maybe counsel can tell me laterbut what is this wait-out period
that you describe on page 4 of your testimony?
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Mr. IHA. Currently a recipient of a 5-year grant, we can apply for
a 3-year grant, 4-year, 5-year grant. For those institutions that re-
ceive a 4- and 5-year grant, then they are required to wait a period
of 4 or 5 years after it is completed, whereas those institutions that
apply for the 3-year grant need not have that wait-out period and
can compete again for 3-year grants.

My understanding, also, those institutions under part B and part
C of Title III do not have the wait-out period. So it actually puts an
additional restriction on those institutions that have received 4-
and 5-year grants.

Mrs. MINK. Maybe counsel can explain why, why we have that
provision, since I wasn't there, he can't blame me.

Mr. WOLANIN. I think there are two reasons why we have that
provision. I don't want to test the wisdom of the policy, but I will
explain why it was put there. One reason was the feeling that Title
III should not become a permanent source of support for institu-
tions. Therefore, if you have a 4- or 5-year grant, some additional
institutions ought to have a chance to compete for the funds. Those
that received the support had to wait out for a period of time.

The second reason is the intensiveness of the competition for
those funds. There is very intensive e.ompetition.

Mrs. MINK. But it didn't matter if you were for 3-years?
Mr. WOLANIN. Right.
Mrs. MINK. I wanted to also pursue with Dr. Iha the matter of

your Native Hawaiian efforts here at the community college, which
I certainly commend. Is your institution the only one of the seven
community colleges that is emphasizing the program direction to-
wards the Native Hawaiian students, of are all of them doing
pretty much what you are also doing, so that if we target money to
Native Hawaiians, will it only go to Kauai Community College, or
is it going to be spread out to all the other seven as well?

Mr. IHA. I prepared my testimony based on my own college expe-
rience. There is a change a community college has established a
Native Hawaiian Advisory Committee which tries to promote ef-
forts on all seven community colleges in terms of the activities that
we would want to push systemwide, and that committee meets with
representatives from the community, faculty and students.

I thought we ought to highlight what we are doing at Kauai for
our students. It includes support from our State legislature.

Mrs. M!NK. How do you benefit from the Native Hawaiian pro-
gram under Carl Perkins Vocational Educational Act?

Mr. IHA. Currently, we are using those funds allocated through
Native Hawaiian organizations designated, and we hired an out-
reach counselor to work with students on an ongoing basis.

Mrs. MINK. That is being managed outside the community col-
lege system, not within? Managed by this private nonprofit group?

Mr. IHA. And we have to compete for funds.
Mr. SAKAMOTO. The outreach counseling services are provided

within the community college environment in cooperation with
Alulika.

Mrs. MINK. Just one point of clarification from Ms. Foo on the
matter of the Niihauan taking the test, passing our State Depart-
ment of Education test, if they come to your institution without a
high school diploma or GED that test is required for enrollment in

10.1
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the community college system or that test is required for the pur-
poses of financial aid? Which is it?

Ms. Foo. I believe it is kind of in flux right now. Isn't there a
restraining order?

Mrs. MINK. It is only for the purposes he said, for financial aid.
Ms. Foo. Right now.
Mrs. MINK. What do you mean by right now? Is there a proposal

the State is going to require?
Ms. Foo. I believe they are trying to make it for all students.
Mrs. MINK. Who is "they?" Congress can certainly not make any

requirements that would effect enrollments in public institutions
in any of the States, I don't believe. They can put conditions for the
receipt of Federal funds.

Ms. Foo. That is what it is for.
Mrs. MIN& Certainly not to establish criteria for entrance to

your system. So I wondered about the testimony.
Ms. Foo. Excuse me. What it is, is as a condition for our school to

remain as an eligible institutions.
Mr. WOLANIN. ! et me just clarify what we did. Last year, we

passed a provision in the Omnibus Legislation Act that called cor a
requirement of testing to be admitted to a school. W? have quickly
realized that that was a mistake. We passed some amendments
early this year.

Now, the requirement goes only to the individual students, not
the institution. It only is a criteria for individual students for fi-
nancial aid. That, again, may be right or wrong, but it only applies
to individual students and not institutions. And the policy became
effective July 1.

Ms. Foo. They still have to pass the standardized test. They don't
have an optionif they don't pass the test, they can't come and
apply for the financial aid. But that is still very restrictive.

Mrs. MINK. Well, we will certainly take your comments and in-
v eatigate it, but I wanted to clear up the matter whether we could
set up

Ms. Foo. Excuse me, there was a lot of legislation that went on. I
was trying to research, and I wasn't quite sure where it ended up.

Mrs. MIN& It is for the purpose of financial aid.
If my colleagma have no further questions, thank you very much

for your presence here and your testimony. It was very interesting,
and we appreciate the work you put in in bringing your thoughts
here.

Mr. IHA. Can I make a comment regarding the retention of the
set-aside for community colleges. The chancellor called me yester-
day to give the background for set-aside of community colleges.
Prior to 1986, for 20 years, the community college has a ceiling
under Title III for 24 percent. In the 1986 legislation, that ceiling
became a floor of $51 million. The recognition of the growth of
community colleges. We are still trying io retain the floor for the
set-aside.

Mrs. MINK. Counsel tells me that the community colleges now re-
ceive monies way beyond the floor, and so the community college
system appears to be split in terms of whether to remove it or not
remove it.

.1 0 ".3
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Some feel like a security bhnket, it is good to have it around.
Others feel it may be limiting among monies that go to community
colleges because everybody is complaining about the 51 million
there. I think there is kind of opposite views on it. But apparently,
removing it or not removing it, doesn't, at least for this point,
affect how much money you get, because it is yEay above that
amount. It is only a floor, but we heard you loud and clear on the
testimony yesterday.

Thank you very much.

STATEMENTS OF MICHAEL LUXTON, DIRECTOR, EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAM, MAUI COMMUNITY COLLEGE;
ALVIN TAGOMORI, COORDINATOR, COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
PROGRAM, MAUI COMMUNITY COLLEGE; WALLETTE PELLE-
GRINO, ASSISTANT COORDINATOR, COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
PROGRAM, MAUI COMMUNITY COLLEGE; LOIS GREENWOOD-
AUDANT, DIRECTOR, VISITOR INDUSTRY TRAINING AND EDU-
CATION CENTER, MAUI COMMUNITY COLLEGE; AND ROSE
PFUND, ..SSOCIATE DIRECTOR, SEA GRANT PROGRAM, UNIVER-
SITY OF HAWAII
Mrs. MINK. The second panel is made of a Mr. Michael Luxton,

Director, Educational opportunities Program, Maui Community
College; Mr. Alvin Tagomori, Coordinator, Cooperative Educaticn
Program, Maui Community College; Ms. Wallette Pellegrino, As-
sistant Coordinator, Cooperative Education Program, Maui Com-
munity College; Dr. Lois Greenwood-Audant, Director, Visitor In-
dustry Training and Education Center, Maui Community College;
and Ms. Rose Pfund, Associate Direct, Sea Grant Program, Univer-
sity of Hawaii.

Thank you very much. We will hear first from Dr. Michael
Luxton, Educational Opportunities Program, Maui Community Col-
lege. Your entire testimony will be put into the record and you
may summarize whatever way you want to.

Mr. LUXTON. Just for the record, it is not Doctor, I wish it were.
Honorable representatives, ladies and gentlemen, thank you for

the opportunity to speak to you today regarding the refunding of
the Higher Education Act. I do so with a good deal of commitment
and enthusiasm, since funding for the "TRIO" programs, of which
our Education Opportunity program is a part, is included in under
the Act.

Rarely in my 22 years of work within the public sector have I
had the pleasure to work with a program with such a demonstrat-
ed record of success.

As you are all aware, the major focus of the original Higher Edu-
cation Act of 1965 was tr assist low and moderate income students
in pursuing postsecondar; education. From our 13 years of serving
both low income and Fret generational college students, I think
that where Maui Cour or is concerned, the Higher Education Act
ha3 succeeded in accomplishing this goal.

Further, I would suggest to the panel that if the total data from
the Higher Education Act were scrutinized, you would find that
not only has this Act succeeded in reaching its target population,
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but that it has succeeded to a greater degree than many, if not all,
of its Federal "sister" programs in doing BO.

There are myriad benefits that accrue to our community through
this enhanced commitment to higher education: lower welfare in-
volvement, lower crime rates, a more stable family and home envi-
ronment, and an increased commitment to their children's educa-
tion, to name only a few.

The Higher Education Act is, in no small part, directly responsi-
ble for a high percentage of these people being able to return, or
continue, in school. Without the Federal student aid and institu-
tional funding provided by the Act, few if any of our clients would
be able to pursue their dreams of higher education.

If I had to single out one aspect of the higher education phenom-
ena that I would like to address here today, it would be what our
clients tell us is their single greatest obstacle to pursuing continu-
ing education: that of child care. The issue of child care, and the
limitations that it places particularly on single parents wishing to
return or to pursue further educatior.i, needs to be addressed by
this committee; to many of these yotIng people, the lack of afford-
able access to child care amounts to a continuing sentence of pover-
ty and dependence on public assistance.

There is a general lack of child care provisions throughout the
Maui County community that exacerbates the situation. It falls to
the Federal Government, once again, to pioneer the way in this
most important area. Funding of the Special Child Care Services
for Disadvantaged College Students would be a "giant" step in
meeting this particularly neglected population.

Such a program in child care could serve a multitude of pur-
poses, from early education in substance abuse prevention, to early
educational access for these most "at risk" children; a model child
care program could augment existing child advocacy efforts, and
would prove a valuable adjunct to existing social services.

Perhaps as important, it could serve as a non-threatening entree'
to families with high risk potential to child abuse, neglect, and sub-
stance abuse.

I do, therefore, not only support reauthorization and funding of
the Higher Education Act, but would ask this committee to send
the signal to the rest of our Federal legislature that child care pro-
visions such as those outlined in the Special Child Care Services
program is imperative to the future arm continued commitment
and success of our prospective students and their families

Again, I would like to thank the committee for this opportunity
to speak on these important issues, and hope to participate in the
development of a model. child care program in the future.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Michael Luxton followsd
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TESTIMONY OF MICHAEL ,,UXTON, PROJECT DIRECTOR,
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY CENTER, MAUI COMMUNITY COLLEGE,
FOR PRESENTATION TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON POST SECONDARY EDUCATION,
MAUI COMMUNITY COLLEGE CAMPUS, 7/2/91

Honorable representatives, ladies and gentlemen, thank you for the
opportunity to speak to you today regarding the refunding of the
Higher Education Act; I do so with a yeod deal of commitment and
enthusiasm, since funding for the "Trio" programs, of which our
Educational Opportunity program is a part,is included in under the
act. Rarely in my twenty-two years of work within the public sector
have I had the pleasure to work with a program with such a
demonstrated record of success.

As you are .11 aware, the major focus of the original Higher
Education Act of 1965 was to assist low and moderate income
students in pursuing postsecondary education. From our thirteen
years of serving both low income and first generational college
students, I think that where Maui County is concerned, the Higher
Education Act has succeeded in accomplishing this goal. Further,
I would suggest to the panel that if the total data from the Higher
Education Act were scrutinized, you would find that not only has
this Act succeeded in reaching its target population, but that it
has succeeded to a greater degree than many, if not all, of its
Federal "sister" programs in doing so.

During our thirteen years of operation, the Educational Opportunity
Center has provided approximately 13,000 residents of our Maui
Community with financial aid and educational information; of these
13,000 clients, approximately 8,580 are identified as low income
and first generation college students. Additionally, our EOC unit
has provided in excess of 600 veterans with information regarding
educational and scholastic opportunities.

During fiscal 1.r.'89-90,our Educational Opportunity Center served
1,080 clients, of which 752 were from low income/first generation
college students. We were successful in securing over $500,000 for
our clients, and of those we were able to track, 97% actually
enrolled in post secondary educational institutions. From our
client surveys over the last three year grant cycle, 91% evaluated
the services they received from EOC as excellent or satisfactory.
This year, our fourteenth, we will provide an additional 1250
membe,-s of our Maui community with career and financial aid
_ounseling.
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From our work with both diradvantaged and first-generational
college students, we estimate that at least three quarters of these
students would never have had access to the necessary information

and tools to pursue their higher educational goals and dreams.

These men and women add materially more to our community and

society as a result of these opportunities to pursue higher
education; not only through the increased taxes they pay as a
result of the better jobs they obtain through their studies, but

in terms of their direct contributions to the community, such as

serving on non-profit boards, their commitments to public-sector

activities, and their involvement with community events.

There are myriad benefits that accrue to our community through this

enhanccd commitment to higher education:lower welfare involvement,

lower c.--ime rates, a more stable family and home environment, and

an increased commitment to their children's education, to name only

a few. The Higher Education Act is, in no small part,directly
responsible for a high percentage ol these people being able to

return (or continue) to school. Without the Federal student aid and

institutional funding provided by the Act, few if any of our
clients would be able to pursue their dreams of higher education.

If I had to single out one aspect of the higher education phenomena

that I would like to address here today, it would be ,:lat our

clients tell us is their single greatest obstacle to pursuing

ccntinuing education: that of child care. The issue of child care,

and the limitations that it places particularly on single parents
wishing to return or to pursue further education, needs to be

addressed by this committee; to many of these young people, the
lack of affordable access to child care amounts to a continuing

sentence of poverty and dependence on public assistance.

There is a general lack of child care provisions throughout the

Maui county community that exacerbates the situation. It falls to

the Federal government, once again, to pioneer the way in this most

important area. Funding of the Special Child Care Services for Dis-
advantaged College Students would be a "giant" step in meeting this

particularly neglected population.

Such a program in child care could serve a multitude of purposes,

from early education in substance abuse prevention, to early

educational access for these most "at risk" children; a model child

care program could augment existing child advocacy efforts, and
would prove a valuable adjunct to existing social services. Perhaps

as important, it could serve as a non-threatening entree' to

famdlies with high risk potential to child abuse, neglect, and

substance abuse.

U
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I do, therefore, not only support reauthorization and funding of
the Higher Education Act, but would ask this committee to send the
signal to the rest of our Federal legislature that child care
provisions such as those outlined in the Special Child Care
Services program is imperative to the future and continued
commitment and success of our prospective students and their
families. Again, I would like to thank the committee for this
opportunity to speak on these important issues, and hope to
participate in the development of a model child care program in the
future. Thank You.

1 C)
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Mrs. MINK. The next is Alvin Tagomori, accompanied by Wal-
lette Pellegrino.

Before you begin, Alvin, Counsel just noted that Section 420(b) of
the current Higher Education Act has provisions for child care
services for disadvantaged college students with a $10 million ap-
propriation for fiscal year 1987, and such sums as may be neces-
sary.

But he also says this section has never been funded. The idea has
been accepted, but no funds have been allocated to it. So our job is
not there to fight for the concept, because we already accepted it,
but to get money put into it.

Mr. LUXTON. Is there any possibility of securing enough money
for some model program demonstration programs in these areas?

Mrs. MINK. Model programs?
Mr. LUXTON. Yes. To show that we, by providing child care serv-

ices, we can provide materially increased access to disadvantaged
and target populations.

Mrs. MINK. I don't think that that needs to be demonstrated. I
think everybody accepts it. What we have to do is make funds
available so that everybody can have at least an option of the use
of funds to include child care services in their program activities.

I think what we need to do is find the money. A tight fiscal situ-
ation makes it very difficult. It is an important area and already in
the law. We have to fight and grab for any money we can get to
put into it.

Counsel also says the other difficulty in child care is that allocat-
ing the formula for the determination of need, when you try to
decide how much financial aid the students should get, there is a
ceiling of a thousand on child care expenses. That needs to be
raisedfrom what he said, many people have testified to that. The
committee will be looking at that aspect of child care, also.

Okay. I am sorry to interrupt, but I thought before I lost my
thought, I would make those comments.

Mr. Tagomori.
Mr. TAGOMORI. Thank you for the opportunity to address the

Members of the U.S. House of Representatives, House Subcommit-
tee on Postsecondary Education.

My name is Alvin Tagomori and this is Wallette Pellegrino. As
the coordinators of the Maui Community College Cooperative Edu-
cation Program, we would like to request for your continued and
increased support for the Reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act of 1965, as amended; specifically, Title VIII which addresses
Cooperative Education.

Cooperative education, or co-op as it is commonly referred to, is
an academic program which bridges the gap between the world of
education and the world of work by placing college students in
planned and supervised employer-paid work experiences related to
their academic major or career interest.

Placements are made in business, industry, government, and
human services. The program gives students an opportunity to
apply academic theory and skills to real work situations, acquire
career experience before graduating, enhance personal growth, and
earn an income to help defray college expenses.

1 C U.
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Nationwide more than 900 colleges and universities offer co-op to
more than 250,000 students with approximately 50,000 employers
involved. The Federal Government is one of the largest co-op em-
ployers although employers range from =Or corporations such as
IBM and AT&T to sm 11 businesses which form the backbone of
our economy.

Nationally, co-op students earn over $1.5 billion annually on
which they pay Federal and State taxes. Statewide, throughout the
University of Hawaii system, 800 students earn over $1 million an-
nually. In 1989-90, 100 Maui Community College students earned
over $152,000 with more than 85 percent being retained as regular
employees upon graduation.

Currently, more than 85 percent of the Title VIII funding sup-
ports the implementation of new cc p projects. These administra-
tive funds are used to develop .7:!stens, identify job opportunities
and guide students through the cooperative education experience.

As the various programs take hold, the college or university as-
sumes a large percentage of the support, the remaining approxi-
mate 15 percent of the funds are used to demonstrate innovative
ways of conducting co-op; to develop resource centers and provide
training for practitioners; and to conduct research.

While the emphasis thus far on Maui has been in his business
and vocational-technical programs, the Maui Community College
program is developing and implementing plans to expand and en-
hance the scope of co-op by focusing on the needs of special popula-
tions.

These populations are identified as women, handicapped, and
ethnic minorities, primarily Native Hawaiians and Filipinos be-
cause of their dominant numbers in Maui County and relative low
enrollment and completion of higher education programs. In addi-
tion, the population will include those who are geographically iso-
lated from the Maui Community College campus; Hana, Lanai and
Molokai.

Relative to the mission of the college, co-op must expand its cur-
rent operational base by placing a greater focus on those special
populations whose needs extend beyond academics and include goal
clarification, career exploration, and competency-based education.

The plan is to broaden the range of available educational oppor-
tunities to include not only vocational options but also liberal arts.
Co-op will then become a campus-wide key to enhancing and
strengthening access to higher education for special populations.

It will become a valuable t 11 for the transition for school to
work as well as an incentive or retention technique. In addition,
this will provide access to occupational levels that are more com-
prehensive than those currently attained or viewed as accessible by
special populations. Title VIII seed money would play a pivotal rokt
in assisting the college to achieve this goal.
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There is no doubt of the tangible benefits that Maui Community
College, the University of Hawaii system, the students and the
community accrue through their participation in Cooperative Edu-
cation. But it is also the intangible benefits which must be realized
and those include increased relevance of education, preparation of
a skilled workforce and development of responsible citizens.

Therefore, we ask for your suppt,rt for the reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act, specifically increased funding for Title VIII.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Alvin Tagomori followsd
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UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII MAUI COMMUNITY COLLEGE

June 28, 1991

TO: The Honorable PATSY T. MINK, Member of Congress
U.S. House Of Representatives
House Subcommittee on Post Secondary Educationd'

FROM: Alvin Tagomorifeb,,,
Cooperative Education toordinator

SUBJECT: Title VIII, Higher Education Act of 1965, as Amended.
Field Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act, July 2, 1991.

Thank you for the opportunity to address the members of the

U.S. House of Representatives, House Subcommittee on Post

Secondary Education. As the Coordinator of the Maui Community

College Cooperative Education Program, I would like to request for

your continued and increased support of Title VIII in the

Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended.

Title VIII addresses Cooperative Education specifically.

DEFINITION OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

Cooperative education is an academic program which enables

college students to enter employer-paid work experiences in

business, industry, governrent, and human services as part of

their academic training. The program gives students an

opportunity to apply academic theory and skills to real work

situations, acquire career experience, enhance personal

cr-owth, and earn an income to help defray college expenses.

Co-op, as it is more commonly referred to, provides enhanced

academic learning, more informed career selection, and

results in bett.:r prepared professionals graduating from

college. Co-)p differs from the College Work-Study program

because Co-op utilizes an established connection between a

student's academic program and a work placement site under

supervised conditions.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUMTY EMPLOYER

6 6 310 Kaahumanu 0.4enua Kahului, Hawaii 98732 Telephone 244.9181
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Nationwide more than 900 colleges and universities offer

Co-op to more than 250,000 students with approximately 50,000

employers involved. The federal government
is one of the

largest Co-op employers although
employers range from maior

corporations such as IBM and AT&T to small btriinesses which

form the backbone of our economy.

Currently, more than 85% of the Title VIII funding supports

the implementation of new co-op projects. These

administrative funds are used to develop systems, identify

job opportunities and guide students through the cooperative

education experience. As the various programs take hold, the

college or university
assumes a larger percentage of the

support. The remaining
approximately 15% of the funds are

used to demonstrate
innovative ways of conducting co-op; to

develop resource centers and provide training for

practitioners; and to conduct research.

BENEFITS

Co-op benefits various special student
populations in these

Ways:

Low and middle income families: As restrictions for

financial aid grow, co-op provides assistance especially

for families who incrcasingly find themselves ineligible

for federal financial aid programs and thus priced out

of the college 2ducation market. Co-op is open to any

student, regardless of financial status.

Minorities, women, disabled: Co-op is an effective

method of introducing these high risk groups into the

work force because of its related academic component and

supervised work placements.

1 1 2
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Veterans: Co-op helps many new veterans pay for their

college education regardless of their eligibility for

financial aid.

In addition, Co-op helps accrue benefits for its general

student participants as follows: classroom learning is

reinforced; students develop confidence and maturity and

improve their career skills and awareness. Studies have

shown, too, tIzt co-ops complete more courses, semesters, and

degrees, with better grades, than do non-co-ops. Finally,

students with one or more semesters of co-op work experience

receive solid job offers at a higher rate.

For the institution, co-op helps attract new students to the

campus, increases student retention and graduation rates,

strengthens the relationship between the community and the

campus, and helps keep curricula current.

For the employer, co-op provides a cost-effective means of

recruiting and training potential employees and e

opportunity to participate in the educational plJcess.

For federal, state and county government, co-op provides

financial assistance paid by e oyers, thus reducing the

pressure on federal and state Incial aid programs and the

amount of money that students need to borrow for education

expenses. Students contribute by paying income tax and

social security; their earnings alsc filter into the local

economy. The total estimated annual co-op earnings

nationwide is more than $1.5 billion. And because government

is one of the largest co-op employers, it is able to target

and attract students to fill its own employment needs.

While the cost effectiveness and value of the cooperative

education program to students, institutions, employers and

government is well documented, more than two-thirds of the

nation's institutions do not currently participate. Thus,

11 3
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for cooperative education to be available to more students,

the federal government must continue to expand Title VIII

funding which provides seed money to institutions to develop

strong programs and increase outreach to traditionally

underrepresented groups. It is critical that Congress

continue its support as it has since Title VIII/s initial

funding.

MAUI COMMUNITY COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM

At Maui Community College, the Cooperative Education program

was implemented in 1974 with a full-time instructor position

funded by the state and Carl Perkins Vocational Education

Act. Currently, two permanent tenurable full-time instructor

positions are fully state funded, evidence of the University

of Hawaii's institutional commitment.

CAMPUS COOP ENROLLMENT

Co-op as it Ixesently operates at MCC derives its enrollment

primarily from those programs requiring it for a certificate

or degree and thus enrollment has been fairly constant,

averaging more than 100 placements per year. For example,

within the business division, three of the five majors

require one or more semesters of Co-op --- Food Service,

Hotel Operations, and Office Administration and Technology.

Co-op is strongly recommended as an exit elective for

Accounting and Business Careers (Sales & Marketing, Small

Business & Supervision) as well as programs in the

Vocational-Technical and Wursing divisions. This is an

indication that the value of Co-op is recognized academically

(see Appendix for program enrollment 1974-1990 and letters of

support for MCC Title VIII administration grant application).

However, there is a need to strengthen its inclusion in the

liberal arts program as a viable method of career selection

and clarification.
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Co-op's benefits are also widely acknowledged by the Maui

business community through its wide-spread participation as

work stations. For example, Maui's economic base is the

visitor industry and in a cooperative effort to develop a

qualified work force and to provide job opportunities with

advancement possibilities, various resorts have established

rotation programs which enable students to experience all

aspects of hotel work by spending periods of time in each

department related to their major. The same arrangement has

been set up in local financial institutions. Most recently,

Maui Community College was awarded a $25,000 grant to

establish Co-op in various departments of the County of Maui

(refer to Appendix for Us, of 1990-91 participating

employers and letters of support for MCC Title VIII

administration grant application).

EXPANSION OF CO-OP

While the emphasis thus far has been in the business and

vocational-technical programs, the MCC program is developing

plans to expand and enhance the scope of Co-op by focusing on

the needs of special populations. These populations are

identified as women, handicapped, and ethnic minorities,

primarily Native Hawaiians and Filipinos because of their

dominant numbers in Maui County. In addition, the population

will include those who are geographically isolated from the

MCC campus (Hana, Lanai and Molokai).

Relative to the mission of the college, Co-op must expand its

current operational base by placing a greater focus on those

special populations whose needs extend beyond academics and

include goal clarification, career exploration, and

competency-based education. The plan is to broaden the range

of available educational opportunities to include not only

vocational options but also liberal arts. Co-op will then

1 1 5
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become a campus-wide key to enhancing and strengthening

access to higher education for special populations. It will

become a valuable tool for the transition from school to work

as well as an incentive or retention technique. In addition,

this will provide acce' to occupational levels that are more

comprehensive than thr rrently attained or viewed as

accessible by special ilions. Title VIII seed money

would play a pivotal role in assisting the College to achieve

this goal.

There is no doubt of the tangible benefits that Maui

Community College, the University of Hawaii system, the

students and the community accrue through their participation

in Cooperative Education. For example, co-ops earned more

than $152,000 in the 1989-90 academic year and more than 85%

were retained or hired by their co-op employer. But it is

also the intangible benefits which must be realized and those

include increased relevance of education, preparation of a

skilled workforce and development of responsible citizens.

Therefore, we ask for your support for the reauthorization of

the Higher Education Act, specifically increased funding for

Title VIII.

Thank you very much.

Amended 7/2/91



L0OPERATiVE EDUCATION PROGRAM ENROLLMENT

PROCRAM Fall-Spring
1974-75** 1975-76**

Fall-Spring

1976-77

Fall-Spring
1977-78

Fall-Spring

1978-79

Fall-Spring
1979-80

Fall-Spring

Accounting 6 8 1 3 1 2 3 10

Agriculture
j 2 5 6 5 4 3 3

Apparel Design
1 1 -- 3 2

Auto Body Repair
1

Automotive Tech ._ 5 4 6 2 4 3 3 8

Bldg. Maintenance .... ... -- 1 0

Carpentry
i 4 I I I --

Distributive Ed 8 12 7 8 4 6 10 9
Drafting

1 2 I I --
Food Sercl,e

* Gen'l Office Training/

6

25

10

37

5

15

6

9

8

14

8

23

6

14

3

17

0
"SA

Secretarial Science
4 0

Hotel Operations
11 17 8 18 23 24 12 11

* Human Services 6 9 1 6 -- 3

Nursing
1

* Police Science
2 5 I 1 2

Welding
1 1 1 I

dSubtotal:

C.A.S.E.

C.V.E.

12

45

24

50

38

23

24

54

23

74

22

106

10

54

8

64

2

61

3

76

2 5

66

.0
m
m
*-

- .... -
TOTAL 57 74 61 78 97 79 59 71128 64 72 63

**Detailq/llevorA, mit "P,iI-40,.

117
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PROGRAM
1980-81

Fall-Spring
1981-82

Fall-Spring
1982-83

Fall-Spring
1981-84

Fall-Spring
1984-85

Fall-Spriqg
1985-86

Fall-Spring

Accounting 5 6 3 6 10 9 5 6 3 5 5 4

Agriculture 30 26 2 19 12 10 9 5 3 4 3 5

Apparel Design 2 I I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0

Auto Body Repair .... -.
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Automotive Tech 6 7 4 1 2 2 0 0 2 0 1 1

Bldg. Maintenance 1 0 1 1 1 4 1 5 0 0

Carpentry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

t Sales 6 Marketing 11 8 9 9 7 18 15 16 15 7 10 19

Dratting 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 __

Food Service 8 4 9 10 15 13 15 15 13 14 13 10

1 Gen'l Office Training Il 14 9 7 12 15 8 3 10 II 4 5

Hotel operations 21 22 25 23 12 20 21 25 21 33 27 32

' Police Science 1 1 0 2 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 0

' SecretariAt Science 6 3 2 2 6 5 6 1 5 6 2 0

Welding 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 0

Subtotal:

C.A.S.E. 3 9 4 4 2 9 9 2 1 I 2

C.V.E. 101 93 61 HU 78 94 82 76 81 87 65 76

TOTAL 104 102 71 84 80 96 91 85 83 90 66 78



PROGRAM

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM ENROLLMENT

1986-87 1987788 1988-89 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92
Fall-Spring Fall-Spring Fall-Spring Fall-Spring Fall-Spring Fall-Spring A

Accounting 2 2 1 2 2 6 3 5 5

Agriculture 6 3 3 2 0 0 0

Apparel Design 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2

Auto Body Repair 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

Automotive Tech 1 0 0 1 3 0 0

Ildg. Maintenance 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 1

Carpentry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

t Sales & Marketing 13 7 10 14 6 10 2 I

§
Food Service 7 3 6 7 11 8 13 8 6

*Gen'l Office Training 4 3 4 5 7 7 3 4 M H

Hotel Operations 4 30 11 19 13 18 20 10 18 g
* Police Science 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

k^

* Secretarial Science 0 1 2 1 -- 4 8 1
n

Welding 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

*Office Administration 6 10
6 Technology

* Business Careers
1

t,/

Subtotal:

C.A.S.E, 2 0 0 U U 1 I I 4

C.V.E. 38 49 59 62 45 54 50 43 47
.C1

rtTOTAL 40 49 59 62 45 55 51 46 51

.1 C

1.4
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MAUI COMMUNITY COLLEGE
APPENDIX Page 4

EXPLANATION OF TABLE I COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PRoGRAM ENROLLMENT

1974-1990

1. Agriculture enrollments were high betwe.n 1980-1983 as MCC and the
County of Maui made a joint effort to help Molokai diversity its ag
base because of the impending snu4..down of the pineapple company and
the already high unemployment rate there.

2. After 1980 the Human Services Program inchided and administered its

own Work Practicum.
1. After 1983 the Police Scienre Program (Administration of Justice)

included and administered its own Internship.
4. The Drafting Program was discontinued as of the 1985-86 academic

year.
5. Distributive Education was redesignated Sales and Marketing in 1980.

In Fall 1940 Sales and Marketing was redesignated Business Careers
which includes Small Business Management, Supervision, and Sales and
Marketing as specialization areas.

6. In 1980 the combined Secretarial Science/General office Training
Program became separate entities in the Business division. In 1989

the program underwent another change. As a result of state-wide
articulation, the overall program has been renamed Office
Administration and Technology with two specialties: Office
Administration and Technology (includes shorthand; was formerly
Secretarial Science) and Clerical Specialist (non-shorthand; was
formerly General Office Training).

7. While the Nursing Program includes its own clinical experience,
faculty are currently encouraging pre-nursing students to consider
Cooperative Education as an instructional experience to reinforce
and develop their knowledge of nursing careers and opportunities.

C. C.A.S.E. refers to Cooperative Arts and Science Education.
9, C.V.E. refers to Cooperative Vocational Education.

1 r)
.1. 4 t)
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DER.RTMEN,:,F,ABON AND INnUSTWAL ,O.LATIONS

HAWAII STATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
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Alfor

November 30, 1990

Mr. Alvin Tagemori
Cooperative Education Program Coordinator
University of Hawaii - Maui Community College
310 Kaahumanu Avenue
Kahului, Hawaii 96732

APPENDIX Page 5

MAIM II .4.1.
(NW Ma

mACCAl .TAIStime

CLAUD( II %CAW.
1.1.1.11$141M1

Dear Mr. Tagomori:

The MCC Cooperative Education Program continues to be an

effective and valuable part in the total education of many

students. The hands on experience the program provides makes for
a much better prepared and skilled entrant into out labor force.

Also, as our population continues to grow rapidly with the
arrival of new residents from other states as well as abroad,

coop's role becomes even greater in providing these "new comers"

the opportunity to explore, make or confirm career choicea

available in our local labor market.
The pr 3m also offers individuals such as immigrants and

displaced home makers who mar be intimidated and hesitant to enter

our labor force the very b.tot system available any...here to help

them in this difficult transition.
Over the past 12 years I have been associated with Cocp, I

have personally seen the benefits gained by students in the

program. I continue to enthusiastically believe in and support the

program.
Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,

Alvin S. Tanaka
Maui County Branch Manager

AST:do

PA Member of the CooperaL,... ,:dutation Program Advisory Committee
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APPENDIX Page 6

LETTERS OF SUPPORT
COMMUNITY
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A.tidrtt I7O coMMITTPbOX WAMUKU MAUI HAMAR
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November 9, 1990

Mr. Alvin Tagomori
Cooperative Education Program Coordinator
University of Hawaii-Maui Community College

310 Kaahumanu Avenue
Kahului, HI 96732

Dear Mr. Tagomori:

I am pleased to tell you that we have people like you,

your staff and your program in the community helping

our youngsters to prepare and pursue a better career

thru your Cooperative Education Program.

Our company supports you and your efforts to expand

the scope of your program and to secure a 1-mg-range

funding. We believe that the community will greatly

benefit from this and is a good resource for anyone

entering the workforce. We have hired three people
from Maui Community College during the last six

months two of which are from your programs. We are

very pleased with thier perfozmance and two of them

have since then given permanent and higher responsi-

bilities.

We will continue to participate and support your

program and will highly recommend it to our business

friends.

Sincerely,

/'

e!I' ce /1%.

sick L. Maguddayao
Ahdmin trative & Finance

** Member of the Cooperative Education Program Advisory Committee

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

125
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LETTERS OF SUPPORT
; COMMUNITY

GENERAL CONTRACTOR
-.4711k.,tt COMMIWFb0 A WAILUNU MAW HAWAii .14013

.4'1 Ott CCCC AMONAL 744.5581 OR 244.1112
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November 9, 1990

Mr. Alvin Tagomori
Cooperative Education Program Coordinator
University of Hawaii-Maui Community-Colleze
310 Kaahumanu Avenue
Kahului, HI 96732

Dear Mr. Tagomori:

I am pleased to tell you that we have people like you,
your staff and your program in the community helping
our youngsters to prepare and pursue a better career
thru your Cooperltive Education Program.

Our company supports you and your efforts to expand
the scope of your program and to secure a long-range
funding. We believe that the community will greatly
benefit from thit, and is a good resource for anyone
entering the workforce. We have hired three people
from Maui Community College during the last six
months two of which are from your programs. We are
very pleased with thiec performance and two of them
have since then given permanent and higher responsi-
bilities.

We will continue to participate and support your
program and will highly recommend it to our business

friends.

Sincerely,

/,
Nick L. Maguddayao
/Admin trative & Finance

** Member of the Cooperative Education Program Advisory Committee
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APPENDIX Page 7

LETTERS OF SUPPORT

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII MAMMMUNITY COLLEGE

December 4, 1990

Dear Alvin:

As you know, Food Services students have always completed at

least one semester of Cooperative Education as a requirement of

our Associate in Science Degree. Cooperative Education has
provided, for our students, a variety of experiences including,

but not limited to, opportunities to:

1. explore career options as well as to define career

goals
2. develop, enhance and refine Food Service Program

required skills and competencies
3. apply and relate concepts, principles and information

learned in class to practical situations
4. develop self-confidence as they practice what they

learn
5. affirm, validate, integrate and make relevant for the

student what is taught in the classroom.

Additionally, Cooperative Education provides immediate

feedback to the Food Services Program, regarding relevancy of its

curriculum by industry.

As unemployment rates continue to plummet and the race to

hire and keep "warm bodies" intensifies, our Cooperative
Education Program must determinedly grow. It must aggressively

'ntensify its fforts to work with industry and assure its

studente that work experiences designed to meet and exceed
cooperatively-agreed-upon objectives will continue to be the

prime responsibility of the Program.

W. strongly believe in Cooperative Education for all of our

students. Wm pledge our support to the continuation and

expansion of this Program.

par

Sincerely,

Karen Tanaka, RD, CCE
Food Services Program Coord.

ANSOUALOPPORTUMTYWOLOYER
310 Keehumenu Avenue Kehulue, Howell 011732 Teluthone 244.9191

12 7
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LETTERS OF SUPPORT

IJNIVERSITY OF HAWAII /achTOMMUNITY COLLEGE

November 1, 1990

Mr. Alvin Tagomori
Office of Cooperative Education

Maui Community College
310 Kaahumanu Avenue
Kahului, HI 96732

Dear Mr. Tagomori:

This letter is in support of the cooperative education program at Maui

Community College. I fully support the program for our accounting students.

It enables them to gain the experience needed to compete for full time

employment in the bookkeeping field. For many of our students, the job

obtained through your program is their first experience in the bookkeeping

field and gives them an indication of what the work is like.

It is essential that our students have a combination of book learning

and on-the-job training to be successful bookkeepers The cooperative

education program offers them that opportunity in a controlled, effective

manner.

Sincerely,

/

Diane M. Meyer
Accounting Program Coordinator

ANNOVALOPPORTUNITYIMPLOYOR

310 Keskonsm Avow Kahului, 14avesi1 10732 To Ifplworm 2444101
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LETTERS OF SUPPORT
FACULTY

IJNIVERSITY OF HAWAII MA11 COMMUNITY COLLEGE

MEMORANDUM

NOVEMBER 13, 1990

TO: ALVIN TAGOMORI, COORDINATOR
MCC COOPERATIVE EDUCATION OFE-ICE

FROM: JOHN WILT, CHAIRPERSON
SOCIAL SCIENCES/HUMANITI.S

SUBJECT: SUPPORT FOR COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
TITLE VIII GRANT PROPOSAL

Faculty, as well as their respective programs, within
the Social Sciences/Humanities Division would be direct
beneficiaries of an expanded campus cooperative education

effort. As major focal areas within this division.
Liberal Arts courses and public service concentrations
would be highly adaptable to the cooperative education

experience. This is especially true for our older,
mature adult student who relishes an educational experience
of finding solutions to real-world problems.

Cooperative Education has demonstrated its ability to
address student needs that range from hotel operations
to Office Administration and Technology. With a t7lck
record of success. Cooperative Education is deserving
of favorable consideration of its grant request as it
attempts to expand into Liberal Arts and Public Service.

Traditional Cooperative Education -rvices to non-
traditional students on Maui, Moloka... and Lanai outreach
locations will, if funded, be up-graded to allow wider
access to MCC's cooperative educational opportunities.

Our Division appreciates this opportunity to comment
on the merits of your Title VIII grant proposal, plus offer
unqualified Social Science/Humanities support for your
grant application. Please let us know if we can lend
even further support to your efforts to receive Title
VIII grant funding.

AN CAIAL owetwmav vunevim

310 Keehumenu Avenue Kahului, Hawaii 96732 Telephone 2449161
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Maui Community College
University of Hawari

OFFICE OF STUDENT
SERVICES

Aarrmlitral,or,
.808,242-1268

Adrntss,ons .1"(1 Records
,8081242 12E7

Career D-.eioorneni
Center

11081 242-127

Counset,r) ServCeS
8081242.1263

Educationa, Ooddrtun-'y
Center

808J 242-1254

Fnenctal Ad
,8081 242. t077

Pookela
(8081242 1242

Hesraentlal L.te
18051 242.6920

Student Actnnt.e8
.8081 242.12E0

upward Elound
4081 242 12".Y4

Wornen S Center
,11081 242-1272

Nov. 28, 1990
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LETTERS OF SUPPORT
FACULTY Counseling Services

310 Ka'ahumanu Avenue
Kahului, Maui, Hawai'i 96732
Telephone: (808) 242-1269
FAX: (808) 242-9618

APPENDIX Page 10

TO: Alvin Tagamori, Coordinator
Maui Community College Cooperative Education
Program

RE: Support For COOP

Maui Community College's Cooperative Education Program
(COOP) continues to be a valuable educational
opportunity and experience for students. Often students
make career/educational choices based on perceptions
and/or expectations that have not been tested. COOP
provides students with the opportunity to validate or
explore career choices while acquiring job skills and
experien:les.

For certain groups of students that I work with, namely

the single parent/displaced homemaker and disadvantaged
students, COOP is especially valuable. Access and
entry to occupations/careers of their choice and
interest are often limited for these students due to a
variety of reasons including, lack of skills and
training, lack of job seeking "know how" and
information, low self-esteem and lack of awareness of
different occupational/career options. COOP helps these
students find on-the-job training, explore career
options and develop job skills in a supportive learning
environment while completing degree requirements and for

most COOP students, earning money while they learn.

Mos. importantly, COOP helps these students transition
from education to successful job placement by providing

them with the requisite skiAls and knowledge and
opportunities to eqtablish waccessful work experience/
history in their chosen field.

I am especially glad that MCC's COOP now includes the

Liberal Arts disciplanss. It is as important for
students contemplatinv careers in the professions to

gain on-the-job trainiig and experiences in order to
validate career choiceL and/or to fully develop their
educational experiences

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

it)
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LETTERS OF SUPPORT
FACULTY

I continue to be supportive and appreciative of your
program's positive and effective efforts to expand the

learning experiences of our students. Best wishes on
your grant proposal.

/

A.

Priscilla Mikell
Vocational Education Counselor

1 3 1
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FACULTY

APPENDIX Page 12

PO'OKELA Program
November 28, 1990

Alvin Tagamori
Coordinator
Cooperative Education Program
Maui Community College
Kahului, HI 96732

re: Letter of Support for Expansion of
the Cooperative Education Program

Dear Alvin,

This is a letter of support for your efforts to expand the

Cooperative Education Program. I understand that there will be a focus

on increasing the number of minority students serviced in the

Cooperative Education Program if your efforts are successful.

PO'OKELA works exclusively with Hawaiian students. Many of our

students are majoring in vocational
education and are of need of on

the Job experience that the Cooperative Education Program offers. This

experience gives students invaluable work experience that makes the

student more employable and helps them to get promoted more quickly

when they are on the job.

This program expansion is particularly timely. .Job Corps will be

referring their graduates to Maui Community College starting with the

Spring, 1991 semester for further vocational education training. The

students this involves are minority students from Hawaii and Pacific

Islanders from Micronesia.

PO'OKELA is itIterested in continuing our networking and referral

between our programs to further the vocational education of Hawaiian

students.

Sincerely,

Af2244

Noreen Erony
Program DireCtor
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1 tNAUPPORT

MAKENA RESORT
MAUI C) PFU`NCE HOTEL

November 14, 1990

Mr, A;vin Tagomor,
Cooperative Education Coordinator
MAUi Community College
310 Kaahamanu Avenue
Kahului, Hawaii 96732

Dear A:yin,

In 1989, jJr crgan!zation made a commitment to provide work opport.,,nities to
the stNdents of the Food Service, Hotel Operat1ons and Business Careers

programs.

The practin.al applications and exposure that the program requires *1jly

prepares the students for long-term careers in their chosen professions.

Our experiences with t:le program have been tremendously raward1ng. From

the Cooperative Education Coordinators to the students themselves, this

program is definitely "First-Class".

Cur organization wholeheartedly supports and encourages continuation of

the program, as well as further expansion of tne program to a broader

range of students.

Sincereiy,

Sanford A. Noji
Director of Personnel

** The Maui Prince Hotel has hired a minimum of two students p, r semester

since its initial participation in 1989.

' AO) YA0 NA ,4.4..JA tAAA e 3

tt i061 ,d "1 TCAL MEE ea) Tf 5'24135441 44.E INA) 874 IR
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LETTERS OF SUPPORT
VERNMENT

C,ector 01 Cuunco Sonocef
-,!() lindrra

Ye,' ",I

e

COUNTY COUNCIL
COUNTY OF MAUI

S HIGH STREET
WAILUKu MAUI HAWAII 96793

November 19, 1990

U.S. Department ot Education
c/o Mr. Alvin Taqomori
Maui Community College
310 Kaahumanu Avenue
Kahului, Hawaii 96732

Uear Sir:

I strongly support the Maui Community College Cooperative

Education office tive-year Title VIII grant proposal.

As the incoming chair of the Maui County council Budget

Committee, I am in the process of initiating a cooperative

education pilot project within the county with Maui Community

College. I believe this kind of pro)ect is an excellent way to

get our youth and older students involved in the political

process. This kind of opportunity would afford them invaluable

experience as involved citizens and provide them the option of

pursuing a career in government.

Your favorable lonsideration of the above mentioned request

would be greatly appreciated.
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December 7, 1990
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\LAU CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE

Mr. Alvin Tagomori
Coordlnator-CooperatIve Education Program

Mau! Community College
310 Kaahumanu Avenue
Kahului, Hawaii 96732

APPENDIX Page 15

RE: Letter of SUpport for Proposal to the United States Department of

Education. Office of Postsecondary c.ducation, Title VIII of Higher

Education Act of 1965.

The Maul Chamber of Commerce Is submitting thls letter in support of the

MCC Title VIII administration grant proposal for the expansion and

enhancement of the Cooperative Education Program. Cooperative Education

has been an effective mechanism in providing trained people for the Maul

work force and will continue to do so as Maul enters the 21st century.

Because of Maui County's overall low unemployment rate, it Is Imperative

that we maximize the skills of the workers who are available and that we

prepare them for the changing labor market such as Is occurring on Lanal

and Molokai. This Is especially ImpOrtant for those groups who are

traditionally underemployed or underrepresented in terms of education. We

were pleased to see that the Coop project proposal is targeting the

special populations of women, handicapped and ethnic minorities whom we

Know will contribute very positively as employees with adequate training.

Coop will give them the opportunity to test these possible occupations in

supportive yet "real world" settings. And bmployers will play a

significant role in helping the program identify the types of skills and

attitudes which business and Industry require today.

The Maui Chamber of COmMerce is In full support of the Proposal and the

education subcommittee will be happy to provide Input and assistance as

Project activities are implemented. Ws hope that the U.S. Department of

Education considers the COOp proposal favorably in light of Maul County's

unique geographic, ethnic, and economic needs.

Sincerely,

At/
Wayi'Ie N. Hedahi

President

v
bl

26 N. Puunene Avenue - P.O. Box 1677 Kahului. Maui. HI 96732 Phone: t8081 871-7711
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MAUI COMMUNITY COLLEGE

SAMPLE OF PROGRAM

NUMBER OF
EMPLOYER STUDENTS

Sullivan's House of 2

Color
Maui Small Business
Center (Zippy Mail)
Standard Motors & 1

Marine Supplies
Maui Beverage
Maui Community College I

Medical Service Consul- I

tants
Maui Exotic Birds
AMC Real Estate Ap-
praisers

Chart House

Bacon Universal Co.
Nutri-Systems

Wailuku Post Office
Hisamoto Body and Fender I

Rojac Trucking

Liberty House
State of Hawaii Judici- I

ary
Papillon Helicopters
County of Maui-Prosecu- I

tor's Office
Kaiser Permanente
Bodden Muraoka Attorneys I

Southshores Charter
Ron Kawahara CPA

Stouffer Wailea Beach
Resort

Hyatt Regency Maui 2

1

Maui Inter-Continental 3

Wailea Resort

Sheraton Maui Resort

Makena Resort-Maui 2
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RESOURCES

RELATED JOBS/EMPLOYERS

COLLEGE
PROGRAMJOB TITLE

Sales & Mktg
Mgr's Ass't
Ass/t Manager

Ass/t Credit

Office Clerk
Student Ass't
Secretary/
Receptionist
Part-owner
Clerk-typist

Sales & Mktg
Arcounting
OAT

LBART

OAT
OAT
OAT

Sales & Mktg
OAT

Floor Manager Sales & Mktg
Food Service
General Clerk
Receptionist/
Sales
Casual Clerk
Body work

Accounting
OAT,Accounting

Sales & Mktg
Auto Body &
Repair

General Office Accounting
Clerk
Sales AssociateSales & Mktg
Program Serv. OAT
Aide
Pilot Sales & Mktg
Clerk/Typist OAT

Chart Clerk OAT
Secretary OAT
Bookkeeper Accounting
Full-charge Accounting
bookkeeper
Guest Room Hotel Uper.
Service
Rotation
Rotation
Rotation
Rotation
Rotation
Rotation
Rotation

Rotation

Hotel Oper.
Food Service
Hotel Oper.
Accounting
Food Service
Hotel Oper.
Building
Maintenance

Hotel Oper.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

13f;



min commom COLLEGE

JOBS/EMPLOYERS (continued)

Prince Hotel 1

Kaanapali Beach Hotel
International House of I

Pancakes
Maui Tropical Plantation
Kihei Union 76 Station I

Maui Employment Service I

Law Offices of Lowell
Chatburn, Esquire

MCC Learning Center

MCC Community Services I

Office

108

RESOURCES

Rotation
Accounts
Payable
Rotation
Cook

APPENDIX Page 17

Food Service
Accounting

Hotel Oper.
Food Service

Cashier Hotel Oper.
Full-charge Accounting
bookkeeper
Customer serv- Liberal Arts
ice rep (communica-

tions)
Office clerk (Liberal Arts

(pre-law)
Tutor-Japanese Liberal Arts

(education)
Program plan- Liberal Arts
ner (communica-

tions)

Key; OAT=Office Administration and Technoqy (Secretarial

Science, General Office Training). Rotation refer.; to the posi-

tions which are established and reserved specifically for MCC
Coop students in hotel resorts; students rotate from one depart-

ment to another for specified periods of time.

.1. 3 7
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UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII MAUI COMMUNITY COLLEGE

I.

CON111141111CMICATION

I COOPRRATIVE RODCATION PROPOSAL

mccusammtar

Cooperative Education is the association of a cooperating m-

ployer and Maui Comaunity College, merging resources to better pre-

pare students for meaningful vocations end significant roles in so-

ciety. Through the cooperative process, students spend part of

their college life in on-the-job assignments related to .heir acade-

mic major.

The focus of this proposed program is to allow a stUdent to

work for community employer for period of one or two semesters.

During that period of time, the student may work at one or more work

stations each semester, depending on the employer's situation.

II. MIMI UR 41211121/111
The purpose of this program is to prepare students for employ-

ment by providing meaningful work
experience combined with formal e-

ducation enabling students to acquire knowledge, skills, and appro-

priate attitudes.

The program objectives are:
1. To assist students to find relevance in their studios.

2. To allow students to test their career choices.

3. To assist students in developing and refining work skills,

abilities, attitude. and work habits necessary for indivi-

dual maturity and job col:potencies.
4. To alloy the employer to observe potential employees.

5. To enhance the image of the employer to potential employ-

yeas
6. To create interaction between educators and work super-

visors, whereby the needs and problems of both (the coll-

ege and business) are made known, thus making it possible
for occupational curricula to be reflective of the current

needs of the industry.

In. ADMINISTRATION

The program will be coordinated by the College's Cooperative

Education Coordinator and the company's designee.

The coordination responsibilities aro:
1. Identify appropriate work stations and supervisors for the

students.
2. Screen and select appropriate students for the training

program.
3. Orient supervisors and students to the program operation,

expectations, timetable and other program requirements,

as identified.
4. Insure that all Federal and State laws and regulations are

followed.

nneounLovvonruNivvaaumovala
310 Kaahumenu Avenue Kahului, Hawaii 14732 Telephone 244.11111

13S
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CDDPERATIVS EDUCATION PROPOSAL page 2

IV. !DNA SUPERVISOR'S RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Supervise students on-the-job.
2. Provide a variety of job tasks, as feasible.
3. Meet with Co-op coordinator to discuss work performance of

student.
4. Evaluate the student utilizing the college's evaluation

form.
5. Consult with the program admini..trators on any concerns,

questions or recommendations regarding the students
and trainiug program.

V. STUDENTS

The range of student trainees will vary considerably from
second year students with a full year of academic training, to first
year, second semester students with only a semester of academic
training. Reflecting the diverse range of Hawaii's population, the
College's students will vary in skill, abilities, and cultural and
life experiences.

The certificate and degree programs generally associated with
Co-op are:

Accounting Diversified Occupations
Agriculture Fashion Technology
Auto Body and Repair Food Service
Automotive Technology Hotel Operations
Building Maintenance Office Administration and
Business Careers Technology

(includes Sales and Welding Technology
Marketing, Supervision,
Small Business Management)

Carpentry Technology

Co-op Wicements may be developed for students in any major.
Students in the Associate of Arts program are encouraged to partici-
pate in Cooperative Education in order to explore and define career
options.

VI. STUDENT'S NORg SCIMDMII AND COMPENSATION

Students will follow a work schedule that is deemed most
appropriate by the individual work supervisor. Work supervisors are
asked not to schedule students for work during times which conflict
with their class and examination schedules. supervisors may sched-
ule students for work after school, on week-ends, as well as College
'1olidays and vacations. Students should occupy part-time positions,
working 15-19 hours per week.

The rate of pay will be designaied by the employer but should
be no lower than the minimum wage.

1 3
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COOPERATIV1 IDUCATIOM rigaDBAL page 3

The student will begin work at/or before the beginning of each
semester and continue till the end of the semester (approximately 16

weeks). The student terminates at the end of each ter unless
other arrangements between the employer and the studnt are mad.
The employer is not obligated to hire the studnt between semesters
or after the student completes the Co-op requirement or graduates

from MCC. If the time commitment is for two semesters, the student
is again terminated at the end of the second semester. A new stu-
dent would then be placed in the work station at the beginning of

the next semester dependi che arrangement agreed upon by the
empl.oyer and the Co-op cc . .nator.

This Co-op arrangement is not legal and binding to the degree
that an employer must keep a student for the full semester regard-
less of any change in circumstances. The student may be terminated
before the end of the semester if there are financial concerns with-
in the company or performance problems with the Co-op student. How-

ever the company should discuss the situation with the Co-op Coor-
dinator prior to releasing the student.

VII. MOP= DEARNINQ OBJECTIVES

Students will be required to develop learning objectives for
each of their assigned work stations. Because these objectives
serve as a basis for work experiences and performance evaluation, it
requires the input and mutual agreement of the work supervisor, co-

op Coordinator and student.

VIIX. ging VISITRTIONO

The Co-op Coordinator or designated faculty advisor will as-
sist the students in the development of learning objectives as well

as help students gain insights and clarification of any concerns or
questions which arise from the work experience,

The Coordinator or faculty advisor will schedule at least one
site visitation per internship period with individual work super-
visors to discuss and evaluate students. Telephone contact may also

be utilized to supplement the visitations.

In addition, periodic group meetings involving all work super-

visors and faculty may be called to discuss and assess the program

in general and to make recommendations to improve the program.

14
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OUPERATIME EDUCATION PROPOSAL page 4

IX. TIMETABLE

FALL SEMESTER:
1. Summer

a. Develop operational plans.
2. Mid-August to Early September

a. Screen and select students.
b. Orient students, faculty, and work supervisors to

program.
3. Mid-September

a. Students begin Working.
4. Mid-December

a. End of Fall semester; students may stop working,
depending on agreed upon plans and completion of
required work hours.

SPRINg ME57...ELL
1. Early January

a. Review operational plans and make necessary ad-
justments.

b. Orient new students and work supervisors.
2. Mid-January

a. Students begin Working.
3. Early May

a. End of Spring semester; students may stop working,
depending on agreed upon plans and completion of
required work hours.

LOMA;
1. Review operational plans and make necessary adjustments

for Fall semester.
2, send acknowledgement to participating work supervisors/

employers.

X. NONDISCRIMINATION STATEMENT

It is the policy of the University of Hawaii to provide
equity of opportunity in higher education. Ma:i Community College
is committed to comply with all State and Federal statutes, rules,
and regulations which prohibit discrimination on the basis of race,
color, national origin, seX, or handicap.

X/. CONCLUSION

This document simply serves as the initial proposal. The
actual program as it operates will differ slightly from company to
company in order to accommodate for individual differences and
needs.

Any questions, concerns and suggestions should be directed to:

Alvin Tagomori Valletta Garcia Pellegrino
Coordinator Assistant Coordinator

Cooperative Education & Job Placement
Maui Community College
310 Kaahumanu Avenue
Kahului, HI 96732

Phone: 2-1261 'Phone: 242-1239
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Mrs. MINK. How much do you get on Title VIII?
Mr. TAGOMORI. Currently we haven't gotten anything from Title

VIII. Co-op in Hawaii was primarily developed through Carl Per-
kins, which has been a great resource for us, but the Carl Perkins
program restricts the use of Federal dollars for vocational occupa-
tional program. As we understand the Title VIII program, it is
open to all options. So any work we do right now that would in-
clude liberal arts students, we cannot count or should not use if we
are using Carl Perkins.

Mrs. MINK. How is it you don't get any?
Mr. TAGOMORI. We have submitted applications. We just haven't

been judged as qualified for that. And I think part of the reason is
through the limited funding.

Mrs. MINK. You have applied?
Mr. TAGOMORI. We have applied, right.
Mrs. MINK. Been turned down?
Mr. TAGOMORI. Right.
Mrs. MINK. How many times have you applied?
Mr. TAGOMORI. We applied one time and were turned down, and

basically, just missed, as we understood it, and we reapplied this
year.

Mrs. MINK. When you say you missed the cut-off, what was that?
Do you recall, Wallette?

Ms. PELLEGRINO. When we received the remarks from the United
States Department of Education, I think the cut-off point was 89
and we were let's say about 85, so we were disappointed in a sense
it was so close, and yet that was one of the incentives for us to re-
apply. This time we are waiting to hear from them, because Title
VIII could provide us an opportunity to expand the program.

Mrs. MINK. The next witness, Dr. Lois Greenwood-Audant.
Ms. GREENWOOD-AUDANT. Thank you so much for your interest

and for coming here to Maui. We really appreciate you making
that effort to do that. In some ways, VITEC may be a square peg in
a round hole, particularly in the higher education area, but that
has been our story since our inception 3 years ago.

We were able to get going because a developer came to Maui to
build some hotels and felt that he would like to contribute some-
thing to the community. And he came to the college and he said he
would like to do something and the former provost and other mem-
bers of our staff prJposed VITEC, Visitor Industry Training and
Education Center.

And it is with that seed money from a private developer that we
were able to get going. Of course, we are a partnership. The college
participates in this partnership. And I think the way that we best
connect with your concerns today is with reference to Title XI of
the Higher Education Act.

We are a partnership between the college and visitor industry
for economic development in Maui County. VITEC was developed
to serve local community concerns that residents of Maui County
have the training and education to compete effectively in the domi-
nant visitor industry here on Maui Island.

As an island resort community, Maui may not qualify as urban,
but it faces the same problem as many urban areas. That is signifi-
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cant obstacles to job advancement for local residents in the busi-
nesses of the local community.

So for that reason, we were established and as you can see in the
testimony, we have thcee major mission areas. Our primary mis-
sion is to assist the local residents to enter and upgrade their skills
in the visitor industry, so they will advance.

Secondly, it is to provide customized training to visitor industry
companies, to make training at a lower cost so they are not having
to import training and curriculum from Honolulu and from the
mainland, which has often been the case for the companies that
are here on the island, particularly the major corporate companies
that we work with like the Hyatts, the Marriotts, the Sheratons,
and so on.

Finally, and importantly, it is to strengthen and promote Hawai-
ian cultural values of hospitality because we are training them in
the hospitality industry and to create a better understanding of the
multi-cultural diversity that exists here.

We do have an issue of managers coming from corporate compa-
nies, coming from the mainland and other parts of Western culture
and facing a local resident population that has a significant
makeup of Pacific Island and Asian cultural background and we
face truly multi-cultural issues in this composition.

We have designed classes that are short-term, skill oriented,
functional, practical, work-related. We have a central facility, but
we also make an effort to deliver our training on-site in businesses.
And we train in the Lahaina Kaanapali area, as well as the Kihei
Wailea area and over classes, not only in the area, but also at busi-
ness sites.

The need is evident. The visitor industry comprises 80 percent of
Maui's economy, and therefore, exercises a significant influence on
the quality of life in this country.

The visitor industry and the community for years identified that
a key problem in the industry was the advancement of local resi-
dents into higher-paying and higher status jobs. Needs assessment
that we conducted prior to opening VITEC, anti the ones we contin-
ue to conduct, have indicated a need for many different kinds of
training.

Front line supervision, communication skills and technical skills.
And I have attached a brochure to the testimony that gives you a
rank of the kinds of training areas that we focus on.

Again, we have found there is a strong need for the industry
workers, both management and hourly staff of all cultural back-
grounds to become sensitized to issues and problems that arise in
cross-cultural differences in communication and behavioral styles
in the workplace.

And I dare to go as far as to say that that is one major obstacle
for advancement that we face here with our local residents, and I

believe it is linked to this issue of cross-cultural misunderstandings
at times in communication style and work style behavior.

We have developed seminars that we are delivering both to the
management and to employees that begin to address this issue, but
just begin.

As you will note, our students are working adults, they work
usually more than one job, and so it is a major effort for them to

14 3
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squeeze in a class here and there. But they do do that, but they
want the classes to be very practical, very time efficient and low
cost. Therefore, we are a bit in a bind because VITEC depends on
its income from these classes to survive, and at the same time we
have got to keep the classes low cost to make them accessible to
our resident population.

We also face the dilemma here that we are at full employment,
and so pretty much everyone works here on the island and they
work more than tile job. So what we find to be more effective is if
we can get into the workplace and do the training at the work-
place. Again, that requires greater outputgreater commitment
from the company and it is a more expensive proposition.

Since we opened in January 1989, we have been surprised to find
that, though we had a need, we had an overwhelming response.
Our first year of operation, we had 2,000 participants in our class-
es. Our second year of operation we doubled to 4,000. We are in our
third year of operation, and we are continuing to grow and it looks
like we will go past that doubling mark.

Every major company, vigitor industry company has sent employ-
ees to our classes. We do see a commitment from the companies on
the island as well.

Recently, we received a challenging assignment to work with the
Department of Labor and Industrial Relations to work with the
last 200 Dole Pineapple workers and transition them from pineap-
ple to world class resort work in one month.

We were pleased to notc that after one month half of them were
hired at Manele Bay and are currently working there. We all rec-
ognize we need to continue an ongoing in-house training program
in order to make them successful.

Just to indicate some of the training and education areas that we
could develop if we had further support, because I really feel we
are just scratching the surface here. As you can see, we are offer-
ing very short-term classes.

If we are really talking about advancement, we need a program
that is progressively developmental. We need to get more solidly
inside the workplace and conduct those programs in the workplace.
And that requires a greater commitment of funds and resources.

We would like to have a career development program that would
work very closely with our credit program that would be providing
both non-credit and credit training. We see VITEC really as a
window to credit training. We are introducing people to the notion
that education is not so bad, ju.-.:t try it. You know, try it and see.

We work with people who have probably not been in a classroom
for many years, but they are interested in job advancement. So in a
sense, we are trying to provide a window into further educational
opportunities by delivering flexible training in a way that makes it
easy for them to see the practicality and the application of educa-
tion.

We want to workif we had more resources, we would like to
work with classes that could qualify for a credit/non-credit option
so students could enter but she could begin to see opting for credit
would entice them into the idea of moving into credential and
training programs.

144
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We need to do more training of our trainers in effective state-of-
the-art training methods for the adult learnt.r. We need further
staff development for ourselves so we can stay current with train-
ing trends, because we are working with international levels.

We need to continue to develop new curriculum and new video
resources for those same reasons. We also need to work on func-
tional remedial communication skills and English language train-
ing program.

Finally, we would like to focus on particular cultural groups that
are predominantly here ;.n the community and deserve attention
for advancement in the industry and two of those groups are Ha-
waiians and Filipinos.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Lois Greenwood-Audant follows:]
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July 2, 1991

Congressional Testimony

To: Subcommittee on Post Secondary Education, Committee on Education

and Labor, U.S. House of Representatives

Fr: Lois Greenwood-Audant, Ph.D., VITEC Director

Re: Needs for Visitor industry Work-Place Training and
Education

Wnh reference to Title Xl of the Higher Education Act, Mau,. Community

Colleges Visitor Industry Training and Education Center (VITEC) represents

a partnership between the college and the visitor industry for economic
development in Maui County. MEC was developed to serve lodd

. community concerna that resideres of Maui County have the training and
education to compete effectively in the dominate visitor industry on the
islard. As an island resort community, Maui may not qua* as dban but it

faces the same problem as many urban areas, that is, significant obstacles to

job advancement for local residents in the businesses d the community.
VITEC was established in May 1988 as a °Wogs-visitor industry partnershki

to meet a long-time, urgent mod to provide flexible, short-term, work-nnated
training to better assist Maui County residents to enterand upgrade their
employment status within the visitor industry. VITEC relies on a combination

of funding that includes private industry donations, UnWersity support,

grants, and Income from its training programs.

VITEC'S MISSION

VITECs mission is

1) to assist residents to enter and upgrade their skills for
advancement in the visitor industry;

2) to provide customized training to visitor industry companies; and,

3) to strengthen and promote Hawaiian cultural values of hospnality
and aloha; and, create a better understanding of Made multi-

cultural diversity.

The Center strives to achieve this mission by providing industry-related
research and curriculum development which translates into needs-based

training and education.

VITEG'S PROGRAM

The programs take the form of short-term, open-enrollment, non-credit
dosses. The dames are offered in Central Maui atVITEC's training facility as

well as in the two large visitor Industry areas on theisland-Me
Leheina/Ksanspall and KiheilWailsa wets. Classes wealso offered on-site

for companies and customized to the company* needs. VITEC Oyes a
Certificate of Attendance which studerAs often show their employers for
tuition reimbursement and/or for their personnel files.

1 4 f;
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page 2,

NEED FOR SUPPORT OF VISITOR INDUSTRY TRAINING &
EDUCATION:

The visitor industry comprises ighty percent (SO%) of Maul
Comity's economy and therefore, has a substantial influence on the
qugty of life of Maui's residents.

The visitor industry and the community for years have identified that a key
problem in the industry Is the advancement of local residents
into the higher paying and higher ranking jobs.

Needs assessments for training in the visitor industry conducted by VITEC
have indicated a need for many different kinds of training in the
areas of supervision, communication skills, guest service and technical skills.
There is also a strong need for industry staff of all cultural backgrounds to
become sensitized to issues and problems that arise in crosscultural
differences in communication and behavioral styles at the workplace.

VITEC's students are working adults who take training to improve
their work-related skills and advance their careers. In this respect, they tend
to fall in the category of the 'non-traeitIonar student. Because they are often
struggling to work more than one job plus family responsibilities, they are
interested in classes that are practical, functional, time-efficient and low-cost
Although VITEC depends on its inoome from classes for financial support, it
must also keep the classes inexpensive in order to provide a true oommunity
service.

Since the beginning of VITEC classes in January 1989, the program has
mot with an overwhelming response to training, demonstrating the
interest and motivation of the community to avail themselves of practical,
work-related training programs.

Oln its first year of operation (1989), VITEC served over 2000
participants in its classes. In its second year of operation, VITEC's
service level doubled to over 4000 participants. The response
continues to grow in its current third year of operation.

*Every major visitor Industry company and every major
hotel In the county of Maui has sent employees to VITEC
classes.

*Recently, VITEC received the challenging assignment of working
with the Department of Labor and Industrial Relations to train the last 200
Dole pineapple workers on the island of Lanai to become world-class resort
workers in one month!

*Despite :hese demands, the staffing level of four at VITEC has
remained the same since its inception: Director, Training Coordinator,
Assistant Program Coordinator, and Registrar. Staff resources are strained
but the staff remains dedicated to its mission of advancement of Maui
residents.
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page 3,

Becauee of overcrowding on the Mark Community College campus, VITEC
had to kwest a substantial amount of its initial donated funds to renovate an
oid building in Central Maui as a training facility. Although everyone is
pleased to have a facilky for training, the building is old and
dilapidated. Rainwater regularly leaks into the offime; termites support the
building and malor capital kerns ke the air-conditioning system fail due to oid
age, csusing budget emergencies. U may be a minimum of 5 years before the
Center has an opportunity to move into a new building planned to be
constructed on campus.

'Although VITEC is pleased to enioy the financial support of the visitor
industry with donations, the onty maior donor is a developer who provided a
significant amount of funds to seed the development of VITEC. This
developer-donor anticipated that others like himself would be forthcoming
with contributions but he was unable to convince others to do the same.
Consequently, VITEC has Identified training programs for the
community that it will be unable to realize fully without gmater
funding support.

TRAINING AND EDUCATION AREAS THAT NEED
DEVELOPMENT:

fa career exploration and career development program that
assists residents with a brining plan of action that could include both
credit and non-credit tre:ning; that would track and support career
advancement through education; that would provide lob retention and
advancement counseling; and, that would provide tob referral services to the
industry;

'classes that qualify for a crediUnon-credit option to
entice the working adult into higher education through the workplace and
work-related training;

pmgrams that "train the trainer" in more effective, state-of-the-
art training methods for the adult learner;

ion-going upgrading of computer lab equipment to keep
pace with new developments;

*staff development and training to keep VITEC staff
knowledgeable about relevant training issues in the industry;

'maintenance and development of new training curriculums
and video resources to serve the special needs of Maui's industry;

a functional, work-related remedial communication skills
and English &lib training program that is based on-site in visitor
industry companies;

'focus on particular cultural groups such as Hawaiians and
Filipinos with specialized training to assist them in career
advancement in the industry;

(end, Iga 7/91)
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JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER
1991

TRAINING PROGRAM SCHEDULE

.1

Maitre Watery. Cu Marc Mid Places
This program Is dangled to give visitor Ii .
dustry personnel and residents an under
standing of the many facets of Maul' s history
culture resources and sites Classes will
focus on Maul s geographical areas with
emphasis on the cultural and physical topics
of special significance to each area Maul s
hiatory will also be discussed Mote These
classes are an Integrated series designed to
be taken together Nr the convenience of
participants the classes are scheduled In two
sections with 4 weeks for each section If
ratnecessary the classes may be taken sepa

Section Is listodcat
Orentetv. Madre Ilawshan
Culture, IteHESon. and Lifestyle.
Mew nano Kennon Lao Valley
(6773(Tuesdays
July 23 August 13, 6 9 pm
Roe Room VIM.
Hokulani Holt Padilla Kum Hula
et Director Punana Leo a Maul
$45 ($75 for both sections)

Section ?* Mlerionarke.
Monarchy. Whaling, Suggs
Indualry. Ranching Explorers.
Skew Lahaina Central Raul.
Haleakala. %Met ItahoWeee
(a774)Tuesdays
August 20 September 10 6 pin
Mina Room. VIM
Dorothy Pyle. MCC History Instructor
$45 ($75 for both sections)

Say It In Kinofilm
Hawaiian Is a beautiful Ittnguageand you
can speak ill ibis expanded version of 'say
It In Hawaiian will teach the rules for rotted
pion unciation to help you be 'akunal 'You'll
leant phrases that express aloha. mahalo
and other useful expressions. AS Well as
words associated with Hawaiian history. cul
lure, hula. values, philosophy, and food
You'll also learn to sing liftman Aloha.
Hawaii Ponol, and Alu Like. 14 meeting's)

11775) Wednesdays
August 14 September 4. 6 8 pm
Kat Room. VITT.0
Hokulani HoltPadllia Kumu Hula
Pr Director, Punana Leo o Maul
$40

see pa. e S for mere
Hawaiian Language and Culture

AntwIMS1=tanwinnmentsili
VITCC 107 WAIIIHO'OLAIIA X1111111,111 MAI HAWAII 96732 242.8322
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it

Coausimkatiosa 4

amputee 7

Grounds Maintenawe 3

&wallas Language
and Where

Meath & &My 3

Housekeeping Management 3

Japanese Language
and Cuitwe 6

ntenance Engineering 2

Management

Mice Steins 3

3

2

2

Sales

Tow (Isaac

&Wel lek Matey

Co-Sponsoring
With BIDS

&MC S. phamod L. woopowor
assibor of dowse We 114ekesee

hoarsely Deve1eormet Stretchy

(len efIlliete pawns Im MCC.
Oiler et Geemesely honked». Them
dewed Mere Ike teem 11195- meted

*Am tbe ewer Wk.

Maintenance
Engineering

The helswing semesers we en.
apeueeted Ida the Plod Malsgeeerme
Eeekeeers Aseedetko (WA)
pelt owing Ishweethty IVatII-

lag wader swim. The programs me
offend no ap rolessiermi service mut
ore Woo to ail NMI members and
their employee.. To become a
member. call MU Ware (179.7222).

Electetcal Troubleshooting
Seining-. net
This follow-up seminar will focus on basic
motor control, troubleshooting, and op
erational test. Ilse of meters and evalua-
(ions of site conditions will also be dls-
cussed 11 meeting)

(0788)Thursday
July 25, 12 3:30 pm
Ohla Room, VITRC
Mark Slattery. MCC Building
Maintenance instructor
FREE for MMRA members
$10 for nonmembers

lifueptint nestling Seminor
Seminar will focus on reading blue prints.
partkulaily floor plans. elevations. and
trade details. Symbols and ablwevirelons
will also be discussed- (I me(ting)

($7891Thursday
September 26, 12 4 pm
Ohla Room, VIM:
Mark Slattery, MCC Building
Maintenance instructor
MEC for MMEA members
$10 (or nonmembers

Travel Industry

istrodectles
to tbe Travel Industry
This class Introduces the exciting and
challenging wodd of travel, with a focus
on the role of the travel agent within the
travel industry. Participants will examine
travel agency operations. airline corn-
puter systems. sales, and marketing, This
Is an opportunity to read travel publics
lions, learn about international booking,
codes, fares, and gateway cities. redid-
pats will work with maps While planning
detailed itineraries, and will write tickets
Travel educat',4 and career opportunities
will also be niscussed. (2 meetings)

1:7761Wednesdays
Athos* 14 & 21, 5:30 0:30 pm
Ohla Room. VfTEC
Lynne Ross. Certified
Travel Counselor ICTC)
$45

Effective TO4W Guide Techniques
Delight clients end Increase your earnings
as you learn a communication style de-
signed to enhance your tour peesenta
dons. Learn to give tourists a unique view
of Maul as II relates to the visitor. This
course will give you the Information and
tips you need to peovide an engaging tour
service to your clients or offIsland guests
An author and former director at the
Polynesian Cultural Center. Butch Rics .

ards has wealth of knowledge and ex.
pedence In liawallana. (3 meetings)

11790) Saturdays
September 7-21. 9 am - noon
Ohio Room. VITC-C
Butch Richards, Tour Guide Trainer
$45

Early Segistration 50 N
13educt 10% when you pay ,yelar tOition

vi' one
. v,. . !J

TITEC V 242.8522
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WICIV011e Tows rroductivIty
Through Stress Reduction
Lawn to reduce the effects of tension
and pressure at the workplace. reel in
control and enjoy your weak. Thls class
will introduce you to a two-step process
for Mang above stress In the wakplace
PIM. you wIll lawn to recognize stress
and how It affects your thoughts, feel-
bhp, perceptions, actions, and health.
Second, you will lawn how to evercorne
the negative effects of stress by under-
standing how the mind and emotions
wolk together. Dr. Rick Sweatt teaches a
popular class In stress reduction foe
HMSA end State government employees
and is the stress management facilitator
for Maul Memodal Hospital, He Is Director
of Psychological Services foe Maul County
Airpotts and fa the Rapid Deployment
Team foe Air Disasters. 13 meetings)

0082)Mondays
August 5-19, 5 . 6:30 pm
Itoa Room. VITT&
Rick Swold, rh.o..
Stress Management Consultant
$35

Itousekeeping
fila nage ment

The ftlenelsg Is NM of en draw
Uwe RIM eles 330.8tont certification
neepireenast albs listionai EascatiVe
nonookeeposa lineocianon Certifie*
tion forograts.

Ord Communicadon Sid(is
course will demonstrate standard English
In all spoken communic4lons. Learn te
prepare effective communications. prac-
tice listening techniques. and compose
effective OW communications 16 meet-
(ngs)

(1786)Tuesdays
July 23 August 27. 6 9 prn
Itukul Room, vrrtc
Cathy Quevido, Treasurer, National
Executive Housekeepers ASSOC
Pacific Southwest DIstdct
$35

.4=1111
VITEC e 242882?

Health a' Safety

ORRA.Approved
Bask mit Aid
(IRIS)
Pedeng regulations require that all busi-
nesses and organizational departments
have a current, recognized first-old train-
ing certificate (less than 3 yean old) Or-
ganizations with 15 persons or less must
have one employee who Is certified; or-
ganItations with more than 15 persons
must have at least two. This course is also
excellent for parents who want to leant
first old skills Topics necessary to gain an
OSHA-approved basic first aid certificate
(valid foe three years) will be covered
includes the MSC's of lifesaving, including
CPIL wound recognition and care, bums,
and medical emergency care Bandaging.
splinting, and other emergency csre skills
will be emphasized (1 meeting)

(112198) 111ursday
August I, 6 am - 5 pn:
Itukul Room, Vritc.
Pacific Medical
Training and Services. Inc
$60

Itazardons Nateelsis
pine Responder Awareness
1111)5)
OSHA has sa standards for training
wolkers who may be called upon to
handle hatardous emerger.cy situations.
The training Is designed to protect em-
ployees who might be first responders
individuals who are likely to wttness or
discover a hazardous substance release
which might result from the handling,
storing, co transpoding of hazardous
matedals. Thls class helps workers to be
alert tn hazardous releases and provides
training to initiate an emergency response
process A certlficwe of competency will
be issued upon successful completion of
the course (4 meetings)

( r2 I 991Tuesdays & Thursdays
July 22. 24. 29 & 31. 6:30 . 8:30pm
Itukul Room, VITLC
Joseph 0 Blackburn II,
Captain. Maul lire Department
and StateCedified Hazardous
Mutedals Response Specialist
$60

"VITEC hos excellent programs andi highly recommend them,
especially for a person In business who wishes to learn new

information and skills in a short period of time."
- Shockley P. Raffetto

Vice President & Secretary. Jamas & Ralfetto

Grounds
Maintenance

Tree Caw for
Reproving Vow Landscape
Class will focus on sekction, planting.
staking, and pruning commonly used
trees In your landscape. Will discuss se
lealai and pruning cuts based an free
size and environment. ( i meeting)

(1767)Thursday
July 16. 6 - 8:30 pm
OM' Room. vim
Ernie Rezenla. MCC Agriculture
instructor
$25

e

Office Skills

Semisolid Skills
Oaln on understanding of professional.
level effice skills. Learn typing and
proofing: wrtting business letters and
111e11103: and the latest infomulion on
how to be a dynamic and successful sec
retary Students will also learn how to se(
up a letter on the computer. 13 meetings)

( *785) Sat urdays
August 17.31 9 am - noon
Sandalwood Computer Lab. VITEC
Kay Albetski, MCC Business Lecturer
$40

111
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Expeitence need% Archseoion teal
neltamee ketone v4th !kid trip
Appreciation of Maui's ardiseological
sites adds greatly to our undastandIng of
the continuity of the Hawaiian culture.
Learn what Maul's archaeologra) saes
reveal about our culture through a slide
presertation, lecture, and field trip with
Elisabeth Anderson, Maul HIstorkal So-
ddy ardiseofogst. Anderson has expe-
rience in archaeology in Europe. lAin
America. aid Maul. '!er knowledge of
Mintage* archaeology has come from the
local Hawaiian as well le the academic
communky. A description and locations
of accessible sites and their appropriate
uses rill be preaented during the lecture.
In addition, there will be a Saturday field
trip to significant archaeological sties. (2
meetings)

( 0799) Thursday & Sal urday
September 12. 7 8:30 pm
Kos Room. V11EC
Meld trip September 14, 8 am noon
Ebsabeth Anderson
$60

(list
TN/in/rig

VIM staff can work with your company
to design and deliver training Chline, that
meet your needs. These classes can be
delivered* your company or al VI= A
times most convenient for your staff. All
classes in this brochure can be custom-
!zed for delivery to your company.
Popular cuatomised training chases ere:

Japanese Language for the
Visitor industry

Serving the Japanese Ouest
Dr log business with the Japanese

Understanding Maul's
Multicuitural Workforce

interpret Maul
Dealing with Difficult Customers

Your Professional Image

POI NOM rreentenon
cow. MEC AT 1424822

Communic ations

flee Yeomen ea Wens
Overeeolas Peers

SElesidag UP
This is a fun, supportive. confidence-
building class for people who want to ex.
eel A presenting themselves and thelr
ideas to others. Do you get stage fright at
meetings? Do you feel shy when speaking
to supervisors? Do you want to feel more
A case interacting with guests and vial.
tors? This class will help you see yourself
as others see you. Throu0 the use of
video and communications *Am you
ran learn to make yourself be seen and
heard al your best. Aprylisa Snyder has an
extensive background in dramatic AliS .
Recently, she has been applying this
knowledge to visitor industry communi-
cation skills training as a VITEC teacher for
Rock Resorts In Lanai. She is also a Maul
Comedy Sports performer. (2 meetings)

(1780)7hursdays
September 12 & 19, 5.30 7.30 pm
oele Room. vrrec
Apnea. Snyder,
Communication Skills Trainer
$35

Dealing with Oaken People
Learn to understand the behavior of angry
or difficult peel:atwhether they are
members of the the public or your co-
weakens. Oak basic communication tech-
niques that will help you in specific situ-
ations, and stay cool even when those
around you aren't. Wog exerdses and
role-playing, this seminar Includes usys or
resolving conflict. (2 meetings)

(9781)Tuesdays
September 10 & 17, 9 am - noon
Kos Room, VIM
Dawn Okazaki. VTEC Training
Coordinator
$40

Your Frofeeeional hinge
Leant to create your own professional
style through dresaing to create a winning
image. The class will focus on wardrobe
planning, accessories, malte-up, colors.
and hairstylea. (1 meeting)

(#770) Wednesday
September 4. 530 - 8:30 pm
Kukul Room, ViltC
Kay Albetski. MCC Business Lecturer
$25

Sales

Reservations
Sales Trehren
foe hotels NM Condosinlum:..
Seller, Over the Tekphotte
Maul ha. tremendous competition from
around the globe for the visitor dollar.
Learn to "upsell* your hotel or condo-
minium properties and your company and
its services. Learn to be champion in
sales from Phoenix Dupree. who has had
a decade of sales experience in the Ha-
waii Waal' Illaustly. (1 meeting)

(5784) Monday
August 5, 6 9 pm
Kukul Room. vim
Phoenix Dupree.
Saks Trainer aid
Communications Coach
$25

Creating Socceeehd Esightts
Learn how to get the beat results and re .
tum from your Investment of money,
time, and effort. This class will take an In.
depth look et trade and consumer shows.
providing a step-bytep approach to plan
an exhibit that maximizes your re. oft*.
Toplcs will include picking the right show,
controlling the cost, designing and pro-
moting your exhibit. boothmanship,
qualifying prospects, closing the sale, and
followIng up. Tennis Grimes has 10 years
experience In selling arid malaging trade
shows. (1 meeting)

(a783)Tuesday
September 10. 830 am - 12:30 pm
(Ala Room, VITLC
Tennis Grimes, former VT.,
Trade Show Division.
it I. Marketing Services
$40

V1TEC W 242.8622
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Understanding Tony Comount.
cation Style mg Others' (UROS)
This training approach consists of three
self-contained dames that can be taken
individually or as a series. Learn to tan.
derstand your own communication style
and the styles of others. Apply this
knowledge to being more effective In
communkating with others. See yourself
on video and gain wester Insight into how
others see you. Nubs& Floyd Is an applied
social Psychologist who teaches al the
University of California, Santa Cruz. Cur-
rently she is a lecturer at P1CC.

(92202)Tues., Thurs. & Sal
July 16. 18 & 20 (see details below)
$20/class or $50/all 3 classes.

Ciao@ It Assessing
Tow Communication Style
By taking an assessment test, you will
learn about different behavior patterns
that influence the way you talk and ex-
-flange ideas with others. You will also

.e how others may behave and corn .
municate differently than you, These in .
sloths will be applied to the workplace
setting. (I meeting)

(12203)Tuesday
July 16. 5.30 8.10 pm
Kos Room. %ITU:.
$20 ($50 for all 3 (Apexes)

Casa 2: PlatcNag 104W
Comamakedon Style with Others
Through a series of structured exercises.
you will exchange Information with a part.
ner, and learn how to Identify and relate
with another's communication style. (1
meeting)

(12204)Thursday
July 18, 5.30 8 50 pm
Boa Room. VITEC
$20 (150 for all 1 classes)

Chess Ss See Yoursdf as
Others See 1ou...0e Video
You will be assitled in preparing an easy
presentWion about yourself that will help
you understand your communication style
and how to Improve it. (I meeting)

193205/Saturday
July 20. 9 am noon
Boa Room. VITEC
$20 ($50 for ail 3 classes)

Telephone Slle Workshop
The lifeline ol every business la the tele.
phone. It lathe most frequently used and
misused tool In the visitor Industry. This
hands-on telephone courtesy workshop
uses fun exercises, critiques of taped
telephone conversations, problem and
solution discussions, and a hilarious vid-
eotape to teach simple, effective ways of
using the telephone to project profes-
sionalism and provide excellent customer
service. (I meeting)

(1777)Thursday
August 15, 6 830 pm
Roe Room, YITEC
Anna Ribucw President,
Maul Relail Services, Inc.
$40

Wrtte Right (MS)
This hands-on course will focus On the
writer who needs to Improve his or her
writing skills. Learn basic elements of
sentence construction and improve your
grammar and punctuation skills. Learn to
write concisely and quicAly. Bring ex.
&moles to the class of on-Me-job docu-
ments you have written (4 meetings)

(12195) Tuesdays & Thursdays
August 6. 8, 13 & 15. 6 - 8 pm
lisle 219. P1CC
Sharon Counts, Writing Tniner
and Intern/Won/11y Published Author
$70

Advanced Witting Skills (SIDS)
Clear, concise writing is a crucleg skill for
managers. supervisors. and employees.
You'll learn to refine and polish your
writing and editing skills while you perfect
your written presentations so they have
power and impact Bring examples to the
class of on-the-Job documents or reports
you have written. (4 Meetings)

(12196) Mondays & Wednesdays
Sept. 9, I I, 18 & 18, 6 8 pm
itukul Room, VITEC
Sharon Counts, Writing Trainer
and Internationally Published Author
$70

Sulassaciag
Ilini OMAN Gains* of

Indtase latsrprotansts letarastleasi

JOINING HANDS
FOR

QUALITY TOURISM
interpretation. 'reservation.

& The Travel Industry
SbreMom WSW Min

flonsabar

selislarsalp Ando kw MC *Wipe
mist* I. snail punkas st

owshessoa

Ile Successfld In the Woritplace
increase your effectiveness and success
al work by teaming to get control of your
time, set goals, track your achievements.
Increase your energy, and resolve con.
Rids. Phoenix Dupree has A decade of
experience al the front Wm of Maul's
visitor industry. He enjoys helping others
overcome stress and meet the challenge
of high.pressure work by teaching effec.
live methods And techniques that can be
immediately applied to workday life. Re-
cently. he has been applying his training
skills as a vrrec teacher for Rock Resorts
on banal. (I meeting)

(s779)Wednesday
August 28, 6 9 pm
Ohio Room. Well
Phoenix Dupree. Visitor
industry nines & Coach
$25

Advanced Techniques In
Supentsion (BIDS)
Leant techniques which go beyond the
basics In decisionmaking, motivation.
organization stt ucture. and dealing with
change and conflict. This seminar pro-
vides an opportunSy for first-line super.
visors to gain skills to wow professionally
and expand effectiveness. (4 meetings)

(12184) Wednetdays
September 4-25. 6 8:30 pm
011ie Room. VIM
Fat Howie, MCC Lecturer
$100

VITCC e 242.5532
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Each yaw hundreds of thousands of
Japanese with traditional values and
customs Otwel to Hawaii. To
ccccc esefuny conduct business with
the Japanese. It crucial to under.
stand (hdr culture, traditions and
language. Mese courses axe
designed to provide participants
with Amend and medical knowledge
of Japan. the Japanese people and
thdr language.

Bask Conversational Japanese.
Level I
Speak and understand practical comer,
satIonal Japanese Topics include useful
daily expressions, greetings, And money.
and dialogues to use Immediately
dall) liver sat lanai enjoyment If thls Is
your first attempt at Japanese. this c ccc se
is Ideal fru you. Level II follows this
course at the same time and place so that
you can continue to advance your skill
Taught by Ithniko Takantlya V1TEC's
popular native Japanese language In-
structor. (6 meetings)

0179 I 1 Tuesdays
July 16 August 20, S 7 pm
ohla Koom yiTek
Kimiko Takamiya. Japanese Lecturer

Bask Conversational Japanese,
Level II
Interested in learning more Japanese?
Learn how to give directions, wet La
phrases used in phone cairn...Is:Mons.
and other practical topics, with a vet Jai
emphasis placed on cult WA aspect, vital
1» understanding the Japanese ror your
convenience. this class Is scheduled to
follow Immediately alter the Level I class.
14 meetings)

re792; Tuesdays
August 27 September 17, 5 7 put
(Shia Room. var(:

Taltamiya. Japanese Ledurer
$40

L.,L= L..

Bask A, ..aese for
the Visitor Industry.
Level I
Learn to communicate with the many
Jammese tourists visiting our island The
class will focus on practical expressions
and useful phrases for ininrediate appli-
cation In the work setting Level 11 follows
this course at the same Mile and place so
that you Lan advance your skills The
Kihel class wl!1 ic taught by Joshua
Itirata. a Baldwin High School Japanese
language Instrud nu The lahaina class will
be taught by Chilto &meld a native
Japanese speaker. who works in the visi-
tor industry 16 meetings)

ta7031SECTKIN I Kifiel
Mondays
July IS August VI 5 7 pm
Lokelanl intermediate School
Joshua Iiirata Japanese Lecturer

11704) SECTION 2 LAIIAINA
Thursdays
.luly IR August 22 5 7 pm
tahainal Intermediate S.htot,J
Chieko Kaneki. Japanest Lecturer
450

Bask Japanese for
the Visitor Industry.
Level II
This halowup to the popular Level I thee.
requires some knowledge of bash .1apa
nese pronunciation l'seful workplat
phrases will continue to he Introduced
ro, your t ensenlence the class immedi-
tely follows Level I 61 meetings)

r 795,ISECATON I
Mondays
August 26 Sept ender 23 ; pm
Lokelarn Intermediate school
Joshua Ilhata. Japanese Ledurer

is7o61stt.TION 2 LAIIAIMA
Thursdays
August 2,i septenther 11 5 7 pm
Lahairla Intermediate St hoot

Who Kaneki. Japanese Lecturer
940

MEC 2420522

46-414 91 - 5

Doing Business
with Japanese Visitors
Learn how to work effectively with the
Japanese visitor and build repeal busi-
ness. This class will review what types of
Japanese visit Hawaii and what they ex-
pect and buy. Common behavior patterns
and personal cbaracteristics will be dis-
cussed. Solutions to communkation
puzzle-s such as Interpreting the Japanese
'yes' will be suggested. The class will
cover courtesies buying decision moti-
vators; terms to use and avoid when
selling; purelutsing patterns: and aspects

1 of service for the hotel guest, such as
arrival protocol. room service. mini bar.
and storage of valuables. Key Japanese
words and phrases for selling and Senlyr
Situations will be introduced and mac
tired Jack Marsh worked in Japan for 8
yeas hid rtirtently prepares executives
of major IS corporations to work el
fedively In Japan t2 Meetings)

(17871Wecittesdays
August 14 & 21 5 30 11 pin

Kukul Koom, VITtU
.lack Marsh, Marsh (onsulting Ss es
938

Working kith Japanese
. Real Estate Customers (BIDS)

This short class will Introduce you to the
kinds 01 expectations Japanese clients
have when the) ATV shoptsing for real es-
teat' it will provide lips and suggestions
for providing effective seISIce to Jaya
nese clients includes questions clients
are likely to ask. courtesies they re likely
to expert ways to Nesent yourself and
your busitteas. and Ways it, establish the
agenticlient ielationship. Joshua ilitata is

Japanese it.' has assisted Amen
cans in doing business I. ith the Japanese
for the past I S years on the mainland and
on M.1111 Ite holds a tlawall Real estate
Lir ense And is a popular teat her of
Japanese language for VITLC II meeting>

112201)Sattuday
July 21). ri ant noon
Ohia Room. VIM.
Joshua iiirata. President.
Japan Network USA, bc
950

4. 5 ,41
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Saving the Japanese Guest
Leans about types of Japanese that visit
Maul. cultural values that Influence
Japanese altitudes toward service. dii-
(erencea between Eastern and Western
approaches to service, and eleven key
characteristics of se rv Ice Japanese expert
to receive and why. Attention to courte-
sies, details, plans, security, and appear.
mice will also be covered, Time will be
spent problem-solving some common di-
lemmas that occur when wotking with
Japanese viskors Both instructors have
many years of experience teaching
Americans how to better understand the
Japanese Lols Oreenwood.Audant has
lived In Japan and has recently taught this
clasa al the Maul Prince Hotel and Dia.
mond Resorts Joshua Hirata is native
Japanese and leac.hesJapancsc language
for VITEC (1 meeting)

is7981Wednesday
September 18. 5.30 8.30 pm
Koa Room. VITEC
Lois Greenwood-Audant. VITEC
Director Joshua tiliata.
Japanese language Lecture,
$25

Japanese
Language Tutorials

Would you rather have
personalized instruction?

Do you need to lawn Japanese that
Isn't covered In our class listings?

Do you want wore advanced
level of language training?

We can arrange a lime that greets your
schedule and training that meet,* your
needs. Private tutorials are available

up to 5 people at 430/hour. Call
..11.0 at 242.2521.

Computers

Software
Tutoring

Special tutoring for software on the

PC and ?McIntosh Is available by

appointment. If you deske

personalized Instruchon on any

software appikaUon, we can arrange

tutorial at your convenience.

for word processing. spreadsheet.

database, accounting. graphics, and

desktop publishing tutorials or
consultations call VITEC at 242.8522.

Choosing a Computer (tSS)
Are you thinking abc ut buying a computer
for business ot petsorial use? Are you
Lonfused? IBM? Macintosh? Software?
Hatd drive? Printers? ihls coutse will help
you survive the confusion and hyperbole
sunounding computers by giving you In-
formation on what computer and telated
software and equipment to buy for your
needs it will be tandem-taught by two
ptofesslonal computer users, one with
experience In Macintosh and the other
with a barkgmund In 11131.PC computers.
Like the movie teviewers Siskel & Med.
Waters and MullInex will demonstrate and
explain the benefits of their favorite sys
tems In layman's twits flo computer
expedence Is tequlted. 14 meethigs)

1.41311Mondays & Wednesdays
July IS. 17. 22 & 24. 6 8 pm
Ohla Room. vim
Scott Waters has worked In
marketing for Apple computers
and specializes in small business
and graphic,s systems.
James Mullinex. has worked as a
systems analyst and In mainframe
opt tations for Alaska Pipeline.
Bur ing Company. and Max Parlor
$70

Quicken. Level
In Just three hours, you can learn this
easy4o-use home and small business ea,
coot/Ming package that automates all of
your checkbook ptocedures, and mote.
(1 Meeting)

117391SECTION I Monday
July 22. 6 10 9 pm
Judy Starburk. Computer Consultant

117401SECTION 2 Friday
August 9. 6:10 - 9 pm
Steve Slater. Computer Consultant

(174 I I SECTION 3 Monday
September 9. 12:10 . 3 pm
Paul Standaen. Computer Consultant
Sandalwood Computer lab. VITEC
$45

Quicken, Level II
A continuation of Level I. thls course
covets advanced realities of Quicken
Topics Include subcdaegorles. classes
customizing teports. wotk1ng with wide
reports, and more Ii meeting)

(8742) SECTION 1 Wednesday
July 24. 610 9 pm
Judy Starburk

0174315m:110N 2 Saturday
August 10 I 2 1(1 3 pirt
Stese Shaer

(r7441SECTIO1 3 Wednesday
September 11. 12710 - 3 pm
Paul Standaert
Sandalwood Computer Lab. VITEC
$45

Quicken, Level 111
Emphasis Is on customizing quicken fri

'..icss use Bring to class the tasks you
wish to accortTilsh. (I meeting)

, (1745) Priday
September 13. 12-10 - 3 pm
Paul Standaeri
Sandalwood Computer Lab. VITEC
$45

coetlemed

YITEC 1, 242-8522
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Computers
(c. ontin gird)

rront Desk
rront Desk Is r.-sIgned for short-term va-
cation rental reservations. This software Is
menu.driven and easy to use. Learn about
Front Desk's many timsaving features.
(1 meeting)

(1746)Wednesday
July 31. 12:10 3 pm
Paul Standaert
Sandalwood Computer Lab. VITEC
$45

Lotus 1.2.3. Level I
Introduction to the principles of spread.
sheets Topics Include basic commands;
entering and editing data. formulas.
functions. fomiatting and printing reports
This course will enable you to create.
wak. and print a bask spreadsheet.
(2 meetings)

(1723) SECT1oN I rri &Sat.
July 19. 6.10 . 9 pm
July 20. 12,10 3 pm
Steve Slater

(1724) secTlori 2 Mon & Wed
August 5 & 7. 610 9 ptn
.ludy Starbuck

18725) SECTION 3 Tues & Thins
September 10 & 12. 12 10 1 pm
Stuart Miler, Computer Consultant
Sandalwood Computer Lab. VIM:.
$80

Lotus 1.2.3. Level II
Continuation of Level I. concentrating on
practical, often.used functions print op
lions. and database commands Includes
a brief review of basics (2 meetings)

(17261secrion I NI &sat
July 26. 6.10 9 pm
July 27 1210 . 3 pm
Steve Slater

(8727) swim 2 Mon.& Wed
August 12 & 14. 610 9 pm
Judy Slarbuch

17281 SrklION 3 Tues. & Thurs
September 17 & 19. 12.10 3 pm
Stuart ZInner
Sandalwood Computer Lib. VIM
180

Lotus 13: Plums
Introduction to the Lotus 1.2.3 Macro (a-
cility. Any task that Lotus can perform can
be automated with Macros. Topics in.
dude macro basics. documentation. and
user prompts Write, name, and execute
basic macros (1 meeting)

(8729)Wednesday
September 25. 610 9 pm
Judy Starbuck
Sandalwood Computer Lib. V1TEC
$45

Introduction to DOS
rirsblevel course on the use o( the IBM PC
Disk Operating System (DOS) In everyday
applications. Reviews the proper use of
the most common DOS commands rot
any beginning IBM PC (or compatible)
user 12 meetings)

(8734) SECTION 1 Tues & Thurs.
.luly '23 & 25. 17.10 3 pm
Stuart. ZInner

)035, SECTION 2 Tues & Thurs
August 20 & '22. 6.10 9 pm
Judy Starbuck

(4171(1) sumori3 rd. Ft Sat
September 27, 6:1u 9 pm
September 28. 12:10 3 pm
Steve Sol!er
Sandalwood Computer Lab. VITEC
$80

; Intermediate DOS
second-level course on I.Krv which goes
beyond the basics and shows how to
create and use DOS batch files. Learn

; about the AtrfOEXEC.BAT file, create a
customized menu using DOS editor.
murt. write simple bald' files using the
Cof'Y CON: command. and control your
printer with batch flies A working knowi .
edge of basic. DOS commands necessary.
( I meetingl

; (87.37/ Tuesday
, August 6. 6.10 9 pm

Christine Andrews,
Computer Consultant
Sandalwood Computer Lib, VITEC.
$45

QUail0 Pro
Learn the basics of this electronic
spreadsheet. Quatro Fro does everything
that Lotus 1.2-3 can do. and more...
(or less) (2 meetings)

(8730) Tuesday & Thursday
July 29 & 31. 6.10 9 pm
Michael Barnett.
Networking and
Computer Consultant
Sandalwood Coinputer lab, MEC
880

Introduction to Microcomputers
This Introductory course Is (or computer
novices and will be taught at a sa.rvw
pace. The course will provide An intro.
Auction to computer terminology, the

, parts o( a complete computer system,
and applications such as word process-
ing. spreadsheets and data bases. One
person per computer. t,r) experience
necessary. II meeting)

(031) SECTION I Mon & Wed
Juh IS & 17. 12 1(1 3 pni
Stuart Zinner

(.732) SECTION '2 Tues & Thins
August 13 & (5. 6 I() 9 pm
Charles Carletta.
Computer Consultant

(8733) section 3 rd. & Sat
September 20. 6. I 9 pm
September 21. 1210 3 pin
Steve Slater
Sandalwood Computer Lib. VITEC
$80

Hard Disk Management
A course on the installation organization
use, and management of hanbfixed disks
on the IBM PC and compatibles Topics
include formatting a hard disk. organiz(ng
a hard disk Into subdirectories. and ushig
the BACKUP and RESTORE commands.
(I meeting)

(17381Thursday
August 8, 6 10 9 pm
Christine Andrews
Sandalwood Computer Lab. VITEf
$45

VITEC e 242.8522
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ontlaucd)

Oneartte
Plus Accounthig,
Level I
itils Is the software version of the manual
One.Wrtte check writing system. Get to
know this easy-to-use accounting stilt.
ware. Lean, to use the General Ledger
and Supertracka unique. customizable
database that tracks impottant business
data. meeting)

(17471Monday
August 26, 12 10 3 pm
Paul Standaeri
Sandalwood Computer Lab. V1TEC
$45

One.Write
Plus Accounting,
Level II
This class will focus on Accounts Payable
and Accounts Receivable, and how
Superirack is used with Jiese two mod-

's to keep track of imentory and/or
Ater data II meeting)

( S748 ) Wednesday
August 28. 12:10 3 pm
Paul Standaert
Sandalwood Computer Lab. VITEC
$45

WordPerfect 5.1. Level 1
°erste, edit, and print documents. Covers
fundamentals such as saving and metric),
ing files; setting margins and tabs
searching fot. replacing, and moving text:
and using the spell checker Some com.
puter experience helpful. (2 meetings'

10749) SECTION 1. Mon at Tues
July 29 & 30, 12 10 . 3 pm
Stuart Zinner

(.750) SECTION 2. I'd & Sat
August 16. 6:10 9 pm
August 17. 12:10 3 pm
Steve Slater

(#751)SECTI0N 3 Tues. &Thurs.
September 3 & 5.610 9 pm
Judy Starbuck
Sandalwood Computer Lab, VITEC
$80

WordPerfect LI. Level II
A continuation of level 1, thlis class Is feu
users who want to learn additional fea-
tures of WordPerfect. Topics Include file.
management. test-columns, merge fun.
damentals including fonts letters and
mailing labels, an introduction to macros,
and more. (2 meetings)
. (e752) SECTION 1 Thurs. & Pd.

August 1 & 2. 1210 3 pm
Christine Andrews
10753/SECTI0N 2 Pa &Sal.
August 23. 8:10 9 pm
August 24, 1210 3 pm
Steve Slater
(#754) SECTION 3 Tues & Thurs
September 10 & 12. 610 9 pm
Judy Starbuck
Sandalwood Computer Lab. VITEC
$80

WordPerfect 5.1, Level NI
Thk course will teach the WordPerfect
user how to gel the most out of the word
processor. Customize default settings and
keyboard layout; create macros and style
sheets to increase ploductivIty; assemble
documents with Merge; automatically
genetate document refetences such as
RMS, tables of contents, and h;dexes.
Prerequisite: WokiPerfect Lnvel II or
equivalent experience. (2 meetIngs)

(#755) Tuesday &Thursday
September 17 & 19. 610 .(, pm
ChrlstIne Andrews
Sandalwood Computer Lab. V1TEC
$80

Desktop Publishing with
WordPerfect 6.1
Learn to use Ibis leading word processing
plow= to create newsletters, brochures.
and flyers. Basic desktop publishing lea.
tures suck as creating text boxes. Im-
porting graphics newspapei-slyle
umns, drawing 'Ines between columns.
and more will b, covered. Thls will be a
last-paced class for the expedenced
WordPerfect octet (I meeting)

(#758) Tuesday
September 24, 12:10 - 3 pm
Christine i rrews
Sandalwood Computer Lab, VITEC
145

Microsoft Word 5.8. Level I
team word processing using Microsoft's
stale-oftheart powerful program Cleat.
Mg and saving documents; entering and
editing text; selecling and moving blocks
of text; using the help and tutorial sub-
systems, setting configuration options,
using the spelling checker. thesautus.
hyphenation dictionary, named glossa.
des, and document retrieve) system. The
class also covers using windows to work
with several documen s at a 11/0e.

(2 meetings)
(8757) Monday & Wednesday
September 9 Mt 1 1. 6.10 9 pm
Chuck Carletta
Sandalwood Computer Lab. VITEC
$80

Ptkrosoft Word 5.5. Level II
Leam the mote advanced operations of
Microsoft Word needed to produce pm-
fessional quality documents organizing
flles, merging files, mall-merge. running
headers and footers, footnotes, printcr
options. pagination. tabs and tables
working with columns of text, search and
replace, and using macros. Level I or ex
perience using MS Word is required
(2 meetings)

(#758)Mond4y& Wednesday
September 16 & 18. 6:10 9 pm
Chuck Carletta
Sandalwood Computer lab. VITEC
$80

Desktop Publishing
with Microsoft Word
Word 5.0 contains advanced desktop
pubtIshing features that pcoside a lOw
cost yet powerful means of creating
smartly designed newsletters reports
and promotional nate/has Topk s in-

clude Impaling and resizing graphic im-
ages. creating and editing multkolumn
layouts, applying borders and background
shading to selecled paragraphs. using the
Ilne drawing feature, applying special
character fornsals and enhancements.
and using style sheets. MS Word Level I
nndll Or experience required (1 meeting)

(1759)Monday
September 23, 0:10 9 pm
Chuck Carietta
Sandrdwood Computer Lab, V1TEC
$45

VITEC o 242.8522
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Introduction To Microsoft Works
An introduction to integrated software.
Microsoft Works Includes word procesr
trig. page layout. dAabase. spreadsheet. I

drawing and communicanons applica.
lions Ill orre program laMen to use t.vtis
which will help you write impolite infor
illation arraly re numbers and commu-
nkate with other computers (2 meetings)

106m Tuesdas & Thursday
August 27 & 29. 6 10 9 pun
Churl( Carletta
Sandalwood Coniputer Lab. llITEC
$80

Microsoft Works Database
A continuation of Microsoft Works with
special emphasis on database manage.
ment for general business purposes In.
eludes database design and Creation.
ntering and editing records, sorting.

searching. (eating reports and exporting
data to other works modules. (1 meeting)

(176 1Wednesday
September 4 6 19 9 PM
Chuck Carletta
Sandalwood Computer Lab. VITEC
$4.5

Introduction to Paradox
Leant the bash s of the powerful. easy I.
use dalabase program Paradox is apPf0'
priate for handling huge (sr .. tints of data
Create and edit files. mose Information to
w here 11 suits your needs, and generate
reports Prior computer experience Is
neCessary (2 meetings)

1/762/ Monday& Wednesday
August 19 & 21. 6 Ill 9 pm
..litchell Siker President.
Sliver Software
SandalwOod Computer Lab. VIM
$80

Intermediate Paradox
Nuadox liSers and students who have

taken the Introductory class Includes
multi table, record fomis and reports.
cuS( tttt roof igurallorts. advanced queries,
validity ch., king. gtaphs. and database
structure theory (2 meetings)

(1763) Monday &Wednesday
August 26 & 28. 6:10 9 pro
Mitchell Sliver
Sandalwood Computer Lab. vim

PC Telecommunications
itgroduces seseral popular computer
networtss and explores the Information
re -es acaessible thtough them In.

etudes PeacenetCconet. SeniorNet.
Delphi: and various free 'bulletin board"
services Learn the basics of accessing
lire networks with A PC. localing Informa
hon uploading and downloading Ilics
ii meeting)

(1764)Wednesday
September 25. 6 10 9 pin
Chu( is CAMILA
/Whirl Rom. VIM.
845

Telecommunications Lab
continues the PC Tele((alltillmic tkins
class and allows each student to hose
handson experience with Mie 11r MOM of

Ike networks tlyerPti how in Sign
Ont,, the rietwork use tile Sanolls Menu
Sys( erns It, access endure:1,es. send and
receive I mall and explore ihe sast in-
formation resources that Mr available
Limited to four Students. II 111.'0114p

18765)Thutsday
September 26. 6 10 !I pm

huck (arletta
SenlorNet Lab, vim
$45

The Master Builder 5.0
A detailed oveiview of construction c-
counting; learn the benefits of compur.
erired estimating budgeting. and bids
Tills system Integrates the job costing for
full project management control. Includes
scheduling, cash flow analysis. (jantt
chmts, CPM reports. Also covered will be
financial reporting. payroll, and billing. tio
experience necessary. (1 rneellnn)

(1766) Monday
August 5, 12-10 3 pm
oelene Trenholm.
Computer Consultant
Sandalwood Room, virr.c
$45

AutoCAD, Level
Introduchuy course in Computer-Aided
Design .uut Drawing (AutoCADi. the irt
dreary standrd design and dialling pto-
stirr. nus is a handson coulise usIng the
most basic commands to draw and print
a simple draining 12 meetings)

(1767)Tuesdass
July 16 & 18. 6 9 pm
Dill Murphy. Computer Consultant
Center 132, MCC

AutoCAD, Level II
A continuation of LeSel 1 linolving the
most rtn111110111, used AurocAD drmsing
and editing CrillIlliands Includes tips lot
iri'ru'.tsluig production Prerequisite
Auto( AD I (2 meetings)

is fulesda)s
Juls '23 & 25. 6 111)111

8111 Murphy
C et der 152. MCC
I 0o

AutoCAD, Level III
A continuation of Level 11 insoising the
!rune advanced Autra".AD f eat roes su, h as

lasers blocks and dimensions Prereq-

. ulsite. AutoCAD 11 (2 meetings)
(4362)Tursdass
August 14 ft 21. 6 9 pm
11111 Murphy
Center 132. MCC
$100

VITEC 242.8522
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The Visitor Industry Training and Education

Center Is located In the former Maul News

Building, at 107 Wahl Ho olaha. From MCC,

take Ka ahumanu Avenue towards Walluku.

Turn left on Papa, and then hnniediately

right, up the hill on Wahl lio olaha,

For more information call 242,8522.

to alluku

VITEC

Mahalo to our Donors

VI1KC'e lowcoat training le
suisaMzed by private (Mews and
government Amds. The vrtrc wan.
and instructors extend heady and
shIcae "hudia/o to our supporters1

llnirerslgy of Hawaii/ Maui
community College

Mad Maintenance Enghmers
Association

Private Industry donors
Embamy Suites
Kea Lan/ Hotel &
Pacific Construction Company
Paulin rad& Group
Hyatt Regency-Mud

Tourldn Training Council Grants

Maul Hotel Association

Community
College

ahumenu Avenue to K.huIu

REGISTRATION
sxwo

-curtly
A tribai
icor.. 0-

Nam* (toe. kite, tAiddlo MAW

FORM

A6INOO Ley Ste*. 2.44

&ohm Addy.. (Pool Ottao Boy City, stn.. bp)

Noire Phone

Employtu

'Job nib

Mona

Lase send your Check male pdyable to PACC-VITEC to
I C 10 % Wahl 1-10 blaha Kahulu, 1-191vai'l 9173;)

f 242. 85i7,

Motet,'

You aro togulloted Mum fio iecolvii you. co0,1t

REFUND POLICY: For classes with
less than 5 sesslons. refunds will be
made only if withdrawal is made
before the first session. For clones
with more than 5 sessions, refunds
will be made if request is made prior
to the second session. Refund
payments take 3.4 weeks to process.
PACCVITEC reserves the right to
cancel any course if Circumstances
warrant.

IthlitlN ASSIhTeN''f many ...5ttot ttghtso,
Othh.thet$ :OW Met maey tvIelet. %et,

kovot.ots.rnoot prooatoo !wee the, fiel:IG) et,
upgiodu thee ekee (elated
.aq heel coonpao, 10 t On`t,,Ith, hetteth'`,
thepatenen1 w W./ the Voinor platede,e, lot
yout comcony

V1TEC 242.8522
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E

'01

OF CLASSES

15 Bask Japanerm for the Visitor
Induatry. Level!

15 Choosing Computer*
15 introduction to Microcomputers
16 AutoCAD. Level I
16 Bask Conversational Japanese, 1
16 Understanding Your Communi-

cation Style and Others'.
16 Basic Japanese for the Visitor

Industry. Level 1
16 Tree Care for Improving Your

Landscape
19 Lotus 123, Level 1
20 Working with Japanese Real

Estate Customers*
22 Hazardous Materials

PIrst Responder Awareness°
22 Quicken, Level!
23 AutoCAD. Level!!
23 Introduction to DOS
23 Oral Communication Skills
23 Maul's History, Culture. ft Places
24 Quicken. Level II
25 Electrical Troubleshooting, Part II
26 Lotus 1-2-3. Level II
29 WordPerfect 5.1. Level I
29 Quatro Pro
31 Front Desk

1 OSHAApproved 1Sts c litst Ald°
I WordPerfect 5.1. L. veil!

I

Office of Community Services
Maul Community College
V 1TEC
107 Wahi Ho'olahis
Kahului, Maul, Hawall 96737

Address concellon requeatad

5 Increase Your Product1Wly
Through Stress Reduction

5 Lotus 1-2-3, Level 1
5 The Master Builder 5.0
5 Reservations Sales Training for

Hotels et Condominiums-
Selling Over the Telephone

8 Intermediate DOS
WrRe Right°

8 Hard Disk Management
9 Qulcken, Level I

10 Quicken. Level!!
12 Lotus 1-2-3, Level 11
13 Introduction to Microcomputers
14 AutoCAD. Level III
14 Doing Businesa with Japanese

Visitors
14 Intro, to the Travel industry
14 say It in Hawaiian
15 Telephone Skills Workshop
16 WordPerfect 5.1, Level!
17 Secretarial Skills
19 Introduction to Paradox
20 introdue m to DOS
20 Maul's History. Culture. ft Maces
21 Intro to the Travel industry
23 WordPerfect 5 1. Level II
26 Basic Japanese for the Visitor

Industry, Level II
26 Intermediate Paradox
26 One-Write Plus Accounting.

Level I
'27 Basic Conversational Japanese. II
27 introduction to flkrosoft Works

I 26 Be !Successful in the Workplace
26 One-Write Pius Accounting.

Level II
29 Bask Japanese for the Vlsitor I

Industry. Level II

3 WordPerfect SI. Level I
4 Advanced Techniques In

Superv1sion5
4 Microsoft Worka Database
4 Your Professional Image
7 Effective Tour Gulde Technlques
9 Advanced WritIng Skills°
9 Microsoft Word 5.5, Level I
9 Quicken. Level!

10 CreatIng Successful Exhibits
10 Dealing with Difficult People
10 lotus 14.3, Level!
10 WordPerfect 5.1. Level II
I I Quicken, Level II
12 Experience Maul's Archaeological

Heritage ileeture & field tripl
12 See Yourself on Video Over-

coming Pears of SpeakIng Up
13 Quicken Level!!!
16 Microsoft Word 5 5, Level II
17 Lotus 1.2-3. Level II
17 WordPerfect 5 I, Level lll
18 Serving the Japanese Guest
20 Introduction to Microcomputers
23 Desktop Publishing ssith

MIcrosoft Word
24 Dealdop Publishing with

WordPerfect 5.1
25 Lotus I-2-3. Macros
25 PC TelecommunIcations
26 Blueprint Reading Seminar
26 Telecommunications lab
27 Introductlon to DOS

Cosponsored with INDS

%sweat OrgantistIon
Us Patin

PAID
Kahului. Hamill
Parma No. Mo

o

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Mrs. MINK. Did I understand you, Lois, to say you are interested
in Title XI, that you could not qualify because Maui is not urban?

Ms. GREENWOOD-AUDANT. I RID not sure.
Mrs. MINK. Counsel pointed out Title XI under part A, has no

limitation as to urban or not. Part B is the urban economic devel-
opment section, so you could qualify under part A.

Ms. GREENWOOD-AUDANT. Thank you for pointing that out.
Ms. PIPUND. Madam Chairman, Congressman William Jefferson,

and Congressman Craig Washington, I am Rose T. Pfund, Ph.D.,
Associate Director of the University of Hawaii Sea Grant College
Program, School of Ocean and Earth Science and Technology. I am
grateful for this opportunity to present testr-sony before this Post-
secondary Education Subcommittee of the House Committee on
Education and Labor on behalf of the University of Hawaii Sea
Grant College Program N. hich is one of a netvork of 28 Sea Grant
Colleges located on the Great Lakes, the Gulf, and the East and
West Coasts.

For the past two decades, Sea Grant Programs have contributed
materially to the education of the public and the youth of th a
Nation as well as to the development and training of scientists
through our research programs. Sea Grant Extensim programs
transfer both technical and general advisory information to the
public-at-large as well as to targeted audiences like fishermen,
marine businesses, and governmental agencies that manage marine
resources.

And more directly related to the purpose of this hearing, Sea
Grant Colleges and Programs have worked cooperatively with
higher and lower educational systems to develop innovative ways
to enhance the teaching of science.

Sea Grant Colleges and Programs were established under the Sea
Grant Colleges and Programs Act of 1966, Public Law 89-688, as a
unique partnership among governments, universities, and the pri-
vate sector. The well-developed tradition of taking the talent and
expertise of universities to the marketplace to address needs of so-
ciety is common to all Sea Grant institutions.

We are, however, in a dormant state because we are a victim of
the budget crunch in the seventies. I would likeand I am happy
to hear you are entering into the record the white paper that was
produced by a cooperative bunch of Sea Grant educators, and that
in essence captures the thoughts of our programs on Marine-reiat-
ed education, but focuses on science and science education.

We see that, in this paper, that we need to not only focus our
attention on the training of teachers, but also for the developmeht
of programs utilizing telecommunication systems as educational de-
livery channels to extend the classrooms far beyond to the far
reaches of the world, and to enablc real time student interaction
with peers and scientists who may be in the next town or some for-

eign countries.
The Sea Grant Colleges and Programs launch a pre-college focus

because enrollment in college science programs across the coun-
trythis is the seventies, continued to decline and it is still con-
tinuing to decline. In retrospect, it should not have been surprising
that students lacked the required foundation in math and science
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at the secondary level to enable them to succeed in college level
science courses.

And that in domino effect, of course, the enrollment in secondary
school science programs were also affected because there was really
a lack of very basic and fundamentals in science education at the
elementary school level.

Since the existence of this domino effect is common knowledge, it
is not conceivable the educational program developers are not
aware of it. The fact remains programs are almost always devel-
oped as seemingly implemented without consideration of the learn-
er's developmental culture. I believe the culprit is more the lack of
insufficient funding.

While funding constraints hamper the ability of educators to
plan an articulated program, it begins in kindergarten and contin-
ues on to postsecondary levels, it is possible that the available re-
sources may not necessarily be expended to implement an articu-
lated program because of the discontinuity in the bureaucratic sys-
tems that fund and administer programs. Without the ability or
the will to plan holistically, our educational institutions will con-
tinue to fail to alleviate the critical shortage of science and engi-
neers needed if the United States is to maintain a leadership role
in science and technology.

If present trends are not corrected, it has been predicted by the
turn of the century we will have a deficit of 500,000 scientists and
engineers.

And finally, the world is increasingly turning to science and
technology to establish systems that affect all of our lives in such
areas as communication, record keeping, operation of municipal
amenities and services. Electronic devices are commonplace items
in homes.

Along with the necessity for survival knowledge of new technolo-
gy, we, as citizens, will be faced with ethical and moral questions of
genetic engineering and extraordinary life support mechanisms
that affect the very basic values that we hold. These issues as well
as continued scientific and technological leadership require a
Nation that is literate in science and technology. I hope this Post-
secondary Subcommittee will begin the long uphill battle to reverse
the erosion of our country's leadership in science and technology
and to enable our educational systems at all levels to prepare the
citizens of this Nation to make the tough choices that they must
face in the 21st century.

Thank you very much.
Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much, Rose.
Mr. WASHINGTON. I have one question for Dr. Greenwood. Are

you eligible for Job Training Partnership Funds, and if so, have
you applied for them, and have you tried cooperative ventures with
the visitor industry, such as perhaps to set up a challenge grant
program since they are going to be the long-term beneficiaries? We
don't have anythIng like that, but what we find is a lot of our
young people coni;ng out of high school don't have the fundamen
tal equivalent of a high school degree and what employers are com-
plaining to the Congress about and what they are doing is re-train-
ing them.
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So it would be cheaper for them to do a cooperative venture with
you, and to provide funds so you could do the work for them, be-
cause essentially they are going to be the beneficiaries of all the
training you are putting in.

Ms. GREENWOOD-AUDANT. It is a very good point and well taken.
I think if we were able to offer cooperative funds, we would get re-
sponse from the companies here. There is one small sample of that
at the State level where the Department of Business and Economic
Development and Tourism has a Hawaiian value training program
and it is matching funds, so it isthe State contributes 50 percent
and the company contributes 50 percent and the hotels go buy into
this program.

At this point, the hotels have to pay completely for our pro-
grams. The visiting industry is one of those very rapid up-and-
coming kind businesses.

The first thing to do is training. If we were able to say we can
come in with a share, I think we would find a significant interest
because with our full employment here, they also know they have
to work with the local residents and they know they have to up-
grade because they are trying to compete at a world-class level.

They have to have that quality of service. So I think, yes, if we
could do that, we would get a good response.

Second to the JTPA, the Lahaina project was a JTPA project.
However, generally, I have had an interest in JTPA. I checked it
out initially when we started VITEC.

One of the issues here in the county because we are full employ-
ment we don't necessarily have people that qualify for JTPA, so we
can't usually squeeze under those JTPA qualifications. That is the
problem.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you very much.
Mrs. MINK. Steven Miller, ASUH Senator, Associated Students of

the University of Hawaii, Manoa; Jim Smith, private citizen; Kelly
Van Blarcom, Sheila Bruening, Shelly Hao, students at Maui Com-
munity College; and Priscilla Mikell, counselor at Maui Communi-
ty College.

We will take Steven Miller first.

STATEMENTS OF STEVEN MILLER, ASUH SENATOR, ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII, MANOA; JIM
SMITH, PRIVATE CITIZEN; KELLY VAN BLARCOM, SHEILA
BRUENING, SHELLY HAO, STUDENTS, MAUI COMMUNITY COL-

LEGE; AND PRISCILLA MIKELL, COUNSELOR, MAUI COMMUNI-

TY COLLEGE
Mr. MILLER. Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you

on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965.
My name is Steve Miller. I am the Academic Affairs Chairperson

of the Associated Students of the University of Hawaii at Manoa
which is the undergraduate student government. I am also 33 years
old, a single parent with an 8 year old son, and am a 10 year mili-
tary veteran.

While the University of Hawaii at Manoa, with its 20,000-plus
students, is the State of Hawaii's major provider of baccalaureate
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and higher degree programs, our characteristics are similar to
those all across mainland universities.

The average age of our student population has risen to over 26
years of age, over 56 percent of the students are women, the
number of students with dependents is increasing, and the number
of minority students is also increasing. These trends are nation-
wide and are projected to continue well into the future.

This means that the future and the very survival of the universi-
ties themselves lies with meeting the needs and special circum-
stances of the non-traditional student. These are non-traditional
students who need to upgrade their skills to keep pace with the
growing service economy skill requirements, these are the high
school graduates who have graduated and now realize that in 1991
they must have a BA, at minimum, if they want to obtain any
degree of financial security, like that of their parents, and also the
high school dropout who has worked to get their G.E.D. and have
attended a community college, are all looking to the 4-year accred-
ited university to provide the increased skills needed.

I strongly support the passage of this reauthorization, but I have
some concerns regarding several of the administration's proposals
as outlined in the Secretary of Education's Summary of Changes
sent to Congress.

Title I Part A, which was created to provide grants to institu-
tions to assist them in establishing programs for the continuing
education needs of the American work force and adults. The ad-
ministration's rationale for the repealing of this section is that
"postsecondary institutions have readily adapted to these needs
without Federal assistance or guidance."

If the University of Hawaii is like other universities, this is not
true.

At the University of Hawaii, our College of Continuing Educa-
tion only offers one degree granting program, that is in psychology.
The only reason that it is offered is because the professor who
teaches the psychology courses has taken it upon himself to track a
student's progress and act as an unofficial advisor.

And after his upcoming retirement, there will be nothing avail-
able. I have only been able to find three people who are making
satisfactory progress towards a degree in the College of Continuing
Educationtwo still have not graduated and it took the other
person 8 years to get her diploma.

By assuming that non-traditional students' needs are being met
just because they are a majority on campus makes one fatal flaw,
that is that the student must still attend the university from '7:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.

People who have families to support, people who have mortgages
on their houses and loans on their automobiles, and people who
only want to upgrade their skills for advancement purposes at
their current job, all cannot stop their lives to go to traditional
daytime school. Therefore, the only alternative is to greatly expand
continuing education programs that offer BA degrees and take ad-
vantage of evening and weekend hours. This program needs to be
continued and greatly expanded.

If President Bush and the Nation's governors ever hope to
achieve, or even come close to achieving the National Educational
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Goal number five, which states that "by the year 2000 every adult
American will be literate and will possess the knowledge and skills
necessary to compete in a global economy and exercise the rights
and responsibilities of citizenship", we must realize that it cannot
be achieved by forcing non-traditional students through a tradition-
al system. It is like forcing multi-shaped pegs through a singularly
shaped holeit doesn't work.

ext, the entire section of Title II, which was created to "en-
hance academic libraries and information technology systems" is
recommended to be repealed, citing that the development, mainte-
nance, and improvement is the responsibility of lie institution.
This is true, however, there are over a hundred libraries nation-
wide that are designated as Federal repositories. This designation
places the added financial burden of personnel, operating, and cap-
ital improvements expenses onto the States and the institutions. In
the case of our Hamilton Graduate Studies Library, this means an
annual outlay of over $200,000 in costs and the maintenance of ap-
proximately 1,000,000 volumes. These federally-mandated costs
should not be the responsibility of the States nor the institutions.

Next in Title IV under the Guaranteed Student Loan System,
the administration is proposing to add the requirement of a credit
check and then if need be, a co-signer before a Guaranteed Student
Loan can be obtained. While on the surface this seems like a good
idea, we have to remember that non-traditional students may be
coming to school already having debt obligations of a house, a car,
medical expenses and other personal loans.

Even those people who, like myself, have gone through some
tough times and have hurt their credit, are coming to school to
raise their standard of living so they can meet their obligations in
the future.

This also goes against the philosophy towards education which
the Congress passed in 1974 which states that, "The Congress reaf-
firms as a matter of highest priority the Nation's goal of equal op-
portunity... that every citizen is entitled to an education to meet
his or her full potential without financial barriers and limited only
by the desire to learn and the ability to absorb such education."

In summary, the cold war era is over. In the future, the very sur-
vival of a nation and the individual will be dependent on a nation's
economic productivity, flexibility and success that means that we
must have a highly educated work force.

Thank you for this opportunity and I can answer any questions
you may have.

Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much, Mr. Miller.
Mr. Smith.
Mr. SMITH. Chairperson Mink, members of this ErIbcommittee, I

really appreciate this opportunity 'o be here and prs i this testi-
mony to you.

My name is Jim Smith. I am a resident of this beautiful county
in this most wonderful and democratic State of Hawaii. I am a tra-
ditional postsecondary student and by that I mean I enjoy free use
of Maui Community College library and the University of Hawaii's
information resource. Policy decisions by the administration of this
public institution may restrict and limit my use, so I am here today
to present this testimony. In effect, the university system may
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enact a policy which will effectively prevent citizen access to li-
brary staff, who currently search at no cost for a documented re-
quested.

I am grateful for the opportunity and feel privileged to be able to
participate in this decision-making process.

I believe this to be a political and not an economic circumstance.
It is my belief t. at in 1980, about the time the AIDS phenomenon

erupted in our population, another kind of lethal virus entered our
political system, when market strategists set in motion an effort to
transfer government authority from law, an expression of the will
of a majority of individuals, to the will of the individual. Individual
will power being the authority underlying the principle of "supply
and demand", was thought to be superior and sellable.

The big government platform of the Republican Party contained
this objective. A most astonishing example of the weakness of our
education system is tne continued success of this strategy. Why was
it successful? What aspect of this idea is so attractive, yet so deadly
to our system?

To the first question I submit this answer. The best way to win
an argument when your premise is faulty is to change the subject
of debate without your opponent realizing the subject has been
changed.

Voters and the Congress, members of both parties, have been
caught up in just such a maneuver. The effect of this political ma-
neuver, and the principle it hides must be debated if this form of
government is to survive.

Maui County was infected by this idea, when voters elected a
mayor in 1980 whose administration embraced the idea that gov-
ernment must submit to the rule of the market place, the rule of
supply and demand. We are reeling from the effects.

Community plans enacted by our Council to control growth were
dismissed in favor of stimulating and accommodating the buying
and selling of land. Today we have inadequate water sources, roads
and a deteriorating social conditions. Developers cannot build be-
cause of such inadequacies.

Other legislative directives were arbitrarily enforced, which,
again, stimulated the economy, yet devastated confidence in the in-
tegrity of Government. Deregulation of this sort could no longer be
tolerated. So it found expression in another form, with equally dev-
astating consequences.

Market strategies attacked the language of law, words that con-
tain authority, "shall" and "will" were replaced by "may." The
effect was to shift authority from the legislative directive to the im-
plemenior of the legislation. Along with this tactic came the use of
words which suggest politically acceptable ideas but mean some-
thing else.

The word "competitiveness" contained in Section 1011(dX1) of
Chapter 28, suggests that acquiring kno ,Idge is like playing foot-
ball. It is not. The word "competitive" changes the subject. It
places the power to determine a policy of who gets what, how much
and for what purpose in the hands of the Secretary of Education.
This authority belongs to the Congress, but you have given it away.

And why does this power belong in the possession of the legisla-
tive branch of government? Because all men are created equal
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which means the perception of human dignity as possessed in equal
amounts requires fairness. My changes for fairness are better with
a government whose authority resides in the collective expression
of will power.

As the Bush Administration continues the process of transferring
power from you, the process of destroying the goose that laid the
gold eggdemocracy which allows the existence of the perception
of freedom, free enterprisewill continue.

We must agree that free enterprise is one of the many conse-
quences of democracy, not the cause of democracy.

In preparation for this hearing, I reviewed a document entitled
Educational Excellence for the Pacific EraThe Hawaii Plan, a
study commissioned by the Hawaii Business Roundtable published
in 1982 Two ideas underlie this study and are reflected by the use
of the words "equity" and "Mandate." Equity is used in place of
the word "equal" and the cause of the deficiencies in Hawaii's
systcn of public education is attributed to the idea of mandate.

The report suggests that equal opportunity, the same opportunity
is deemed inappropriate for the successful learning. And I believe
this same idea has found expression in the law discussed here.

The following suggested changes to Chapter 28 address the con-
cerns I have expressed in this testimony.

I request that the following amendments be considered by this
subcommittee:

One, that Section 1011 Purpose (aX2) be amended to read: (20) to
help strengthen the capacity of postsecondary institutions to -e-
spond to the continuing education and information resource needs
of adults, especially adults.

Two, that Section 1011 Purpose (b) be amended to include: (10) to
insure equal opportunity and access for adults to benefits of public
education resources.

Three, that Section 1011 Purpose (cX2)03) be amended to read: to
pay stipend or provide direct financial assistance to any individual
participating in the programs established under this section, except
to provide free, equal access to academic library information re-
sources for adult private citizens regardless of participation in pro-
grams established under this section.

Four, that Section 1021(aX4) be amended to read college and uni-
versity libraries in acquiring technological equipment; conducting
research in information technology and provide free and equal
access for adults to public information resources.

Five, that Section 1029(f) be amended to read: grants under this
part may be used only for books, periodicals, documents, magnetic
tapes, computer software, phonographic records, audiovisual mate-
rials, public use of typewriters and other related library services
and materialsincluding necessary bindingand for the establish-
ment and maintenance of networks for sharing library resources
with othcr institutions of higher education and adult citizens.

Thank you very much for this opportunity to participate in this
great democratic process.

[The prepared statement of Jim Smith followsd

6 7
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July 2, 1991

Congresswoman Patsy T. Mink and Members
ot the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Programs
Committee on Education
United States Congress

Subject; Testimony related to PostsecondarY programs for
Nontraditional Students tor public hearing held at
Maui Community College, Kahului Maui.

Congresswoman Hink, Members of this Subcommittee,

My name is Jim Smith. I am a resident ot this beautiful County

in this most wondertul and Democratic state ot Hawaii. I am a

traditional post secondary student and by that I mean I enjoy tree

use ot Maui Community College library and the University of

Hawaii's Information resource. Policy decisions by the

administration ot this public institution may restrict and limit mV

use, so I am here today to present this testimony.

I am gratetul tor the opportunity and feel P rivileged to be

able to participate in this decision-making process.

This is a most serious time i.r anyone on Maui who believes

that government and democracy are one and the same. That

seriousness is compounded when Title 20, Clpter 28, Subchapter I -

Postsecondary Programs tor EQ..traditlona. 'Student is considered in

context of the political philosophy ripping this County and Nation

apart.
I've organized this statement in three parts Part one will

provide you with a political context tor consideration in terms ot

this testimony; part two will concern our education system in terms

of this context and part three will contain sUggested amendments to

Title 20, Chapter 28, Subchapter I and Subchapter II.

Part One

In 1980, about the time the A.I.D.s phenomenon erupted in our

population, another kind of lethal virus entered our political
system, when market strategists set in motion an etfort to transfer

government authority from law, an expression of the will of a

majority of individuals, to the will of the individual. Individual

will power being the authority underlying the principle of "supply

and demand", was thought to be superior and sellable.
The Big Government platform ot the Republican Party contained

this objective. (exhibit A) A most astonishing example ot the
weakness of our education system is the continued success of this

strategy. Why? What is it about, what aspect of this idea is so

attractive, yet so deadly to our system?
I submit this answer. The best way to win an argument when

your premise is faulty is to change the subject of debate without

your opponent realizing the subject has been changed.

lf;S
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page two

Voters and the Congress, members ot both parties have been caught
up in just such a maneuver.

We've been distracted from the underlying principle ot

Democracy, that all men are created equal, which places the same
value on each ot us. I call that value "human dignity". It's not
subject to change, it is a religious value, moral at its center, as
compared to value in the market place which is essentially "amoral"
and suoject to rapid change.

The ettect ot this political maneuver, and the principle it
hides must be debated it this torm ot government is to survive.

Let me give you an example:
Maui County was infected by this

idea, when voters elected a Mayor in 1980 whose administration
embraced the idea that government must submit to the rule of the
market place, the rule ot supply and demand. We are reeling trom

the ettects. Community Plans enacted by our Council to control
growth were dismissed in tavor of stimulating and accommodating the

buying and selling of land. Today we have inadequate water sources,
roads, and a deteriorating social condition. Developers cannot
build because ot such inadequacies.

Other legislative directives

were arbitrarily entorced, which again stimulated the economy, yet
devastated contidlnce in the integrity of Government. (Exhibit B)
Deregulation ot this soit could no longer be tolerated. So it

tound expression in another form, with equally devastating

consequences.
Market strategists Atacked the

language ot law, words that contain authority, shall c.,ict will were
replaced by "may". (Exhibit C) The ettect was to shift authority
trom the legislative directive to the implementor ot the

legislation. Along with this tactic came the use of words which
suggest political acceptable ideas but mean something else.

The word "competitiveness- contained in Section 1011, (d) (1)

ot Chapter 28, it suggests that acquiring knowledge is like playing
football. It is not! The word "competitive" changes the subject, it
places the power to determine a policy of who gets what, how much

and tor what purpose. This authority belongs to the Congress, but

you've given it away.
And why does this power belong in the possession ot the

legislative branch of government? Because all men are created equal

which means the percepcion of human dignity as possessed in equal

amounts requires fairness. My chances for fairness are better witn
a government whose authority resides in the collective expression

of will power.
As the Bush Administration continues the process of

transferring power trom you, the process of destroying the "Goose"

that laid the "golden egg", (Democracy which allows the existence
ot the perception ot freedom, tree enterprise) will continue.

16(,)
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We must agree that free enterprize is one of many consequences
of Democracy, not the cause of democracy.

Part Two

In preparation tor this hearing I reviewed a document entitled
Educational Excellence tor the Pacific Era - Th Hawaii Plan a

study commissioned by the Hawaii Business Roundtable published in
1988. Two ideas underlay this study and are rotlected by the use
of the words "equity" and "mandate". Equity is used in place of
the word "equal" and the cause of the deticiencies in Hawaii's
System ot public education is attributed to the idea of "mandate".
(Exhibit D)

The report suggeqrs that equal opportunity, the "same"

opportunity is deemed nappropriate tor the successtul learning.
And I believe this same idea has found expression in the Law

discussed here.

Part Three

The tollowing suggested changes to Chapter 28 address the
concerns I've expressed in this testimony.

I request that the following amendments be considered by this

Subcommittee:

1. That Section 1011 Purpose (a) (2) be amended to read: (20) to

help strengthen the capacity ot postsecondary institutions to

responded to the continuing education and information resource
needs of adults, especially adults

2. That Section 1011 Purpose (b) be amended to include: (10) to

insure equal opportunity and access tor adults to benefits of

public education resources.

3. That Section 1011 Purpose (c) (2) (B) he amended to read: to pay
stipends or provide direct tinancial assistance to any individual
participating in the programs established under this section,

except to provide tree, equal access to ecademic library

information resources tor adult private citizens regardless of
participation in programs established under this section.

4. That Section 1021 (a) (4) be amended to read college and

university libraries in acquiring technological equipment;
conducting research in information technology and provide tree and

equal access tor adults to public intormation resources.

170
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5. That Section 1029 (f) be amended to read, Grants under this part

may be used only tor books periodic%ls, documents, magnetic tapes,

computer software, phonographic ecords, audiovisual materials,

public use ot typewriters and other related library services and

materials (including necessary binding) and for the establishment

and maintnance of networks tor sharing library resources with other

institutions of higher education and adult citizens.

Sincerely submi ed,

Jim Smith
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rate reductions end spending restraint will restore
the savings and investment needed to create new
jobs, increase living standards, anti restore our
competitivt poilti011 in the world.

And bare are a few paragraphs from the 1980 Republi-
can platform relating to Big Government.

/t is time for changetime to &emphasize big
bureaucraciestime to shift the focus of national
politics from exponding government's power to
that of restoring the strength of smaller communi-
ties such as the family, the neighborhood, and the
workplace.

Government's power to tahe and tax, to regu-
late and require, has already reached extravagant
proportion As government's power continues to
grow, the consent of the governed will esminish.
Republicans support en end to the growth of the
federal government end pledge to return the de-
cision.malling proem to the smaller communities
of society.

The emergence of policies end programs which
will revitalize the free enterprise system and re-
verse the trend toward regulation is essential. To
sustain the it ,plementation of such policy, it is
necessary to mat the public awireness and under.
standing that our free enterprise system is the
source of ell income, government and private, and
raise the individuats awareness of his or her vested
interest in its growth snd vitalil) . .

Our states end totalities have the talent, wis-
dom, and determination to respond to the variety
of demands made upon them. Bloch grants and

frKe.r. el -s. t-

What Gan the Government Dot 121

revenue shoring provide local gosermimen with the
means end the flexibility to saw their asp prols-
lenss in ways 191011 appropriate for meh look Un.
like categoricel greats, they do sot Usk abdis owl
localities into priorities end tweets fruitiest by
Washington. They ore also non elide* imam
block grants and revenue sharing relies" MA Mal
government and the federal pmersoment from Ike
costly end complicated process of program appNeo-
tion, implementation, owl review aseockged with
the categorical grent system . . .

When we missewnly rely on government to
solve all our problems we ignore the abilities of
people to solve their own probleme. We pledge to
renew the dispersion of pOINT from do federal
goVernment to the stases end localities. Bra this
will not be enougk We pledge to extend the proc-
ess so that power can be transferred as erell to mom-

governmental institutions.

There was really nothing very new in those statements,
of mune. What's new, however, was that in 1960 Ames*
cans finally pve the Republicans a mandate to put their
philosophy into practice. The public's fruotration with sad
disappointment In Big Covernment had finally rewbed
the limit.

And this revolution at tht voting booth came none too
soon. In the half century do ough the 1970s, the govern-
ment's role in the economy h. s grown from near zero into
a monumental monstrosity. B Sweets 1929 and 1979, to be
specific, total federal porches at of goods and melees sky-
rocketed from $1.1 billion to $167 billiona factor of 1211
Inflation contributed to the swelling figures, to be mire.
But even on the same current-dollar basis, the nation's
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owz4e4 k r 

d Policy keeps changing d a 
ten As a real estate profession& for 

Lie over 20 years, I am constantly 
fe amazed at the zeal and innovative 

k ways in which the ammo attorneys 

to intaptet the existing building codes. 

Through dune administrations their 

4. interpretations on agrieukural land 

al have gone from building guest hous- 

es, i.e. cottages, to no cottages but 
farm dwellings, to only one dwelling 
being permitted. 

All these decision have been ad- 

ministrative, quietly and without any 

community input. The codes haven't 

changed, just the interpretations. 
It makes carr job as a Realtor diffi- 

o cult and anyone who is thinking of 
ti purchasing propeny leery because 

guidelines seem to flan, dePeneing 
on the wind. 

Donna P. Ting 
Waiktku ,11 
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IMMO TO: Council Chairman GOrO-NniaMm :11
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SUBJiCT: iiaucli'izazNsE rem (cow.10) "
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In yi;urliait.7,:1990 %etteryou requesied .

. .4

1),_ Whether under _Rule 5-1(b) of the Rules.and'Regulations
of the Liquor Control Commission a licensee is subject to a

basic fee and a percentage fee or only one fee which was made
up of the greater of the two.

-2) An explanation of the impact on Rule -5 -1(b) on large

and small licensees. .

i) Whether Rule 5-1(b) satisfies the inteni of Hawaii
Revtsod Statutes S281-17.5.

I. The rules and regulations of the Liquor Control commission

state a basic fee or e percentage foe must be assessed, but
practical application of the rule requires they both be

assessed

Rule 5-1(b) states:

Licensees...shall be subject to the basic fee or
a percentage fee, whichever is greater.

The rule lists the basic fees for the different classes

of licenses and provides a formula for computing the percentage

ft The percentage figure is calculated with the following

fomula:

BE - BF C PERCENTAGE
----Eas-----

RE Estimated Expenditures (current fiscal year)
BF le Basic Fees (current fiscal year)
C Carryover (prior fiscal year)

EGS Estimated Gross Sales (currant fiscal year)

014.;6,1r
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Council Chairman Coro Hokama .

June 4, 1990
Pegs 2

:111.41.:

Once the perrentage,is. established, -the .Department
multiplies it by licensee'ejgross'ssles for ?that, year. This
gives the percentage fee;foromm:11.1icmmsee.

cog teat atom inmentirt

Although the rule indicates the Department is required
to charge one fee or the other,. a literal application of the
rule is unrealistic. ute. ow-t

I. reviewed the Department records for .last year and
applied thi literal interpretation of the rule. -/f you 'take the
basic fee or percentsge fee the reeult was an operating deficit
for the Department. The language seems to indicate one or two
fees should be charged, but if you do_so the formula dais not
raise enough money for the Department.

The Depsrtment has been charging all licensees both the
basic fee and the percentage .fee.. The licensee whose questions
caused this evaluation was treated the same ss sll others. The
Department believes "the basiclees'are !credited' by subtracting
them in the calculstiOn of the percentage amount and there 'is no
need to subtract them again.

I..-- .

Unfortunately, the literal application of the rule does
not generate enough Whey for the Department. Also-the deficit
will be made up' next year. /t carries over to the coming year
in the percentage calculation. The fees will increase to cover
ahy loss from the previous year,sand any deficit will balance
out in favor of the Department.

I will advise 'the Commission to consider an
interpretation of the rule which'ellows for a balanced -budget,
otherwise they are defeating the basic purpose of the rule,
irrespective of its language. I will also advise them to change
the language of the rule to avoid further confusion.

Rules of statutory construction requirscir-A4.
interpretation that does not produce an absurd result. pee,
Waikiki Resort Hotelj /nc. v. City and County of Honolulu, 63

Haw. 222, IMO The Commission should support an

interpretation which sustains the paregg rule; to raise

funds and not to create a deficit. ' l 11r Cap

I will also recommend the Commission evaluate the
formula for calculating the percentage fee. :ubtrsction of the
the basic fees from the operating budget lowers the percentage
calculation and requires the addition of both fees. I do not

have the background to evaluate the long-term effects of the
formula, but it does not reflect a "true" percentage

relationship between the department budget and the liquor

receipts.

7
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Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much.
Ms. Blarcom.
Ms. BLARCOM. I am sorry you don't have my testimony.
I am here on behalf of the students, of course. I am currently a

peer counselor at the Women's Center, downstairs, and will be
working in Student Services for the summer.

I have come in contact with many students and our goal is to
help women with barriers to academic success. One of these major
barriers is financial aid. I have seen many women come in to the
office, would love to come to school. I have the ability, I don't have
the way. I have three kids. I am divorced. I don't have anywhere to
start.

The problem is they say I own a home. Do I sell my home to
return to schoel? And it seems a little ridiculous, but that is the
bind women are in. They have to stay here and support their fami-
lies.

Many times they are housewives, they don't have anywhere to
go. They are in that vicious circle of welfare, they want to get off
and go to school, but there is no financial aid for them because of
their asset.

The tuition may seem small to residents, but when you think
about the 20 hours they have to spend out of work, the job site, and
come to school, it creates an even larger barrier for them.

They have to provide child care. And we are running into the
problem where the community resources are running out. They are
literally dependent upon MCC to provide them with child care and
financial aid, which a lot of them are not receiving for one reason
or another.

I am here today to speak for these women and other minorities
that work with us. Retention is very difficult at this college.
Women have a 60 percent dropout rate on its own, without the in-
creased worry of financial aid. They want to go to school, but they
find for one reason or another in the middle of the semester they
have to drop out because they can no longer pay the rent.

Minorities are the same way. I have one student who dropped
out three times. I called him up and tried to get him back. he
problem is his parents can't name him on their income tax, but
they will not fund his education.

Another lady who owns two homes and two kids and she wants
to attend school and has a 4.0, and cannot come back. I would just
like you to be aware of these things.

School is very non-traditional. The average age is 29 years. Many
women are returning as well as minorities and have family, as I
believe Mr. Miller does.

There is no way you can do it unless you nave that financial aid
and child care. I thank you very much for coming today.

Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much.
Sheila.
Ms. BRUENING. Hi. I am one of the non-traditional students at

this college. I am 29, a single parent. I have a daughter 3 years old,
and since my daughter was 6 months old, I have been trying to
return to college.

I have had to drop out twice and each time it was because of fi-
nancial reasons that I had to drop out. At this point I am going

177
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into the nursing program and I am on DSSH right now, but I am
trying to find a way to get out.

My major financial obligation is child care. It costs $400 a month
to put my daughter into child care. Three dollars an hour, which
doesn't sound like much, but when you add it up and you include
some time you have to study and you can't study with a two year
old running around everywhere in your house. By the time you add
it up, it is even more than rent if you are renting a room.

Ever since I have been back at this college, I have brought my
daughter with me for three semesters. She has been in classes with
me. This last semester I finally got a babysitter for her and I had
to change babysitters three times, which can be rather traumatic
in the middle of classes, middle of finals or mid-terms and your
babysitter decides to go back to work and not babysit anymore.

And one of the main problems is there is nothing for children
under 3 year olds and it is very hard to find any child care for any-
body under 3 years old.

You are stuck in this system for at least 3 years and there are a
lot of moms out there that want to get out. One of my best friends
is a single parent and has four kids. She wants to return to school,
but how can she? She is working all she can just to pay rent and
put food in their mouths.

It has been said that yes, we need child care here, but I am
asking you to please give some money to to so we can return to
school. It would be a big load off DSSH, if you can get these ladies
back in school, get a job so they can make enough money to sur-
vive.

Thank you very much.
Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much.
Ms. Hao.
Ms. HAo. I am a student here at Maui College. I am married. I

have one 2 year old child. I am a financial aid recipient last year
and without the financial aid, I don't think T would have been able
to attend college, because one of my big problems was to find child
care. It was very expensive and as Maureen said, there is nothing
for 3 year olds.

And I would be able to finance part of it, but I had to deplete my
whole savings. If it keeps continuing that way, I am afraid I won't
be able to continue college. So I feel that financially it is very im-
portant.

Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much.
Priscilla Mike 11, the counselor at Maui Community College.
Ms. M1KELL. Good afternoon, Honorable Chairperson Patsy Mink

and other distinguished members of the committee.
As I stated, I am Priscilla Mike ll and I am a counselor at Maui

Community College.
Before I go on with my impromptu comments, I would like to ac-

knowledge and thank these three young ladies who, on the spur of
the moment, were willing to come forward and speak before this
distinguished body.

I think they did a fantastic job without any advanced prepara-
tion. I, too, apologize for not having preparod testimony and I
really appreciate the opportunity to come at this last moment and
speak to you in support of the reauthorization.
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You have already heard several speakers talk about the impor-
tance of this actespecially from a student perspective. You have
heard about othe' kinds of administrative issues that need to be
addressed and I would like to strongly echo the need for financial
aid, the importance for financial aid for the non-traditional stu-
dents that are now really, as you have heard before, becoming our
traditional students, the need for financial aid to enable them to
come Lack to school, improve their own, as well as oftentimes their
family future's well-being.

As you have heard, the average age here at Maui Community
College is approximately 29, and I think an average of 56 percent
female students. So, again, you can hear the consistency and the
demographics of our new traditional student population.

For that reason there are two issues I would like to address
which I think are really important regarding eligibility for finan-
cial aid. One of them is the need for the administration to take a
look at one of the restrictions on eligibility for financial aid. My
understanding is that students who have a first bachelor degree
are not eligible specifically for the Pell Grant and the National De-
fense student loan. I understand they are eligible for the Stafford
loan, which at this time is approximately $2,600 maximum for full
time students in college.

When you take a look, as they stated, they are re-entrants. Mr.
Miller stated family obligations, family debts. When you look at
$2,600 as an only source of aid that they will be eligible for, I think
it is important to re-think the eligibility for other types of aid. In
particular, I work with many nursing students, and in that field, in
particular, we are experiencing many adults that are coming back
and beginning second careers.

They have already earned a first bachelor's degree, have estab-
lished careers and have decided that they would like to venture off
into another area, for various reasons, and these students have ex-
perienced difficulty. The only aid that they are eligible for is Staf-
ford and that is very minimal.

Our nursing students have extraoedinary time and work obliga-
tions as compared to our general student population so they ar
not able to work as many part-time hours, or even full-time as
maybe other students iniight be able to. So that is one area I have
from working wiih students in the trenches--observed and heard
from students and I would like to encourage you to take a look at.

The other area is related to re-entry adults. My understanding,
eligibility for financial aid is based on what is known as base year
income, which is the previous year income. Again, with regard to
re-entry adu,lts, many of them, befn.,e making that important deci-
sion to come 'MK to school, even part time, have established jobs.
Many of them are working two jobs just to support themselves and
make a living in this high economy.

And so for them to be able to come back to school means they
will have to quit a job or reduce their work hours. When yJu look
at the previous year income, they would have the makings of sub-
stantially more income in the previous year which makes them in-
eligible for financial aid and for them to come to school they will
expaience a reduction in their income.

1 7 9
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I know there is a clause called "professional judgment." Unfortu-
nately, though, I think that many students, although the financial
aid office does attempt to inform students of this provision, many
students are either, don't really understand it or they feel discour-
aged, they feel intimidated to pursue that process.

They get the student aid report, which is a letter that comes to
them telling them whether they are eligible or ineligible and many
times we see students who get the letter telling them they are not
eligible for Pell, but they don't understand that.

They think they are not eligible, period, and they stop. They do
not pursue it.

These are two areas I would encourage you to take a took at. I
would encourage any kind of modifications or adjustments that can
be made to take into consideration the special needs and conditions
of the re-entri adults.

Thank yo.,
Mrs MIN& Thank you very much, Priscilla.
I wanted to inform my colleagues, Priscilla, that you are the re-

cipient of the State's awurd for the most outstanding counselor of
the year. I just had the pleasure of presenting my own personal
award to you for your services. I can see why you have distin-
guished yourself in your profession, and it is demonstrated by your
presence here and by bringing your etudents you have shown how
much you care about how they are doing in their particular efforts
to improve themselves.

My colleagues have any questions?
Mr. JEFFERSON. I don't have any questions, Madam Chairwoman.
I want to take this moment, though, which I suppose is the clos-

ing moment, or one of the closing moments of this presentation
today, to thank you once again for your leadership in bringing the
hearings to Hawaii and to the neighboring islands.

I have heard the islands described, neighboring to the homeland
of Honolulu. I think it says a lot about your attitude towards
reaching out and serving everyone who is in need of service.

I am very proud to be a part of what you are doing and I hope
that our efforts here will yield the results that are prayed for )3y
the witnesses who have come before us today.

I particularly want to thank this panel for the work they did to
prepare themselves. The work we do in Washingtonas we said
yesterday, it is for the students.

I am pleased to hear that you are benefiting from what we have
done over the years. I am also pleased to hear y our criticism so we
can put into position and ben,fit more. Mr. Smith has sh;wn his
great faith in this system. I want to tell him you encourage each of
us, I am sure, to continue in our efforts the deliberation and effort
that takes to vindicate the hope you have expressed here in our

ocracy and in our way of getting things done.
We are here to listen to you, which is the first step of being a

good representative and theli to go back and try to do something
about what you did.

Thank you and thank all the citizens who participatee ioday. It
makes a big difference to all of us.

I have not had the occasion to visit Hawaii before. My wife is
here with me. lt is a wonderful opportunity. We have had to work
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throughout the time we have been here which has been a mixture
of exhilaration and a disappointment at the same time. Disappoint-
ment because we don't have enough time to take advantage of all
it has to offer.

Thank you very much for letting me participate in the life of this
community and I really want to thank our chairwoman again for
what she has done to serve our Nation.

Thank you very much.
Mr. WASHINGTON. If I may, I would like to associate myself with

the remarks of the gentleman from Louisiana, Mr. Jefferson, and
in particular, to join in thanking you for giving me this opportuni-
ty to have my eyes opened even more.

Sometimes we look at things in too narrow a focus, I think, and I
certainly knowthat is, try to know of the needs in my communi-
ty. It is both disheartening and frustrating and reassuring to know
the people in your community feel the same way and suffer the
same problems. The law is not working for the benefit of the
people.

I think that demonstrates the wisdom and foresight you have,
Mada n Chairwoman, in bringing us here and giving us this oppor-
tunity. I do feel something significantly positive will come from the
opportunity that we have had, not only to see the beautiful land
and beautiful people, but to hear about the problems that affect
your constituents as they do the rest of us.

Let me say to all of those who have testified, I think there is a
thread that permeates the testimony I heard here, together with
the testimony we heard on the island of hawaii yesterday. Just
using the persons on this panel as an example, I find at least a
common thread in what Mr. Miller had to say in pointing out some
areas and recommendations he wanted to makeand a good deal
of common sense.

I could not, frankly, disagree with any of the recommendations
Mr. Smith and Mr. Miller wanted to make with respect to changes
in the law. That really is what democracy is.

Thomas Jefferso, envisioned democracy in which a representa-
tive government, everyone was represented by someone.

Not necessarily the person in whose geographical area you have
to live, but someone. Patsy Mink represents true and well her con-
stituents. She is a fighter for human rights and fighter fir human
dignity. I would say that in Houston, Texas. I am not just saying
that because I am here with her constituents.

I would say that to any group of people. You don't know me, but
I hope over my service in Congress you will come to know I speak
what is on my mind, without fear or favor. Let me say I share your
frustrations. I see and feel those frustrations.

We are close. The system is set up to be for you. Each of you
have testified in his or her own way beginning with the first panel
and going through the !list counselor.

There are things that need to be changed doout it. There are
things that don't make sense. When you are trying to get from
here to there and Wring to serve people and you find rather than a
highway being built fol them, you find stumbling blocks put in
their way, it seems very frustrating to keep sight of the goal that
this is supposed to be for ou.
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It is supposed to provide you with an opportunity to get an edu-
cation and when you can't get child care, itthat is a greater
stumbling block as not being able to graduate from high school, to
get in at all.

I am not going to say we will change these things tomorrow, but
I will say on behalf of these colleagues and I expect Congresswom-
an Mink will be in the Congress a long time, I expect Congressman
Jefferson will be in the Congress a long timeI don't know wheth-
er I will be there lung or not. That doesn't matter.

It seems to me we ought to do something about this problem.
You know this is a very difficult and arduous process. It ought not
to be, but it is.

It seems to me we ought to be able to find a way to touch the
hearts of the men and women, as you have frankly touched mine
here today. We have to find a way. If this is a government of the
people, for the people, and by the people, then by God, the Con-
gress of the United States, as a representation of you, must be able
to find a way to deal with these problems.

We all came to where we are in different boats. That does not
matter. We are all in the same boat now. It does not matter where
you came from or who you are. This is America and America prom-
ises its people certain things, and when it fails to deliver the gov-
ernment has not done what it is supposed to do.

As three people who represent you in the Congress of the United
States, I promise you here today if you will not despairand not
get upit will not happen tomorrow, but I will never forget the
emotional testimony I heard here today. Every time the subject
comes up, I have the opportunity to do something about taking
those stumbling blocks and making stepping stones out of them.

I will remember the fact it does not make sense you can't get day
care for your child so you can get education. You mentioned the
young lady who has a 4.0, it makes you want to scream. Here is
somebody with all the potential looking for an opportunity, an op-
portunity that is supposed to be written in the law that we say and
we think sometimes maybe the law is good, but it is interpretation
of the law is wrong.

If you will do this for me, if you will not give up on this end, and
not despair, give out sometimes, but not give up. I promise you I
will not give up. And I will continue working with other men and
women in the subcommittee and full committee and in the full
Congress.

We will make your story told so wherever we find these road-
blocks that stand in your way and stand in the way of your friends
and neighbors that want to get an education, that want to take ad-
vantage of opportunities, one day before too long I promise you we
will remove the stumbling blocks and all the other people that
would beyou have the courap to go ahead and do it anyway.

I know each one of you knc . 3 10 or 20 or 30 or 100s of people
like yourselves. ae cold war over. The money we used to be
spending on bombs and missil&, we ought to be spending on people.

We borrowed from your future and your parent's future for the
last 20 years. We don't need to guard ourselves against this enemy,
they aren't there anymore.
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They promised then we were going to take these resources and
build a strong defense. We don't need a strong defense anymore. It
is like taking the money I ought to take to send my children to
school to build a fence.

When I don't need the fence anymore, I don't have any justifica-
tion of taking the life bread from my children. You are my chil-
dren. You watch on C-Span and you will see how difficult it is
and it won't be easybut I promise you we are going to turn
around that military budget like Patsy Mink was doing before it
was popular to do it and we will put the money where it belongs, in
educating our people, because that is the strength of America.

Thank you.
Mrs. MINK. Thank you so much, Congressman WashingtOn.
You can see why I feel so fortunate to have had these two gentle-

man coming here to participate in these hearings. We were told
yesterday that this is the very first congressional hearings that
have come to the State of Hawaii on the subject matter of higher
education.

So your presence here today has made a great difference. You
have triggered out this fantastic statement from Congressman
Washington, and I know that he means every bit of it and we are
all going back to our work and committee and try to translate your
feelings and thoughts to our other colleagues who were not as for-
tunate to be able to join with us on this trip. Everything you have
said, all the words that you have put down in this testimony will
be taken back to Washington and we will get to work to see that it
can be translated into a new philosophy, a new outreach to our stu-
dents and make the higher education bill a living document which
finally guarantees to our people all across the country the educa-
tional opportunity that we all believe our country not only owes it
to our people but was required to make possible.

That is what America means to me and why I am so happy to be
back in the Congress and on the committee that I started with
years ago, because this is the future and you are the future. And so
we are going to work together to make that possible.

Before I conclude the hearings, I want to insert for the. record,
with my colleagues' permission, a statement prepared especially for
this Maui meeting by Senator Inouye, so with your approval, the
statement will be inserted in this record at this point.

My thanks again to Congressman efferson and Congressman
Washington and the two staff people for coming to this hearing
and making it possible, and my special thanks to Dr. Clyde Saka-
moto, provost of Maui Community College for making all the ar-
rangements to make this hearing possible.

Thank you very much. The meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned subject to the

call of the Chair.]
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